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The Complete Glider Service
..... SP A RES ..... I NSTRUM ENTS ..... PA RT S ..... MATERIAL S ..... SER VI C E

HIGH QUALITY MAJOR REPAIRS: in all materials.
Schleicher gliders a speciaiity.

..

TOST: Wheels, tyres, weak links and re lease hooks .
DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists for Neogen e
products.

INSTRU MENTS AND RADIOS: W inter agents most other makes available.

MATERIALS: For all yuur repair and re-build needs:
G LI Finn ish birch ply, G erman steel tube, glass cloth and
ceconite.

INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND SERVICING
COUNTER, POSTAL A N D CARRIER SALES
SERVICE: All items compet itively priced.
Open Monday to Friday
Saturday

London Sailplanes
Limited
Tring Road, Dunstabk, &'cls LU6 2JP
Dunstablc (0582) 66206H

9am to Spm
9am to 4pm

Do you need to see a photograph of the latest
version of the EW Electronic Barograph, which has
GPS data recording facilities as well as all the usual
EW Barograph functions?
No, as we're sure that you will have seen our previous model in use. The new barograph appears identical
with the same small 150 x 75 x 30 cm size, the same lightweight yet tough construction and inherits the
well proven reliability of the previous models.
The new version will record 10 hours of altitude and GPS position data at 10 second sample intervals or
longer, at up to 255 second intervals. Alternatively, it may be used without a GPS receiver to record up to
40 hours of altitude only data at the 10 second rate. lt has a full GPS disconnection detection system for
future GPS based badge and record claims and is authorised for the BGA 1993 GPS trials in all UK
Nationals and some Regional Competitions to verify start times and turn points. lt will link to any GPS with
the industry standard NMEA183 output and download its stored information directly to a printer or an IBM
PC or compatible with the EWView software, which is included with the new barographs.
For further information, please contact us and we will gladly send you our latest brochure.

* For all existing owners, a package consisting of an upgrade to the latest hardware specification plus
EWView software and cables is available at £155.00 plus VAT and P&P.

*

EWAvionics
Seymour Barn, Widmere Lane, Marlow, Bucks SL7 3DF. Tel: 0628-485921, Fax: 0628-477999
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6lx4lmm Graphics/Data Screen
Easy to Use with On-Screen Help
Uses proven BorgelJ Press. Tram;. Technology
Drives up to 5 Pilot Configured Analogue Meters
On board U.K. Tuming Point Library
Elecnonic G-Meter sensing Cruise/Climb
Remote Programming uniJ for ease of use in Flight
Remote Compass Interface for Area Navigatio11
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Flite Lines Marketing 32 Brislington Hill , Brislington , Bristol BS4 5BD U.K.
Tele: (0) 272 -413655 or Fax: (0) 272 -721923
All priCes exClude VA T and p& p
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For pity's sake talk to David Schofield and get organised on a part exchange!
For details of all trailers and kits from up to the minute 15 metre to vintage machines
call 0793-790160 or 822300 or 0831-405272.
Spares - wheels - axles held in stock - all repairs carried out. Second-hand trailers available.
Ask about our new LIFT-TOP for 1993

SCHOFIELD AVIATION, The Hangar, Lotmead Farm, Lower Wanborough, Swindon, SN3 4AJ

Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing ...
NEW LOW PREMIUMS FOR
CLUBS AND PRIVATE OWNERS
FOR INSTANT QUOTATIONS AND IMMEDIATE COVER CONTACT: MARTIN CASEY@

Lowndes Lambert Aviation Limited
Lowndes Lambert House 53 Eastcheap London EC3 P 3HL

r• - I ~

and at uoyd's
~ ~ Tclcphone071 -2~3 2000
Telcx8814631

Fax 07 1-2~3 1970

-

\-kmho:r ,,r Jl.I.I.I3.A

HE HAS NINE LIVES YOU ONLY HAVE ONE!
Don't put it at risk with DIY repairs or makeshift materials.
lt might seem quicker and cheaper, but it could prove
costly in the end - Leave it to the professional!
• INSURANCE WORK
. PANELS CUT

e GELCOAT CHIPS
e HANDWAJCING

Unit R, Alanbrooke Industrial Park, Topcliffe, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 3SE.
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e ANNUAL C of A
e COMP. NUMBERS

Fax: 0845 577646
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Rough winds have shaken the Darling Buds of May (and
April!) sufficient to arouse even the most intemperate
ancient aviators. They rush to the BGA Shop for all the
latest gliding books and accessories to make the most of
another glorious summers day- or something like that.

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB Tel 0533 531 OS 1
or ask vs to send yov ovr complete sales list (ACCESS/VISA accepted}

FOR SPECIALIST REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE
I

ROGER TARGEIT

Offering outstanding workmanship, efficiency and
service in:

*

Sailplane Services

* Wood and Metal repairs
* All modifications
* Motor Glider engine approval
* C of A Renewals
* General Maintenance

Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club
Nympsfield, Nr. Stonehouse
Gloucestershire GL10 3TX

Tel: Workshop (0453) 860861
Home (0453) 860447
(Portable (0850) 769060

(including re-finishing and wax polishing)

IGlide at Aquila in ;~e Heart of the Count~ \
NEW for '93: the whole of Hinton Airtield
is now available, including all grass areas
•

-;,
\

~~

~......--~

new members and visitors made welcome at this friendly clu

• one of the least expensive places to fly: aerotow still only £11

I

•

All glass, carbon and kevlar repairs

~~1,otl~ ~? ~~
P."'~~~D ~~

A~ pt~~~
,. ·

. ._

~

VISITTHE .

The

'S'r'

A~rftcld. POCK LING TON
East Yorkshile Y04 2NR

' -_ --~

only a few minutes from M40 J 11 Ban bury, and within easy reach from
anywhere between London and Birmingham

Suuated on 1he edge of 1he pictore"lue
Yorkshue Wol<!~ wHhln I!Jsy reach of 1he

h'"""c C'lly nf YORK . rhe Moors and !he
scenK: Yorkshire coast.
• EXCELLENT L.AVNCH FACILITIES

• an excellent soaring centre
Aquila Gliding Club, Hinton in the Hedges Airfield, Brackley, Northants
For further information, phone (0327) 61948
Site: (0295) 811056

(wi~ch/Htotowl .

• ON· SITE ACCOMMOOATION A 1/Ait.ABt.E.
e COMFORTABt.E Ct.UBHOUSE. B,oR &
e Fly YQVR Gt.IDER OR OURS. BRIEFING ROOM.

Wril< or ~rvc us a rrng .

0759 303579

LPLArES
'WOOD AIRCRAFT REQUIRE A PARTICULAR TYPE OF CARE AND QUALITY'
AT PARKER SAILPLANES YOU CAN BE ASSURED OF THAT CARE AND QUALITY AS
WE ONLY SPECIALISE IN WOOD AND FABRIC GLIDERS... -=========;_;·r~~:tJ~Ij~
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Anglia Saillplanes
AEROFINISH
THE NEW NAME IN AIRCRAFT FINISHES
We are pleased to announce our appointment as representatives for AEROFINISH products.
The range of products- tools, fabrics, dopes, fillers, paints and accessories- is primarily 'Made in Britain'.
The availability of these products from ANGLIA SAILPLANES makes us.,vour ONE STOP SHOP for
ALL your glider finishing requirements at very competitive prices.
Our services and other products from Seat Harnesses to Batteries are also available.

For further details and price list, phone or write to Stu Hoy at:

Anglia Sailplanes

ill:
1HOMAS

•

~~·

~.

••

Crown Cottage, Lower Street, Gissing, Diss, Nortolk IP22 3UJ. Tel : 037977 4114 or 0860 545812

Pop· Top Glider Pilots Parachute
State of the art in emergency parachutes
The Pop-Top. External seated pilotchute providing the fastest possible deployment.
Fully encased risers resulting in a snag free parachute container system.
Steerable parachutes in a range of sizes to suit all sizes of pilots.
Soft. slim line design for the ultimate in comfort
British built, quality assured to BS 5750
Reliability. comfort and efficiency when it matters

THOMAS
Sports Equipment Limited
Lofty's Loft· Pinfold Lane • Bridlington • North Humberside • Y016 SXS • Telephone: 0262 678299

Why pay more for less performance?
We are now taking orders for
Marianne- the high performance two seater with the low price tag prices from FF 330,000
Pegasus 90- waterballast, retracting undercarriage, new cockpit layout, canopy cover,
41 :1 performance for FF r 197, 000

Castlefields, Bournmoor, Houghton-le-Spring, Tyne and Wear
[ NorthumbriAir ..'J1o
Tel: 091·385·5515, 091·584·3011 or 0670·861763

Grob Twin 11118mtr, now all carbon
25KG lighter
Self-Launcher: Full dual control
VP propeller
Highly automated operation
First SL with FAA certification
50 sold
Short delivery
Sailplane is the same specification but sans
engine.
Send for details:

JOHNADAMS
SOARING (OXFORD) L TO
Hoo Mlll,lngestre, Stafford
Tel: 0889-881495 Fax: 0889 882189
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FLIGHTM ATE • • . . . . • • £ 469
TRANSPAK 11 ... : . . . • £ 999
AVPAK 11 ............ £1199

~

.

Portable
250 user defined waypoints
Nicad battery/mains c harg er
Gimbal mounting bracket
Digital keypad
Power/data lead
NMEA output

SKYFORCE LOCATOR £125
Connects to any GPS system with NMEA
output and converts the raw latitude and
longitude Information into distance and
bearing from the nearest town. airfield
or VCR. Supplied with mounting klt and
connection cable.

GPS55AVD . . . . . £599
G PS55 ......... £569
GP$50 also available £499

GPS EUROPE LTD
16 COUNTON ROAD ·EDINBURGH EH10 SEL
PHO NE:

• Hand portable
• 250 user defined
waypoints
• Database of
airfields & VORs
• Antenna kit
• Carrying case
• Power/data lead
• NMEA output

031-447 8444
FAX: 031-452 9004
OPENING HOURS: MON-flll 9.00am-6.30pm

ADD 17'12% VAT TO ALL PRICES (UK ONLY)
Wl ACClPT VISA, ACCESS, SWITCM, MASllRCAIIO. EUROCAIID
VISA

~ ~

•

.•

CEJ

SKYMAP is a revolutionary Global
Positioning Sy$tem featuring an advanced
moving mop display wHh database.
SKYMAP comes complete with antenna
and mounting bracket. SKYMAP can be
powered from an external power supply
or internal batteries, making it totally
portable.
TRACKER is designed tor use as a moving
map wtllch connects to your existing GPS
receiYer. TheGPS receiver must be capabfe
ol giving compatible NMEA data output.
e.g. all Garmins and Trimbles (except
Flightmale).
Both SKYMAP and TRACKER are physically
identical featuring a unique operating
system called Lilefouch wtlich d ispenses
with buttons or keys. BV lightly touching
the screen you con acllvale the chosen
!unction drawn on the display.
WE CANNOT BEGIN TO COVER All OF THE
ADVANCED FEATURES OF SKYMAP AND
TRACKER WITHIN THE SPACE OF THIS
ADVERTISEMENT. SO PlEASE CAll FOR
A BROCHURE OR FURTHER INFORMATION.

• GUWNmD LOWEST PRICU • SPECIAliST HElPUN£ FOR CUSTOMERS • SAME DAY DISPATCH • 28 DAY MONEY BACK GUARAHJEE • All GOODS FUUY GUARANTEED

Used by Winners of all 3 Classes- UK Nationals 1992
Used by Winners of a/13 Classes- World Championships 1991
Announces its GPS Interface
or

= Unbeatable
Performance

or

Most models of S-Nav and L-Nav can now be
to operate in conjunction with a Garmin GPS 100 or GPS 55. You get
full GPS capability from your Garmin plus spot-on distance and height information from yourS- or L-Nav. Extend your existing
Cambridge system - no need to re-equip! • See RD Aviation Ltd Winter 199213 Catalogue for prices

CAMBRIDGE - The choice of Champions- the leader in innovative technology
Manufactured by:

Represented by:

CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS

RD Aviation Ltd.

WARREN-SUGAR.BUSH AJRl'OR T
RR BOX 109-.1 WARRF.N, VERMONT <l56N
PHONE: (802) 496-7755 FAX (~02) 496-62}5
ALL CAMBRIDGE PRODUCTS CARR. Y A FULL 2- YEAR WARRANTY.

Aprii/ May 1993

25 Banksi.de, Kidlington,
OXON OX51JE
Tel: 0865-841441 Fax 0865-842495
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YOURLEnERS==========
A NEW PLACE TO VISIT IN SPAIN
Dear Editor,
I have just returned from a short visit to the
Gliding Centre at Monflorite in Spain. The
Centre is keen to invite pilots from every
country to come and share the facilities and the
exceptional soaring conditions in the area.
Monflorite is about 30 miles from the south·
ern face of the Pyrenees about five miles from
tile town of Huesca. The airfield is situated at
tile top of a low, soarable ridge of hills which
runs out towards the foothills (5000ft) of th e
Pyrenees Over the southern face of the
Pyrenees, the conditions are even better than
the well-known northern (French) side.
Away from the mountains the countryside is
fairly flat with plenty of good fields and is
suitable for 300km and 500km flights as well as
for early cross-countries.
Built as a permanent gliding centre, the
accommodation and buildings are excellent and
there are hangars. workshops, a large swim·
ming pool and many other fi ne facilities. They
have 18 glass two-seaters and nine tugs.
I wi ll be visiting again this summer to learn
more about flying in the mountains and to
welcome English speaking pilots. Let me know
if you are going.
DEREK PIGGOTT, London (Tel 081 876 0277j

BE PREPARED TO BARTER
Dear Editor.
I'm not surprised the farmer charged Timothy
Dews £50 for his landing if he displayed in the
fi eld the same pomposity and sell-righteousness that comes over in his letter. (See the
·
December issue, p307.i
The call for BGA involvement in sorting out
stroppy farmers is absurd. Any P1 , let alone an
instructor. is surely responsible for extricating
him or herself from the consequences of bad
decisions. it's half the fun of gliding. So the front
didn't work and a field landing was necessary.
Tough I

I suspect that this particular farmer has seen
a lot of the local glider fleet in his or ·his neighbours' fields recently and is now none too
impressed by the emergency landing argument.
Of course, if a farmer as~ for ''compensation·· of £50, that is not to say he really means it.
Being a market orientated chap -this is after all
11ow corn and cattle are sold- he's quite
prepared to barter
Glider pilots should thus enter into the spirit
of things. Tell him how well his farm looks. the
cows and crops are some of the best you've
seen (probably not a lie if you live in Surreyj
and suggest £5. He wi ll probably accept.
Tllis ego massaging approach might not
work, llowever, when your glider is sitting
prettily in a field of strawberries, even though
you claim to have landed down the rows I
NORMAN PARRY (strawberry farmer),
WanborougfJ, Swindon

JACKKNIFING TRAILERS
Dear Editor.
This topic comes up regularly in S&G and it
is about time it found its way into tile textbooks.
I th ink the solution is that the boot of the
towcar is loaded up with tools and luggage so
that the car tends to oversteer. Once this
happens the weight of the trailer takes over,
even though the trailer is itself perfectly bal anced The usual story is that the trailer tows
perfectly at weekends, but when a holiday is
taken and the boot of the car is fully loaded the
trailer jackknifes often on the first day, sadly.
In the case of Phi I Lever (see the December
issue, p309) he noted that things got better
towards the end of the day. I think the explanation may be that as he used up the petrol in his
tank the C of G of the car shifted forward reducing or even correcting the amount of oversteer.
When you tow in an oversteer configu ration,
you can observe three regimes of stability. At
low speeds the car-trailer combination is stable,
at an intermediate speed it is cond itionally

stable, that is it is stable provided that the driver
corrects any swing, but as the speed increases
it becomes unconditionally unstable and it is
beyond the capability of the driver to control it
Usually the three regimes are easy to
recognise so you can keep your speed down to
what you feel is safe, but remember if you llave
a lleavy load in the boot or have filled up with
fuel you will have to be cautious for the next few
miles until you get the feel of the situation.
BRENNIG JAMES, Marlow Common, Bucks

CAUTION WHEN WAVE FLYING
Dear Editor,
I write in response to two stimuli:First - because on recent flights some of my
club members (Borders GC) got into difficulties
attempting to navigate in wave wh ich, in one
instance, included almost complete cloud cover
apart from two small wave slots
Secondly - the article in the last issue, p22,
by Mike Fairclough. His Welsh wave flight in
particular llas similarities to our club experience
-two very small slots in complete cloud cover.
Added to this extremely limited navigational
reference is an incomprehensible and deadly
belief that it is OK to wander up through these
slots and play around with gay abandon and
precious little attention to navigating 11ome
safely.
Mike might have had a GPS or similar
system but his reference to getting it wrong by
choosing the wrong slot in which to descend
indicates this was unlikely. The pilots on one of
the wave flights in a two-seater at my club didn't
have a map or radio, the compass was believed
to be inaccurate, there were no cloud flying
instruments and they didn't have parachutes.
Now I am no deity when it comes to wave
flyi ng but I have done a bit and urge caution
with the fo llowing advice:Don't ever do th is again, especially with
cloudbase so close to known hills/mountains or
the coastline.
•

The ultimate sell-launch two-seater
• Glide at 50 to 1, or cruise quietly at 140 mph* for 800 miles!
• Safe restart: fixed engine, propeller folds from retractable nose-cone.
• Spacious, comfortable seating, delightful handling and docile stal l.

*Variable Pitch Prop now on certification test, giving: 7.41cts
climb at 8501cg, range 1150 NM at 1.7 Gal/hour, cruise 1221cts!!
(at last the S-10 cruises taster than Tug Willson glides!}
For information please contact:

Mike .Jefferyes,
Tanglewood, Fingrith Hall Road,
Blackmore, Nr. lngatestone,
Essex CM4 ORU
Phone & Auto Fax: 0277 823066
Aprii!May 1993
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ANGLO-POLISH SAILPLANES
THE BEST RANGE OF SAILPLANES YOU CAN BUY

Sailplane design is always a compromise; most modern Standard Class gliders seem to go very
well at high speed, but need vertical winglets added to climb well in weak thermals. With an
empty weight well below 5001bs the SZD 55 climbs much better than the rest without needing any
modification. To leave the others standing at high speeds- just add water.
Water is cheaper!
Want confirmation? look at the results. 1992 Standard Class National Championships- SZD 55
First, other types also competed. Available for 1993 competition season.
Also available for early delivery the Puchacz Two-Seater and Junior. The best value- the only
affordable Glass-Fibre club gliders. The highest utilised gliders on any club fleet.
Still going strong the Jantar Std 3. Performance at a low price.
Now available the SK-94 Parachute at £435+VAT the best price anywhere.

Write to Anglo Polish Sailplanes, Wycom&e Air Park, Booker, Marlow, Bucks.
Telephone 0628 39690 or Chris Rol~ings 058.2 86 J096 lor demonstrations or
.
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YOUR LETTE1RS

Gir
Aviation

d

L

Ltd~

"You can bank on us"

We welcome your letters but please
keep them as concise s possible and
include your full name and address.
We reserve the right to edit and
select.
·•

RADIOS
ICOM A2 Tx/ Rx. £259, ICOM A20 Mk 2
Tx!Rx , VOR £328, Inc. charger, nicads and
accessories. Delcom 960 Tx/Rx £184.
GLIDER ELECTRONICS
T/S Inverter "High Tech Model", 12V in- 24,
26 , 28V out £22.90. Automatic charger for
sealed rechargeable 12v batteries, two outputs with LED indicators audio polarity
warning £38.90.
INSTRUMENTS
Latest zero resettable PZL Sensitive
Variometers complete with speed to fly ring
and flask . Standard size £169 . Miniature
£199. PZL expanded scale sensitive AS! 0140 kts in 1)1; turns or 0-200 kts in 1% turns
£97. PZL TE Compensator £25.90 ,
Sta i nless Steel Total Energy Probes
£18.60 , Reconditioned Sensitive IFR
Altimeters 20 ,000' £147. 30,000' £157. New
'I FR 20,000 Altimeters £159.90. Surplus
T/Siips , Glider Rate, with 12v Converter
£109.00. Reconditioned 12V T/Siips £144.
New Miniature 12V PZL Turn & Slip £259.
Reconditioned Bendix 3~" Artificial Horizons
with new inverter £349. Airpath Panel
Mount Compasses reconditioned £43, new
£48.90. New IFR Pedestal· Mount
Compasses £64. Ex Miristry Accelerometers Standard Size £82, New 'IFR Mini
Accelerometers £169.00.
THE NEW XK 10 "CLUB" VARIOMETER
The latest state of the art variometer, with a
sine wave audio that codes value of climb
rate. Standard meter size. £219.00 with
miniature repeater meter £299.00. (Plug in
dedicated LCD averager unit option.
Available Summer '93.)

Even if you know where you are with your
GPS , what about the batteries going flat?
Experienced wave pilots do go up through
slots but there are a host of variables to take
into account -I wouldn 't go if it was a lonely,
small slot (and it's small if it is less than a mile
long) . Be extra careful in winter when the low,
oblique angle of the sun and extensive cloud
cover combine to present the pilot descending
through a slot with almost night like conditions
until his eyes adjust from the sun to the poor
light of an overcast day .
I wonder if Mike has ever timed a small slot
closing or how long it wou ld take him to descend from 24 700ft to cloudbase, which
appeared to be 240011 on his flight. In my
experience this wouldn 't be a fair contest as the
wave slot would win easily .
Usable wave slots are usually much bigger
and more frequent than associated clouds and
so occupy a larger proportion of the sky . They
have firm , consistent edges and been observed
for long periods to confirm their status. I worry
until I can get high enough to confirm there are
enough clear gaps to navigate or descend into,
before going on. If I'm unconvinced I abort the
flight.

Sailplane & Gliding
You can buy the magazine from most Gliding
Clubs in Gt. Britain, alternatively send £19.00
(to include the 1993 Yearbook) or £15.50,
postage included, for an annual subscription to
the British Gliding Association , Kimberley House,
Vaughan Way, Leicester.

NEW PARACHUTES
SK94- latest state of the art, 24 gore, two
pin release, soft comfortable back pack
parachute. Rapid opening with low descent
rate, steerable. 20 year life. Complete with
adjustable Lumbar Support and Transport
Bag. £435.

Red leather-cloth binders specially designed to
take copies ·of the magazine and gold-blocked
with the title on the spine are only available from
the BGA.

AIR FRAME SPARES
Cadet , Tutor , Sedbergh , Prefect, T.31,
Grasshopper, Swallow, Skylark.

Price £5.50 including post and packing.
USA and all other Countries
Payable in either Sterling £15.00 (or US$30.00) (or US
$40 .00 by Air Mail) direct to the British Gliding

ASH SKIDS
K-7 & K-13 £69 , OLY 2B and other types
from £65 .

Association.

Finally if ever I flew in new condition s as a
novice I would think twice about advertising my
dangerous mistakes in an article in S&G.
Doesn 't this beg a reply from the BGA Safety
Committee?
DEREK ROBSON , Ryton, Tyne & Wear

JULIAN'S FIRST SOLO
Dear Editor,
Julian Pellatt asked if he did the right thing on
his first solo (see the December issue, p356 )
and the answer is emphatically yes. But he
should have released much sooner by being
more attentive of his airspeed, as he must have
been taught.
At 200-250ft, at only 38kt and carrying the
full weight of the cable , he was very close , and
more probably at, the stall . The subsequent
release and recovery to a 55kt approach speed
would have put him much closer to the ground
and landing ahead was his only option . He car
be assured that any more experienced pilot
would have varied his action only by releasing
earlier.
As an instructor who for 15 years has flown
K-13s and similar types having a skid and with
a C of G forward of the main wheel, I was
surprised to read that when he eventually
stopped he still had the stick held fully back,
despite the far boundary and winch coming up
fast.
This made me wonder how many early solo
and , indeed , more experienced pilots are not
aware that preferable to hitting anything and to
stop shorter. it's pe rfectly legitimate after
landing and whilst holding full airbrake (hope fully actuating the wheel brake) to move the
stick forward and thereby put the skid on the
ground sooner to give added fri ction braking .
Certainly on the grass airfields on which Julian
has learnt no damage is likely and even metalled surfaces only cause extra skid plate wear.
What to do on more modern types with a
nose wheel when the brake fails poses an
entirely new question!
PAUL R ICE , Colchester, Essex
8:1

Please send all contributions to
S&G to the editorial office, 281
Queen Ediths Way, Cambridge

CB14NH

OTIFUR RELEASES
"Otllur" re-condition service £46.00.

FLY A SUPER CUB!

TRAILERS
Superior well engineered metal trailers for
the discerning glider owner. POA.
GLIDERS
'SZD-51-1 Junior $28,850
'SZD-50-3 Puchacz $42,000
"SZD-55 $45,850
·szD-48 Jantar 3$32,250

CONVERT YOUR
SILVER OR BRONZE c
TOA PPL
I
GLIDER TOWING
I COURSES
1 TAlL WHEEL COURSES

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
FRIENDLY PROFESSIONAL
INSTRUCTION
SPECIAL COURSE RATES
MICROUGHT TRAINING

I

"New gliders in conjunction with Anglo Polish
Sailplanes Ltd. Prices subject to revision.

Prices shown exclude VAT and carriage.

COLIN D. STRE·ET
"Yewdown House", 7 Sharpthorne Close,
!field, Crawley, Sussex, HH11 OLU.
Tel: 0293 543832, FAX 0293 513819 24hrs

I

For more informatio n contact:

MEDWAY FLIGHT TRAINING
FARTHING CORNER AIRFIELD, KENT. TEL: 0634 389757
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CHRIS NICHOLAS

"W

hat is Competition Enterprise all
about?" Trying to answer this question from innumerable gliding friends to whom it is evidently
not self-explanatory, is less easy than you might
think. Some of my answers have included "more
flying than any other competition", "better . ..
(ditto)'", ··more interesting ... "and "more challenging .. " I could have said "more enterprising< ... " but that sounds a bit too smart.
A very personal view (I don't know if the
.founders or most entrants now would agree) is
that Competition Enterprise sets out to test every
aspect of a glider pilot's expertise; to encourage
flying for the whole soar able part of each day; to
recapture elements of discovery in gliding otherwise lost to modern badge tasks and conven tional competitions and to put all this in reach of
the widest possible range of pilot experience and
glider performance.
Look at some examples of flights and taskscan you imagi ne any of these in an "ordinary"
competition? Aboyne, 1983- my first encounter
-gave six competition days and 21 hrs' flying in
my K-6E in a UK summer (including flights on
rainy days) . On one day of mixed cloud and
wave, the task was to register a heig'ht at which
one's crew could make a positive identification ,
to the satisfaction of a competing crew, through
holes in the cloud. On a day unsuited for crosscountry flying, this provided hours of flying and
some of the most entertaining radio transmis sions I have ever heard.

Berated for not being
competitive and staying up
there piling on points!
Another day in the same competition the task
was a choice of multiple 0 /Rs, intending to use
wave. In fact it was weakly thermic when I
started . After nearly 7hrs of early struggle and a
satisfying total of 396 scoring kilometres (428
actually flown) !landed in time for a superb veni·
son dinner - to be berated by my long suffering
crew for not being competitive and staying up
there piling on the points! I think the day winner
did over 600km, landing at about 2200.
I returned to Competition Enterprise and
Aboyne in 1987, with eight competition days out
of eight, and 35hrs' flying. Challenges I had never
before faced included crossing long stretches of
high mountain under not-much-higher cloud, in
my case at least with an eye always to a safe
landing should it all go wrong. The first day was
to undertake the longest 0 / R one could under
the conditions (thermal only, as it turned out). I
plumped for Fort Augustus, 226km .
The Aviemore·Loch Ness bit was about 25
miles, with only 1OOOft from plateau-top to cloud·
base. I took three attempts at the first half of this
section , turning back twice when I didn't find a
thermal in the right place. Midway, there was a
glen over which I could "park" while waiting for
another convenient thermal; the whole trip was
always with a landing area within gliding distance, down one or another glen , in spite of the
proxim ity of the nearest ground. I took a very
72

:ENTERPRISING
FLYING
Chris says that Competition Enterprise sets out to test every
aspect of a glider pilot's expertise and caters for the widest
possible range of pi•ot experience and glider performance
slow 5hrs and 45 min. (Justin Wills went sightseeing first, then did a quick 2hr trip over the
same distance. As I said, it caters for pilots of all
abilities!)
Read ing the weather and choosing< the right
way to approach a task is a bit like solving a problem set by nature . Competition Enterprise task
setters and scorers add to the puzzle solving
syndrome- they sometime set tasks which are
so encrypted that no one else really knows for
sure what is the winning strategy. If all else fails ,
they then "clarify" the rules during (or after) the
task.
"Castles", North Hill , 1988 , for example. it
sounded simple- photograph up to four named
castles . Oakhampton being the first and only
compulsory one. Bonuses for each castle
photographed, points for each kilometre flown
and a bonu s for landing back at North Hill. The
key lay in a north-westerly wind which was likely
to produce a sea breeze front along the south
coast. The hot ships were supposed to yo-yo
back and forth between two pairs of castles,
maximising distance between each TP - a
possible 476km if they did it all (but downrated
by their performance factor). The Capstan and
Gull could attempt one or two, not even turning
at the full distance ("photograph" the castle, not
"turn", was deliberately phrased).
In the event, the front was out at sea. I know,
because I tried it. it wasn't working . I hadn't flown
over the sea before. When I abandoned the front
I had to fly back into wind. In my K-6E, at least I
consoled myself that wood floats if necessary.
In the end, I managed three of the castles, and a
meagre distance, but 6hrs of varied, exciting flying (not really dangerous , it just felt like it at
times) and enjoying quite superb scenery.
The task setters reached perhaps the ultimate
in encoded instruction in 1990. I missed the first
briefing, when task setter "B'' described the task
invented by task setter "A". I went to the second
briefing, where task setter "N described it himself. I should have twigged from the ensuing
questions, but didn't, that there was some ambiguity (for want of a better wo rd) between the two.
The details are immaterial. Suffice it to say that
the field split into thirds, each doing totally differ·
ent tasks. My group did rather a lot of TPs ; for
the first time ever, I reached the end of the film
and had to change it in flight to capture the last
dozen or so of my 28 scoring (I thought) TPs.
When I heard that the Nimbus had struggled to
achieve a legiti mate five, the penny should thave

dropped. I have no idea how it was eventually
scored.
Which leads to the last point. Fairness hardly
comes into it. Life isn't fair, why should competitions try to be? My somewhat biased view is that
the modern, "fair", conventional competitions
throw too many babies out with the bath water .
To be "fai r" everyone has to be launched before
the first can start. Result- 45min soaring lost,
plus snifter time to prove there is a "fair" amount
of lift before anyone launches.
The task is intended to fin ish about 30min before thermals end (no wave or sea breeze or
ridge must enter into it!). The better the pilot. the
fewer the hours flown . No task decisions made
in the air- it wouldn't be "fair" if different people
were in different airmasses. Everyone tries to
gaggle with the leader, so there is ideally no difference even in which thermal people use. All
want equally good machines and instruments.
Our sort of competition differs in almost every
way. More ability or cunning yields more flying ,
more fun, more experience gained and still (gen erally speaking) more points. For me, that's fair
enough.
(This year, Competition Enterprise is at North
Hill from July 3-10. Entries to Sandy Harrup , 28
Salisbury Road, Exmouth , Devon, EX8 1SL.) E:l

"SOARING"
The official monthly
journal of the Soaring
Society ~ America.
The only US periodical
devoted entirely to the
sport.

For subscription send

$35 US by international
money order or inter·
national cashier's cheque
payable to the Soaring
Society of America,
Inc., Box E, Hobbs,
New Mexico, 88241-1308,
U.S.A.
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GLASFLUGEL'S C'ELEBRATION
Owners of more than 70 GlasfiOgel designs brought their
sailplanes to a meeting in the Black Forest last autumn and celebrated three birthdays - the 30 year-old HOtter H30, the first
glass-tibre glider designed by Eugen Hanle (seen above); the
Std Libelle (aged 25) and the 20 year-old Hornet. The HOtter was
built by Eugen (who tragically was killed in 1975 in an air crash)
and his wife Ursula in their own flat. Also at the party was the
manufacturer's largest sailplane, the GlasfiOgel 604 (on the
right). Both photographs are by Peter Selinger.

MAIDEN FLIGHT

ROLL-GUT OF NEW GLIDER

By Nainah Carts

I

Peter Selinger also took this photograph of the
20m Duo Discus two-seater, Schempp-Hirth 's
latest glider which has the aerofoil of the
Standard Class Discus. Its maiden flight was in
February when it handled well.

This photograph from the last Farnborough Air Show catalogue, is of a new glider, the A330G, which
has been designed for the club air experience market. In this role it will carry up to 335 air experience
students, thus taking the load off club two-seaters. Suitable only for the larger clubs, negotiations continue with the CAA about pilot licensing for this machine, and the manufacturers are carrying out trials
for a suitable tug aircraft. Performance of the A330G is quoted as Max LID of 20 :1, but min sink is
rather high at 21 OOft/min . Motor glider versions are also available with a choice of either two or four
engines, and are suitable for long range deployments to other glider sites at somewhat higher speeds
than other motor gliders currently on the market. Another manufacturer based at Seattle is understood
to be closely watch ing the situation , and may soon offer clubs a rival machine , the 777G, and the
Russians may also offer a version of their MAlA motor glider which will be capable of taking up to 500
air experience students although this is believed to have less UO due to its widebody fuselage, and in
its motor glider version has no less than six engines. lt is understood that Dunstable are considering
levelling their field (voice from L'sh·m "About time") in order to accommodate this new class of glider,
although. our LGC correspondent believes that JJ is not yet convinced of the concept ...
PS. The photo, kindly provided by Airbus lndustrie, is of the Industrial Rollout of the first Airbus A330 in April 1992,
before its engines were fitted.

Soaring Pajf
A NEW LIMITED EDITION PRINT

by Martin Alien, aviation artist and rather average glider pilot.
This large (34" x 20") high qualily litho print on 190 g.s.m. art
board is signed by the artist and numbered. Production limited to
250 prints. Prints rolled with tissue in a tube and sent recorded
delivery. Allow 21 days for delivery.
l.--1-P_R_IN_T_£-32-.5-0-D--,JJ 2PRINTS £62.500

I r~-3-P_R_IN-TS-£92-.50-0'J
TICK ONE BOX

NAME ........................................ SIGNATURE .......................... .. .
ADDRESS .............................................. .. .................................... .
..... .................................................... POSTCODE ....................... .

Make cheques/postal orders payable to
Flying Colours, P.O. Box 21, Loughborough LE11 3AW.
If not satisfied with your print(s) please return within 14 days for a lull refund.
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BILL SCULL

Allhoogh the FAt Spo<tiog Code

"'"u;,

these aircraft as motor gliders th ey are called
sailplanes in this article because of their performance.
No one can doubt these two categories of aircraft are here to stay. They offer an increased
potential for soaring over the conventional
sai lplane, especially in terms of flying to better
weather and avoiding the inconvenience of a retrieve. The self launchi ng version has the added
advantage of choosing your take-off time, a considerable benefit a t clubs which are either
crowded or do not have launch facilities when
you want them .
This article is the first in a series to consider
some of the problems and potential pitfalls of
both the SLS and the SSS.
Problems. The problem common to both is the
abandonment of a cross-country flight. The princi ple is straightforward- start th e engine and
climb away -but carrying out this task in a failsafe manner is not so simple if the accident
record is anything to go by.
The critical scenario. At a certain height th e
pilot decides to re-start the engine. He starts the
procedure. engine raised, then start. But what if
it doesn't?
In theory there may be two options- retract
the engine or land with the engine out. Retracting
the engine presupposes there is sufficient time
and height to do so and is generally undesirable
unless the engirile sequence is automatic, and
maybe even if it is. If thi s is not possible then
there is only one other option, land with the engine out and stopped.
Performance considerations. Consider a DG400 in its 17m span configuration. According to
the manufacturer the best LID is 44:1 ; this degrades to 30 :1 with 8°C of landing flap and (say)
20 :1 with 12°C. Incidentally, the best LID speed
(0°C flap) is 56kt. With the engine raised but
stopped the best LID figure becomes 13:1.
Based on this information it is interesting to
make some assumptions on the size of circuit pattern in the appropriate configurations, clean and
otherwise. Let's assume a circuit starting height
for the downwind leg in the clean case of 600ft
and, to keep it simple, assume there is no wind.
If Ventu s T ('T' for turbo ) owners think this
doesn't apply to them then they should consider
the engine-out-and -stopped performance of
their aircraft. The numbers may be different but
the principles are the same.
Circuit assumptions. From 600ft in still air the
glider would actually fly 4.3nm! (600 x 44/6080)
but w ith the engine out and stopped a mere
1 .3nm. In the circuit patterns illustrated I have
made the following assumptions·

Stage of flight:
Final approach:
Final turn (30°C):
Base leg (1):
Base leg (1 & 2):
Base leg (2) :
Base leg turn:

2C'

1100'

9&)'

/_/_/_-~ -=

-/-/-/_ /_ _ _/_/_/-;/-r-/

780'

'\1·--

Circuit options.
While you might haggle over the assumptions
I believe that they are in the right order and a
good first approximation . More importantly they
serve to illustrate a key point- the relative starting position in each case.
The other feature of the diagram is that three
alternative circuit patterns are shown for the engine-out case . This enables an alternative plot
of heights/positions assuming the same rectangular patterns are flown. In practice many pilots
will fly a constant angle pattern (that is they will
maintain a constant angle to the landing area)

30:1
30 :1

3200
750

. 110
•3o

8300

470

· Rounded figures ; all distances in ft.

~/

7_/_/....,/,L-/-/_/_ _ _ _ _ _
/_/

1l

2000
750
1600

40:1

2~(. .:a:. .:_//_/_/____

130()'

10:1
20:1
20:1

I

-JUt)

600'--------------------~~·----~

--700'
-40:1---

"Clean"
Dist

Total :
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In this first of a series Bill Scull, BGA director of operations,
writes about some of the problems and pitfaUs of these g1liders

UD

Sub-total:
Downwind leg:

SELF LAUNCHING AND
SE~LF SUSTAINING
SAILPLANES

Engine out/stopped
Dist
HI Loss

HtLoss

UD

200
·so
80

5:1
10:1

1500
750

300
75

10:1

1280

.130

5200

130

13,500

600

10:1
13 :1

750

75

4280

580

1560

120

5840

700

but this simple view of the considerations serves
to illustrate the problem.
Fail-safe engine starting attempts. Assuming
that you accept the pattern you would fly "clean",
where do you need to be when you attempt to
start the engine? The answer is fairly straightforward ; it is in the area between patterns 2(a)
and 2(c) and at or above the heights indicated.
Simple, isn't it?
Decisions, decisions. This decision to start the
engine at the beginning of the downwind leg
needs to be made at or above 1200ft; fr ustratingly high. Why? Because of the reduction in glide
angle with the engine out but not runni ng. You
could use a lower height by putting the engine up
at a later point in the circuit, say at the end of the
downwind leg , but this gives you little time.
Also, you will discover, Murphy's Law of motor
gliding is that you always have difficulty starting
the engine if you have got yourself into a critical
position. Trying to find lift generally encourages
you to leave it later than you shou'l d .
Furthermore , successful engine starts only
make you more complacent.
One possibility that should not be rejected out
of hand is simply to land in the field as a glider
without attempting to re-sta rt the engine at all.
This is what you should do if you finish ed very

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

SELF LAUNCHING SAILPLANES

low and the fields are small. Doubtless he , or
you , would be tempted to try a take-off from the
field -which opens up the possibilities for a different sort of accident!
But since you want the convenience that an
SLS offers you will endeavour to start the engine. If you want to get the engine out at the start
of the downwind leg (with a DG-400) the critical
decision height is at least 1200ft agl , assuming
you are in the right place to fly a pattern for the
chosen field and whether or not the engine
starts. Your subsequent choices are:
1. If the engine starts then climb away.
Incidentally this climb should be planned on the
premise that the engine may not continue to run! ·
2. H the engine fails to start continue with t•he
pattern to the field. Realise how quickly you will
be on the ground and fly the pattern accordingly.
You can only hope to succeed with (2) above
if you practise it often. This too needs careful
planning at your site so as not to interfere with
other pilots. A recent accident to a very expensive machine resulted in a groundloop in a field
when the engine failed to start. The glider was
over one airfield and within "clean" gliding range
of its base!

Summary
• Be aware of the marked reduction in performance with the engine out and stopped.
• Having chosen a field either land in it as a
glider without attempting to use the engine, or,
• Attempt to start the engine in the position for
the worst case circuit.
• If the engine doesn't start then land with it out.
If you try to retract it and fail this may be to the
detriment of your handling of the glider and organising the approach into the field.
• Practise ''deadstick" landings at your home
airfield. How can you expect to cope in anger if
you haven't practised.
The next articles will deal with the considerations for engine failure on take-off (EFTO) , aircraft handling qualities and taking-off from
strange fields.

a

TERRY HURLEY

AIRLINES
BOOKS IN CASE

E
1

r the benefit of its members the club has
generously provided a bookcase to which all
may have recourse when the weather is unflyable. But nobody ever does. We sit around and
moan , put offerings of money into a little machine which occasionally rewards us with a cup
of synthetic coffee, and scoff at one anothers
competence as aviators. Sometimes chip butties
are prepared - soft white bread with the chips
like chunks of firewood -and several members
are sufficiently hungry to eat them -somewhat
defiantly in view of the uninfo rmed , but colourful , medical opinion freely offered by their fellows.
But nobody reads the books. This is a great
pity , because these tattered old relics can speak
volumes to any amateur anthropologist. Like fossils trapped in rock they form a record of the rich
diversity of interests, habits, and beliefs of members long gone to their just deserts.
Look- side by side we have a paper back
Reach for the Sky and Merrylegs the Pony.
Further along the same shelf you can find the
collected New Yorker pieces of Art Buchwald,
still amusing after th irty years , leaning against
Angelique and the Sultan (former property of
some bored but romantically inclined gliding
widow?). with Kant's Critique of Pure Reason
lying on its side, presumably where it dropped
from the nerveless fingers of some long-forgotten member, appalled at what he'd mistakenly
picked up. On the next shelf down we have Gone
with the Wind , pinched from the Market

GPS DATA LOGGER

Harborough public library by some non-literary
pilot dece ived by the title into the mistaken belief that he'd discovered a handbook on soaring,
and the reappearance of Merrylegs -a whole
herd of Merrylegs - Merrylegs and Friends,
More Merrylegs, Merrylegs and Me, and for all
I know or care Merrylegs and the Sultan.
The aviation theme reasserts itself on the bottom shelf. strongly represented by Fly for Your
Life with only the last three pages missing and
good value at 3/6d to Book Club members all
rights reserved, as it tells us on the dust jacket ;
Dead Weight signed by Brian Lecombe r who
has since moved on to a wider world than
HusBos ; a ragged copy of Donald Duck's
Bumper Colouring Book (well, ducks fly , don't
they?) with most of the pictures coloured from a
rich palette apparently composed of assorted
jam and chocolate; and The Dambusters with a
shopping list on the back cover and several (erroneou s) attempts la spell "because" on the
front. Mind you , "because·· is a pretty tough word
for most of our members to spell without the support of their syndicate.
I suspect there could be mind-blowing, undiscovered wonders concealed in that old boo·kcase, and on the next really wet day I'm going to
skip the chip butties and investig.ate those
shelves in minute detail. Who knows- tucked
away in there could be Wilbur Wright's logbook
or even an autographed copy of the Bible.

a

DON'T WASTE YOUR PHONE CALL
We may have a list of telephone numbers at
the front of the magazine, but this doesn 't
stop a number of you ringing the Cambridge
editorial office when you want the BGA and
vice versa.
So remember:- S&G 0223 247725
BGA 0533 531051.
Advertising:- ask for Debbie at the BGA.
Subscriptions:- Bev. also at the BGA.

ATTENTION COMPETITION PI,LOTS ! ! !
BGA APPROVED FOR 1993 NATIONALS & REGIONALS
STILL ONLV £149.95 INC VAT

NEW FROM SKYFORCE

THE ULTIMATE IN GPS TECHNOLOGY

MOVING MAP
TASK PLANNING

ADVANCED MOVING MAP DISPLAY WITH LITETOUCHTM
TOUCH SCREEN.
TRACKER™ £459 +VAT USES EXISTING GPS RECEIVER.
SKYMAP™ £1049 +VAT USES INTEGRAL GPS

X·COUNTRY V2.00
TASK PLANNING SOFTWARE

ONLY £45 +VAT

CRABB COMPUTING 1/2 HALL AD ,WOLVEY, LEICS, LE10 3LG 0455 220899
Aprii!May 1993
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PLATYPUS

TAIL
~FEATHERS
Sticks and stones may
break my bones, but it's
words that really hurt

E
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when gliders were known by their colours (see
S&G Classics). At Dunstable in the 1950s there
were so many Olympias that they tended to be
identified by their paint-jobs . Certainly not by
competition numbers since there weren't many
competition pilots in those innocent days.
So we had Red-O , White-0 , Blue-0 and so
on . One Olympia came back from a re-fabricking job with a blue fuselage and yellow wing and
tailplane. I- unforgivably and to my undying
shame- found the garish result jarring on my
delicate nerves. Hungover again? Probably. The
moment I set eyes on it as it was wheeled out of
the workshop by its proud- well, proud for a very
brief while- owners, I felt unwell and yelled out
derisively "Sick-0!''
For all the years that glider remained at
Dunstable the vile name stuck, like chewing-gum
to a seat cushion . The value of its shares
plunged. I had ruined my friends with an unconsidered gibe. (You 're still doing it ; keep up the
good work. Eo) I often wonder whether some of
the cable breaks inflicted on me, and the more
subtle ways of luring a pilot to his doom -such
as giving the impression all the way down the
field that power is about to pick up any second
now, so that you find yourself over the upwind
Identified by their paint-jobs.
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A dozen alternative colour schemes.
boundary without enough height for a circuitwere revenge for that one small but vicious slur.
I had earned it.

Bring back the Red Baron
Ted. Hull- he of the S&G Classic in this issueloved to make dozens of meticulous coloured
drawings to test different paint schemes. When
it was too cold to fettle- say around ~0 below
freezing- he would fantasise about the next sea·
son's purchase on paper. I suppose nowadays
you could get a computer to show you in a few
minutes what a dozen alternative schemes
would look like from any angle , but that would
take all the fun away: what do you do for the rest
of the winter? The red , black and white for our
new Dart 17R, No. 68, bought in 1966, was very
elegantly attired by Ted , with the fuselage in two
tones: top side red to be visible from above, and
the underside black to aid visibility from the
ground and not show the dirt. Or maybe it was
just done to look pretty and we rationalised the
practical benefits afterwards.
Then in came glass-fibre and, because heat
weakens plastic and we all know dark tones re·
lain instead of reflecting heat. out went colour.
Well, almost. There were apple-green PIKs and
yell'ow PIKs in the early 1970s, but it didn 't catch
on. Why not? I suppose getting a matching
colour for a repair would prove a problem , and

any colour other than dead white absorbs more
heat than white. Besides, the out -and -out ace
competition pilot does not want to be recognised
at more than 200 metres; the opposition are wail·
ing to pounce, if that is the right word for the
craven leeching which goes on these days .
Anonymity is the rule.
Richthofen 's Flying Circus didn't worry about
being recognised. Indeed they invited it and
painted themselves accordingly . They were ,
however, armed to the teeth with triple Spandaus
and Lugar pistols and the odd grenade or two.
Now there's a thought.
Take a letter, Ms Fraser: "To the chairman of
the BGA Competitions' Committee, Dear Sir ,
Don't you think Camps are getting just the teeni·
est bit boring these days? Of course you do, I've
just had this idea ... "

Notes taxed from Oz
1: How to dress on the field of flight.
At Narromine I am enjoying very much flying
Chris Stephen's DG-300, which comes close to
reconciling me to little gliders. The DG 's long
canopy, as most of you know, tJinges just in front
of the pilot's toes, and in Australia one does not
fly a DG wearing shorts unless you want roasted
legs . However, there is another sartorial point
that I now watch out for in that glider before
yelling "Take up slack!" After doing all the proper
control checks and being duly launched , I de·
cided to stretch my legs a bit and tried to adjust
the pedals. I found I couldn 't do so because the
longish loops of the shoelaces on my right foot
had been jammed between the canopy and the
edge of the cockpit when the canopy was closed .
No amount of tugging would free my foot which
had just sufficient movement to operate the rud·
der so long as 11 didn 't try to adjust the pedals
one inch .
A current fad is for the younger generation to
wander about with the laces of their trainers de·
liberately left undone, and if older people point
out the fact , imagining that they are being help·
ful, they get the sort of weary look that teenagers
reserve for half-witted but well-meaning
grownups . However, I want you to understand
that I have long ago abandoned attempts to pass
myself off as a juvenile person. (Childish, more
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like. Eo.) My shoes were properly laced up, but
there appear to be yards of redundant lace. In
America, that paradise for litigants, anyone who
underwent that minor ordeal for six hours would
by now have dispatched writs to the shoe manufacturers and to Glaser-Dirks for long term effects of cramp, mental anguish, loss of what
otherwise would have been a world record etc.
etc.

2: "First, let's kill all the lawyers"
(Shakespeare).
it"s no joke, this suing business. In the USA,
glider manufacturers have been dragged into
court by ambulance chasing attorneys after mid
air collisions, for Pete's sake. Indeed , in one
such case, the manufacturers of the towplanes
that launched the gliders received writs, although they had landed back a good half hour
before the accident, in which needless to say
they were not remotely involved . Not all the

3: All play and no work makes Jack a stonybroke boy.
If you are self-employed- and I'm the only
person who would have me as an employee-

~ QJ . A.
~

t?

ing at me reproachfully, as well as some lovely
junk paperbacks, the literary equivalent of hamburgers smothered in tomato ketchup. Yes, I'll
do it!
"Splendid" says a small voice "But how are
you going to pay for re-gel coating the old ship,
which is cracking up? Back to the electronic
treadmill, you sluggard!" The inner war contin ues unabated.
Next issue, Or Jekyll and Mr Hyde take up gliding.

Waiting for me at breakfast.
modern technology is making it possible to combine a day's (or a month's) gliding with a fair
amount of work, whereas once they were re-

BOOK REVIEW
The new edition of The Guinness Book of
Aircraft Records, Facts and Feats by Michael
Taylor and David Mondey, published by
Guinness at £14.99.
Gliding might have to share a ten page section
with parachutes and kites but this doesn't diminish the value of the book. it's perfect for dipping
into and beautifully presented with loads of illustrations.
lt records that the earliest known aviation artifact is a carved wooden model from Egypt which
many believe could have been intended as a
model glider. or the design for a larger version ,
as it almost certainly had cruciform tail surfaces.

S&G 1993 YEARBOOK
Richthofen's Flying Circus armed to the
teeth.
frivolous writs succeed, but they waste time and
money, and create a lot of stress and uncertainty
in small companies that cannot afford to play
such games. 11 is hardly surprising that light aircraft building is grinding to a halt, when insurance against crackpot claims can add 30% to
the cost of developing a new plane. In the home
of free enterprise, enterprise is being stifled .

Attempts to pass myself off as a juvenile.
President Clinton should tackle this one ahead
of his current priority, which seems to be the
licensing of gay sergeants- which incidentally
will do wonders for army recruitment and create
instant pacifists amongst the most unlikely people, such as members of the National Rifle
Association. (Get back to the subject. Eo.)
Trouble is, Mr Clinton's a lawyer.
Aprii! May 1993

garded as totally incompatible. For instance, during my three weeks at Narromine I have been
using a portable computer and printer to knock
out reports, letters, tables, questionnaires etc.
etc for people in Sydney and London , which are
then taxed from the Airborne Avionics office at
Narromine Airfield immediately before take-off,
which is usually between midday and one
o'clock. There is an equally brisk traffic the other
way, usually waiting for me at breakfast time.
After a long spell of good flying weather, a wet
day is greeted with relief rather than gloom, since
there is plenty to do, such as finding out how yet
again I have managed to file some priceless document in the great databank in the sky.
The only snag about such a way of life is that
you never relax completely: you feel you should
always be either flying tasks or toiling at the word
processor, but just lying idly by the pool reading
a thriller is somehow wicked. it's my puritan ethic
driving me. (You, Puritan!? Eo.) You begin to
envy those who are paid to show up from 9 to 5
and who know exactly when worktime ends and
playtime starts. 11 will take real effort of willpower
to disappear to a remote site in the hills, leaving
no address or contact number and abandoning
the yuppy gadgetry, the portable phones and the
modems and the box full of floppy discs. The
withdrawal symptoms will be terrible but it must
be done. I'll take instead all the great novels that
have sat unread on my bookshelf for years, look-

This is the cover of the S&G Yearbook which will
be out in early April. lt is really a seventh issue
of S&G plus masses of extra information to carry
you through the season.
lt costs £3.50 and is £3.95 including p&p from
the BGA. or get your club to make a bulk order.
There is a generous discount to help club funds.
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RICHARD YERBURGH
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eacly mooth' wem ''"''"'''' We had
seen hopeful cloud formations but mainly due to
launching problems at the critical moment ,
couldn 't explore them . But by autumn we had
settled into our new site and the winch was often
giving launches to 1800 and 1900ft.
My chance came at the end of another gloomy
November day spent teaching circuits in a stiff
nor.t h-westerly crosswind. Like a gaggle of expectant geese we'd looked at the sky thinking
there should be something up there, but it was
only towards the end of the day that the clouds
seemed' to array themselves in hopeful fashion.
Towards the end of the day the winch broke
and Roger Slade began offering· aerotows in the
Tiger Moth, but there were only three takers Ron Lynch (white Bocian), Ron Sexty (K-8) and
eventually (after C!Sking if anyone else wanted to
fly) myself in the red Bocian with Terry Knight as
P2.
We climbed out to 1800ft very slowly; clearly
we'd made a mistake because all around was
sink! Then the vario began to stir and went from
2 to 6 up. Roger seemed to be pulling back on
the power because although we were climbing
rapidly it was only at 45kt IAS. We then quickly
went to 3000ft and pulled off, heading roughly
north-east.

Best of all, was the
immaculate arch of the azure
sky stretching upward forever
To our right , about half a mile away, a smooth
bank of cloud ran parallel to our track and extended from our level to 1000ft above us, clearly
delineating the area of lift. To our left an enormous hole- our escape route -ran from south
of Wincanton to beyond Westbury. Best of all ,
above was the immaculate arch of the azure sky
stretching upward forever.
The vario showed 4 up, we trimmed out for
38kt and climbed steadily, following the cloud
line and keeping about half a mile upwind of it.
The altimeter began winding up, I pulled the trimmer back as far as it would go and we were
hands off at 38kt.
The aircraft was utterly stable with no indication of flight except the clouds falling far away
below, the snail's pace progression of the ground
and the soft swish of passing air. For five minutes at a time we were able to fly hands off, controlling any slight tendency to drop a wing with
tiny dabs of rudder.
Far, far to the west the sun sank smoothly
below the horizon until the last spark was extinguished. The evening was wearing on, the outside temperature was -15°C and it was bitterly
cold in the unheated cockpit. Suddenly we didn't
want to be too far from The Park. Small visions
of recovering the Bocian from a strange, dark
field slipped into mind and vanished again. All
was well. We were at nearly 9000ft and the hole
was still there to our right with the darkening
countryside below . Bruton and Wincanton were
quite clearly visible with the first lights beginning
to show.
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THERE IS WAVE
AT THE PARK!
Richard said that when the Bath, Wilts & !North Dorset GC
moved to The Park last August they knew it was an
exceptional area for thermals but also hoped they might find
wave
We tracked back to Westbury, still in 6 up. The
cloud was far below and the last crimson streaks
of the vanishing day were fading in the crystal
sky to the west. Awed by the splendour of the
occasion, we we nt long moments in complete
silence. T•hen Terry broke the spell with a noise
like a hiccup and said abruptly "The hole's closing in ... "
I could see the blurring edges of the panorama
below; it was nearly time to go. Ready now for our
planned descent, I glanced once more downward
to the comforting surety of the great hole ..
it had gone I
Inside two minutes the hole had vanished as
if it had never been, the sky had drained of colour
and all that was left was a grey, sunless expanse
of cloud stretching from horizon to horizon.
Of course we'd known about the possibility of
the hole closing in. We'd been prepared for it. it
was just that the speed of its disappearance was
so amazing.
Do you remember the Toad in The Wind in
the Willows forever wrenched from ecstasy and
plunged into despondency in an instant? That
was us- there we were thousands of feet in the
air with no T&S and no AH . How then to penetrate those gloomy clouds and find our way back
to the security of The Park?
We circled a couple of times orientating ourselves and then spotted a darker patch in the
cloud. Perhaps that showed the way- airbrakes
fully open, stick forward , fly downward to maximum airbrake speed aim ing the nose ever

~ JSW SOARING
'Aquarius' (Dual Weight) Calculators ..... £13.00
Wind Component Resolvers ...................... £6.50
'Gemini' Calculators
(Resolver on -Reverse Side)
... £13.00
Flight Planning Rulers ..
.. ......... £4.50
Protective Wallets for Calculators & Rulers are
now included
'Dolphin' vario Conversions from
...... £40.00
SAE for Product Details to:
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steeper until it pointed seemingly vertically towards the dark patch ; diving at over 1OOmph and
throwing away the treasure of thousands of feet
of height, oblivious to H1e hours of scratching
usually needed to gain just a fraction of it.
The cloudscape rushed towards us and
through the dark patch a nebulous glimpse of
fields, then we entered thin cloud and , almost as
abruptly , were out on the underside at 4000ft.
Away to our left -oh joy and happiness -The
Park was clearly in view. The elation was back
and Terry was shouting "Loop, loop."
Was there light enough? Of course there was
... Then Terry shouted "Anot her, and another,
and another, chandelle to the left, chandelle to
the right, tight turn left- and right ' ' Shouts of
glee, g pushing us down into our seats until suddenly we were at circuit height and do ing the
downwind checks.
We landed , overcome with excitement and
delight from such a splendid flight. Now we know
there's really wave at The Park! Th anks be to
Roger Slade for getting us started.

a

RECORD BREAKING IN SA
The FAI world and/or national records of free ·'
distance (m in 1OOOkm required) has had a good
start since they became valid last October 1 with
a number of flights in excess of 1OOOkm.
We have heard from South Africa that Klaus
Holighaus (Nimbus 4M) of Germany is claiming
nine world and national motor glider records and
his son Tilo four after a particularly successful
International Gliding Camp at Hendrik Verwoerd
Dam. The most outstanding flight was on
January 6 when Klaus completed a 1400km triangle at an average speed of 140km/h, breaking both the distance and speed world records .
His other achievements were a 1284km triangle at 128km/h; a 1388km triangle at 133km/h ; a
750km triangle at 156km/h; a 500km triangle at
164km/h and a 1218km 0 /R at 156km/h.
Tilo , aged 23, flew a 1OOOkm triangle at
154km/h plus flights of 1062, 1076 and 1122km.
The South African pilots claimed eight national records with 1OOOkm diplomas for Michael
Stehr and 74 year-old Tim Biggs.
Other record news is that David Jansen
(Nimbus 3) has flown 1035km from Forbes
Airfield to Narrowmine in Australia . All are subject to homologation.

a
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GL!ISICS
CHOSEN BY PLATYPUS
I have a personal interest in these two Kite
tales, since the first glider I had a share in
was a Kite 1, indeed the very aircraft that Ted
Hull tells us about. I sold my quarter-share to
Ted in 1959. The Primrose Kite- ah, the days
when gliders were named by their colours! gave me the first taste I ever had of high
performance and superior handling in the
winter of 1958-59, "High performance and
superior handling?" you ask incredulously.
Well, when all you have flown is a Tutor, the
Kite 1 is bliss.lt took a colossally high launch
on the feeble winches of the period, and
stayed up on anything, depending either on
a 1Okt westerly or on what the local cows had
had for lunch. I did my 5hrs in driving rain in
the open cockpit of The Primrose Kite,
hovering about 50 to 1OOft over the bushes
in the Dunstable bowl when nobody else
could stay up. (Nobody else wanted to stay
up, but no matter.) How many figure-eights
can you do in five hours? I never did calculate it. The old semi-circular canals got a real
working out, anyway. (There's an intriguing
thought: if one rolls 45° to 45° with perfect
smoothness and the ball in the middle
throughout, should the semi-circular canals
register anything at all? it's academic with
the Kite, since the controls were very 1936ish, but the aerodynamic-physiological
question still remains for some pundit to
write in and answer.)
Ted Hull's flight was enjoyable to read
about precisely because Ted has never had
pretentions to national fame as a cross-country pilot; it made one realise what those early
machines had been capable of from the day
they were first built, if only the pilots of the
day had had the hours and skills we take for
granted. In the magnificent and well-documented soaring weather of the 1930s, it is
now quite clear that 200 and 300km closed
circuit tasks would have been possible. What
was lacking at the lime was not only the experience but, it seems, the desire too. A
writer in Sailplane seriously suggested that
clubs would have to be set up in Cornwall especially so that long distance flights would
be possible in the prevailing westerlies. The
best UK closed circuit before World War 11
was an 0/R record in 1939 of about 150km in
a Rhonbussard, a quite considerably better
performer than a Kite.
I particularly liked Ted's ingenious way of
dealing with the variometer problem, a sort
of Stonehenge answer to super netto.
(Shades of Nick Goodhart rewiring his blindflying kit in a cu-nim.) I am sure it would never
have occurred to me to do that. I just expect
a professional to install some infa'llible piece
of hi-tech and panic when it fails.
The editor and the BGA and I have not been
Aprii! May 1993

OLD FOLKS'

OUTING
led recalls a flight in his Kite
1 which would have made
world gliding headlines if
achieved in the 1930s when
the machine was designed

M.,,;og •boot with ''"''" glldo" ""

be a lot of fun provided you can accept the fact
that on most days it will not be possible to do
much more than local soaring anyway. The lower
down the performance scale you go, the greater
becomes the problem of even reaching the next
thermal before meeting Mot her Earth , and
thoughts of cross-countries have to be saved up
able to trace Mr Longley of the legendary
1958 cloud-climb (not to be confused with
Steve Longland of the earlier classic) and of
course anything can have happened in 35
years. He is not on any current RAFGSA or
BGA list. I read his account at the time with
special interest because of having a share in
a Kite. Spoilers were no answer to cu-nims,
so his story was an awful warning.
Of course you could say "Well, it' s an
amusing account but it doesn't apply to me
or the modern type of plane I fly". In fact the
typical modern glider's brakes are only designed to prevent it from reaching VNE in a
45° dive, so obviously it must exceed VNE
with full brake Hit finds itself going down vertically. Therefore losing control in cloud is
still a bad idea, and I'm all in favour of getting the brakes out the moment the speed
hits 80kt. I am a bit sceptical about the 120kt
that Mr Longley says he reached in the Kite.
Would any Kite owners or aerodynamic ex-·
perts like .t o comment on the chances of the
aircraft emerging in one piece? And was deliberate spinning ever a realistic ploy for safe
descent from cloud in the days before speedlimiting brakes? How do you keep the desired
spin from becoming a deeply undesirable
full-blooded spiral dive, I ask? When Mr
Longley says "I managed to ... " (my italics)
he exaggerateth a bit. My feeling is, he fell
out of the cl'o ud on the time-honoured basis
that whatever goes up eventually comes
down, and that he was not a great deal in
charge of proceedings most of the time. On
the other hand I could simply be reading my
own ineptitude into everyone else's
behaviour. Anyhow, this is one of the great
howlnearlyundunnits.

for high cloudbase days, considered suitable for
the odd 300km or 500km triangle.
August 17, 1975, was one of these super days
with a wedge of good weat her lying between
belts of rain and horror to the north and south.
At Dunstable, th is was the second day of
Euroglide and when all the slippery ships had
streaked off out of sight for the Long Mynd , a
couple of pre-war sailplanes started off to pair
fly what is these days a modest triangle ,
Bicester, Husbands BosworH1 and return . Dave
Adams was pilot.i ng the Weihe (one time resident of lasham) and I was having a go in my
venerable Kite 1 (rebu ilt 1939 and reputedly exAmy Johnson) .
W e l aunched into a superb looking sky and
were soon heading westwa rds at 3500ft. The
cumulus were formi ng in broken streets but the
lift was not constant enough to fly along without
losing height. At least, not for me. Dave had suggested that I led the way as I was more familiar
with our ro ute , but this meant th at I needed to
push on very hard if I was not to ho·ld up the
higher performance Weihe.
With a glide angle no better than 20:1, the
penetration of the Kite is what an optimist would
classify as abysmal and the useful speed range
lies between the 30kt for thermalling and the 40kt
for going places. Flying faster gives one a very
good view of the grou nd immediately ahead and
the fascination of seeing the altimeter winding
back like crazy! However, the thermals were
pretty close together and I was able to speed up
to a dizzy 55kt across t11e gaps without losing
too much height ; and to keep above 2500ft.

The sink rate was so high
that flying through a 3kt
thermal produced no change
on the vario
A problem became eviden t using this "high
speed". The Cosim was read ing way up the top
of the red tube and the needle of the 5kt vane
type vario was jammed hard against the bottom
stop . The sink rate was so high that flying
through a 3kt thermal ,produced no change on
the vane vario and a minimal movement of the
red ball . I got around this by continuously tweaking the capacity rubber tubing behind the panel
which caused the vario needle to twitch off H1e
end stop. As we ran into rising air, this movement became much greater and I knew it was
worth while pull ing up. A bit primitive , but it
seemed to be effective.
We made very good progress and Bicester
soon came into vi ew. The sky seemed to be full
of gliders and we were inspected by a very smart
Oly 419. I was just thinking that it really was a
"barn door" day when , idly looking down, I saw a
real barn door thermalling up beneath me. After
a swift double-take, I realised that it must be th e
"Budgie", Bicester's AV-36 Fauvel flying wing.
By this time the lift was getting better and better and smooth , reg ular 6 to 8kt thermals were
taking us up to 4000ft. We turned Bicester and
started hopping across the lines of cumulus, finding little sink in the blue. We watched a driving •
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test meeting taking place at Finmere and took a
look at diminutive racing cars circuiting
Silverstone. Somewhere near Daventry we were
rather disconcerted by a large black cloud of
smoke rapidly approaching from the left at our
flight level. This portent of doom revealed itself
as a rather scruHy looking Vu lcan bomber which
fortunately changed course to pass a quarter of
a mile ahead of us. A Phoebus came over and
joined our thermal . could not compete and
pushed off in disgust.
North of Rugby was very overcast and caution was indicated. I slowed right up and watched
the We ihe and Phoebus (with us once more)
glide off into the gloom. Down to 1500ft, it
seemed a good idea to head for a small patch of
sunlight and, sure enough, a thermal developed
to keep me going. I tiptoed off towards Husbands

BILL LONGLEY

started to pay off now as the cumulus were becoming more scattered . Beyond Northampton
we crossed a very dead patch of air which saw
us down to about 1OOOft over Salcey forest.
Scratching around in zero sink for 30me minutes
produced nothing better and I was looking for
the best field when I saw the Weihe throw a circle and then another. The fields that way seemed
safe enough so moved over to join him . lt was
very weak stuff and we settled down to what
seemed an age of steady circling which in time
gained us about 400ft. Each of us in turn left the
circle to sniff around for something better and
we did at last achieve this. With the help of an
extra 1OOOft we reached Newport Pagnell but
were again down very low.
By this time I was really suffering agonies from
the cold and cramp- open cockpits are all very
•11

CLOUD+
KITE+
PLIGHT=
FRIGHT
W'""'''·

The Kite being hand launched at the Long
Mynd.
Bosworth to try and catch up the Weihe. Things
then got difficult and all seemed lost. On th e
downwind leg of my approach to the airfield, and
well below 1OOOft, another patch of sunlight did
its stuff, the port wing giving a decided kick upwards . A turn that way and after a few seconds
there was a real surge and I was soon locked
into the core of a four knotter which lifted me to
over 4000ft.
Back southwards under the murk, using every
patch of rising air, eventually brought me back
into the sunny conditions where th ings were
easy. I was happily winding my way up in a good
one when I was joined by the Booker Motor Falke
formating a few yards out from my wingtip, its
engine screaming and the two occupants grinning out through the canopy. Fortunately after a
few turns they cleared off and left me in peace
once more.
Later I caught up with the Weihe and we were
able to continue with our pair flying. This really
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well but they did not build them for comfort in the
old days.
Cranfield was well out of range to the left and
ahead of us we could see the Weihe from Hinton
in the Hedges circl ing about 2000ft above us. lt
did not seem possible that we could reach the
therma l he was using , but Dave used his superior range and height to search it out. Seeing him
circle lured me on , stretching my glide at 30kt,
and there it was - one of the best the rmals of
the day right up to 5000ft for a straight glide back
to Dunstable and completion of a 170km triangle in 4Y.:hrs.
Could we have flown further? Yes, I think so.
Had we been able to start an hour earlier. with
no contest launches to delay us, we should have
been able to manage a 200km flight fairly easily.
Perhaps next year . ..
As a flight. it was very satisfying if only to prove
that there is life yet in the old gliders and, on the
right day. you don't need to have GAP to go
somewhere.
(Reprinted from the December 1975 issue.
p244.)

Moy 17, 1958, h•d bm'
somewhat uneventful day at Andover as we
were all fervently engaged with preparations for
the coming RAFGSA competitions. We had decided not to fly as the weather looked decidedly
sinkable.
Andy Gough had ordained that Ken
Newholme and myself should fly our recently acquired Kite I (late of Nympsfield) which had only
that day emerged from the ski lful ministrations
of Scatty, our worthy chippy extraordinary ; so at
seven o'clock that evening a solitary bent wing
monoplane took to the air on her test flight.
Ken and I each had several trips and were
preparing to hangar fly when a small frontal cloud
with attendant rain squall was observed ap proaching the airfield . I launched off and released at 1OOOft in the rain right beneath the
cloud . Here was li ft! Genuine green ball at
5ft/sec . and in two turns I was at cloudbase,
which was 1500ft.
Now, the grey-bearded fathers of gliding may
nod sagely and say, "time to come down"; but
alasl I have only a ginger moustache and am
not, as fa r as I know, a father, so I headed for
the front edge of the cloud, which was directly
across the wind, and was delighted to find that
there was powerful smooth lift all along the cloud
in clear air, and at 40kt and 10 to 15fUsec up, I
soon found myself at 5000ft with clear air on one
side of me. whilst on the other side the cloud was
seething above and below me. like a huge
precipice. This was simply marvellous, I thought,
when suddenly with a rush and a roar I was en veloped in cloud. I decided that my position was
fraught with danger, so I straightened up on a
downwind cou rse and sat waiting for the daylight.
After several dark minutes I realised that daylight wasn't in that direction , and was just conditioned myself for a change of course when I
noticed my speed had crept up to 60kt . "Ease
back gently," I thought, so I did, and the needle
said 80kt! Then Okt. So this is what they mean
when they say "go and get knotted I" Spoilers out
- still no difference; then things got really rough.
In an attempt to get back in control I peered at
all the clocks in turn. Horn vario 10 metres up,
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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which was as far as it went. ASI varying between
60 and 80kt; Cosim vario top of the green tube;
T&S completely incomprehensible but still working , as the venturi drive was wailing like a banshee; altimeter past 8000ft and moving towards
9000ft fast I
This completely unnerved me and I began to
dwell on converting from uke' to harp (with obituaries in the "Adventures of Joe"); I lost control
completely and the aircraft began a succession
of aerobatic manoeuvres which the Rev Sling
never intended her for.
Somewhere round about now the hail started,
and with the hail , the ears, and prayers and
thoughts about using the pani c-bag , which I
could feel comfortably pressing from behind . I
hauled the stick back and applied full rudder and
after a sickening pause the aircraft began to spin.
However, the spin soon developed into what
must have been a spiral dive, for the ASI reached
120kt(!) before I managed to spin the other way.
In this manner, spinning in alternative directions,
I plummetted vertically and thankfully out of the
cloud over Whitchurch.
I suppose a braver chap might have taken a
bearing on Andover, four miles upwind, and
gone back in again ; but I could see a good
friend's house within gliding distance with a suitable field alongside, and I parked the glider by
her hou se~ which made the neighbours talk,
you can bet I
Altogether I had been in the air for 45min, and
they are minutes I shall never forget. Tribute is
due to Mr Slingsby and the venerable Kite. The
latter suffered no damage and is giving of her
best with the Wessex Club, who all have a rather
understandable fondness for her.
Had I achieved Gold height and had a barograph, neither of which I did, I would still say that
to emerge from circumstances like those I experienced was by far the luckiest thing that has
ever happened to me, and if anyone benefits
from this description of what can happen, I shall
be more than satisfied.
(Reprinted from the October 1958 issue.
p2a1.;
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JOHN DOBSON

ALESSO·NIN CL UD
FLYING-USING THE T&S
John Dobson prepared a series of lessons for the RAFGSA as
a result of two tragic cloud flying accidents and uses this as
the baslis for two articles intended for the pupil and instructor.
In the next issue he will cover cloud flying for advantage using
the turn and slip and/or the artificial horizon

I,,'

e ' " ' ' iotmdcotioo to ic,.ccmeot flying using the turn and slip (T&S) and assumes
the pilot has no previous instrument training in
gliders. The aim is to teach safe cloud penetration using the T&S so that the pilot can enter
cloud intentionally to regain VMC.
The limitations of the T&S must be understood
if you want to fly efficiently i•n cloud. Here are a
few points to ponder:
1. The needle indicates rate of turn and is not a
reliable indicator of bank angle by itself. Its indications lag behind the actual rate changes.
2. G loading affects the turn needle deflection if
it is not central by making it over-deflect with
more than 1g and under-read with reduced g.
3. The needle indication will vary with True
Airspeed (TAS) , as it relates to rate of tu rn , so
that you get less needle deflection the faster, or
higher, you are for a given bank angle. (Rate of
turn is inversely proportional to TAS, eg at 40kt
and 30° angle of bank at sea level the rate of
turn is 1'6°/sec; at 80kt it is 8°/sec.)
4. The T&S does not topple if the turn limits are
exceeded but it only gives useful information if
the needle is kept "live" on the scale.
5. T&S instruments need to be calibrated regularly by a service instrument section or commercial firm if you are relying on them for a
predictable performance. Almost all non-glider
T&Ss will over-read unless they have been modified to give a standard glider performance of a
Rate 1 turn at between 450 and 540°/min on a
12-14 volt supply at the normal thermalling
speed.

• All year round soaring in
thermal wave & ridge
• Launching by winch and
aerotow
• Holiday Courses available
from April
For Oetails Contact;
The Secretary
Scottish Gliding Union
Portmoak Airfield
Scotlandwell KY13 7JJ

059 184 543
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The RAFGSA emphasise that cloud
flying must not be attempted lightly,
especially in the sleek sailplanes of
today - it is just too easy to lose control with the wrong instruments, weak
electrics or limited training. They have
decided to fit artificial horizons in the
near future to any competition glider
a!ld only pilots who have been checked ,
out as competent on both the artificial
horizon and T&S may cloud soar competitively.

John, who was an instrument examiner on the
Lightning, Hawk and T-38 in the USA as well
as holding a Master Green Instrument rating
in the RAF for the past 15 years, is deputy Air
Member (training) on the RAFGSA Executive
Council and has recently become the chief
instructor at the air Cadet Central Gliding
School at RAF Syerston. He flies an LS-6C
as well as aircraft in the Air Cadet and
RAFGSA fleet.
6. Good battery power is essential for sustained
and reliable indications and a battery power level
indicator should be fitted on tine instrument panel
so that the integrity of the power source can be
monitored. A battery's output will be affected by
cold ambient temperatures as well as electrical
load and charging methods.
7 . Once the T&S is switched on the "off"' flag , if
fitted , may retract at quite low gyro speeds before the gyro has reached its design speed .
Depending on design and/or battery power it is
possible to have a low needle sen sitivity and
under-reading of the rate of turn with an otherwise apparently serviceable instrument.
Limits. In the early days of gliding any cloud flying was done in blu nt aircraft with big airbrakes
which limited the glider to a safe speed under
the never exceed speed (VNE), even in a 90° dive
with full airbrake. The instrume nts used were
basically similar to the ones used now , apart
from artificial horizons, but today 's sleek airframes are considerably less forgi ving with modern gliders designed to be VNE limited only to a •
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45° angle of dive with fulil airbrake, a zero flap
setting and no waterballast. Sleeker gliders are
more limited still with 35° nose down being often
quoted as a maker's VNE ,Jimit. The old fashioned
method of spinning out of cloud to regain control
is definitely not recommended tor modern gliders, for several obvious reasons , as a safer
alternative exists in the emergency exit method.
The relevant airframe airspeed limits must be
known instinctively, and the emergency exit from
cloud procedure practised before attempting to
start training. The relevant speeds include: VNE ,
V rough air (for control deflection and strongly
advised for airbrake selection), Vmax flap and
any speed or g limit on the airbrake.

Flying
Lookout. Whilst this is instrument training the
flying will be done out of cloud and it is vital that
a good lookout is maintained by at least one person in the cockpit, preferably the instructor!
Control technique. l't is important to be relaxed,
have the glider trimmed out and fly with smooth
yet progressive and co-ordinated control inputs.
it is better to use a number of small corrections
to the rate of turn and/or airspeed over a period
of time rather than one large input. A well tried
method of progressive speed and bank control
is to apply a stick input and after a short pause
return the stick to the neutral position and wait
for the resultant pitch or bank change to have an
effect. Pause before making any further input
rather than trying to put all the input in at once
and probably overcontrolling as a result.
Remember to ease the stick forward as you roll
out, especially if you have trimmed into the turn.
Conversely add back pressure if you enter or
steepen the turn up so that the nose attitude ,
and therefore the airspeed , is kept under control.
Fly Straight. Careful use of the elevator trim is
a great help in keeping the glider's attitude stable in cloud, although thermal gusts will tend to
vary the indicated airspeed. The glider should
be trimmed at the penetration speed prior to
cloud entry if at all possible; it is probably better
when in cloud to fly slightly faster than normal
so as to give positive control rather than to seek
the last bit of performance .
Noise. Whilst airflow noise is often a good speed
cue in lower performance glider it doesn't work
well in more streamlined gliders until quite high
speeds .
Scan. The primary scan of the instruments
should be of the airspeed, which will give a close
indication of the glider"s pitch attitude, and the
T&S, which will give the rate of turn cues and
therefore a very approximate idea of the angle
of bank. A systematic scan of the primary instruments , not fixing the gaze on one particular instrument for more than a few seconds, is needed
to detect small variations in bank or attitude. A
secondary scan would include compass and altimeter for trend information with an occasional
look at the variometer if the audio is not used.
Compasses. Part of the secondary scan is interpretation of the compass ; cloud flying using
the traditional "whisky", or more accurately, silicon fluid filled compass is a black art form, but
fortunately it is well explained in Chapter 17 of
Derek Piggott's book Gliding. More modern
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compasses such as the Cook or Bohli have
taken most of the pain away for the wellequipped single -seater pilot. However, initial
teaching will be done using the two-seater 's
more primitive compass and will-concentrate on
straight line penetrations of cloud . Later on ,
small heading adjustments for heading control
will be introduced .
Physiological. The muscle senses must be ignored to a great extent and the instruments
trusted as far as their limits go. Similarly the delicate mechanisms of the balance organs in the
inner ear (the semi-circular canals) will give spurious, powerful and erroneous indications to the·
brain- these must be ignored. For example, in
a prolonged turn the feeling will be that the glider
is wings level1 and on roll out to wings level it will
seem as if the glider is still turning , or even turning the other way. These disorientating mental
indications- colloquially called "the leans" are
increased if the head is moved quickly or significantly; it is much safer to merely move the eyes
to scan or search the cockpit rather than turning
the head .
Additionally the reduction of g on rolling out
will seem to be reduced g if the normal stick position is ignored , arid the tendency will be to >
input
an unnecessary nose up attitude change.
Nobody can fly successfully in cloud by "the seat
of the pants" alone with no external references.
The instruments must be trusted to be the best
source of information to fly the glider properly in
cloud.
Hyperventilation. it is possible in stressful or
unusual situations to breathe so deeply and
quickly that the carbon dioxide balance in the
lungs is upset. This causes a condition called
hyperventilation, which can give various upsetting symptoms including light-headedness and
a feeling of unreality. The solution is to control
breathing so that it is measured and moderate.
Radio and airspace. The radio must be monitored on the cloud flying frequency, 130.4Mhz,
and used intelligently to inform other glider pi lots before intended cloud entry and after exit.
The information includes the distance and direction from the nearest distinct geographical feature and the height above sea level (QNH) at
entry and exit. Needless to say the pilot must be
aware of relevant controlled airspace and its category, staying clear unless specifically allowed
access by the rules contained in the UK Air Pilot
or its associated documents .

Pre-flight briefing
Flight profile. I suggest this exercise should be
flown in VMC with you in the back cockpit but
able to see out until happy with how the instru ment indications and stick inputs relate to the
outside world. You will then fly in the back with a
blanked-off cockpit to demonstrate that you can
fly safely with no outside references . First , we
will look at what information the T&S gives us ,
then we will fly wings level at normal speeds ,
next with the airbrakes out, then minor heading
changes and finally some unusual attitudes. This
will all be flown with you referencing the instruments but with you will still be able to lookout.
When you are ready we will then fly again with
you under the hood.
Control technique. The ASI is the main pitch

reference in T&S cloud flying , although the alli·
meter is useful at times. There is a certain
amount of tag due to i-nertia in the ASI indications when new pitch attitudes are set, and a
control technique is needed to avoid chasing the
airspeed with stick inputs that result in over or
undershooting the desired airspeed . A method
of progressive speed and bank control is to apply
a small stick input, and almost immediately return the stick to the approximate neutral position
and then wait for the resultant pitch or bank
change to have an effect. Then carefully scan
the instruments, before making any further input,
or trimming the pitch forces out as required .
Another recommended speed control technique
is to move the elevator to oppose the airspeed
change- not to change the airspeed towards
the target speed . Eg speed 60kt, but reducing,
move the stick forward ; speed 35kt but increasing , wait until the speed is definitely increasing,
and then move the stick back a small amount.
Both techniques work, but they do rely on careful monitoring of the stick position, which is not a
normal gliding technique.
Try to keep the slip ball in the no-slip position
as any yaw will affect the turn needle initially. it
will not be easy to use the yaw string as your
concentration will need to be on the instruments,
whilst in real cloud it may be stuck to the canopy
with moisture or ice and be indistinct in the
gloom. Obviously we still need to co-ordinate the
roll inputs with the rudder, but as the aileron inputs are normally small and we are flying at a
comfortable speed , we should only need small
pressures on the rudders to accomplish this.
Flying. We will look at straight flight first , keeping the turn needle approximately in the middle
of the T&S display with small stick and rudder
inputs, setting a stabilised airspeed with small
stick pressures, and trimming out any forces. To
start the airbrake descent ease the stick forward
and then gently open the airbrakes to a stabilised
position; try to co-ordinate the airbrake and stick
inputs so the airspeed stays approximately constant.
For several reasons , T&Ss will indicate different rates of turn for the same angle of bank, given
different conditions , and we will look at this in
the air. We will calibrate our T&Ss in the glider,
having given plenty of time for the instruments
to be run up fully , to an angle of bank and speed
that we feel comfortable with by comparing them
with the outside horizon.
We will try small heading changes with turns
at first; enter the turn with a small co-ordinated
roll input, but before the needle reaches the Rate
1 mark apply a counter input to stabilise the
angle of bank- just like a visual turn- and apply
a small amount of back pressure as you do this
to anticipate the nose down pitch, monitoring the
airspeed for trends. The roll out is almost exactly
the reverse of this, remembering' to ease the
stick forward as you approach the needle central indication .
Unusual attitudes. The aim of practising instrument recoveries from uncontrolled attitudes is to
recover to straight and controll'ed flight safely;
the major priority is to keep the airspeed well
under control whilst recovering the situation.
This means that if you think that the glider will
approach the Vrough air the airbrakes musl be
fully out early enough, and the flaps checked at
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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the zero setting if appropriate, to avoid a high
speed high g situation developing . If you are not
certain that a safe recovery can be made, adopt
the emergency exit procedure immediately.
If the turn indicator is near or at full deflection,
as it will tend to be in a spiral dive, it is vital that
any g forces are reduced to as near 1gas possible as the rolling input to wings level is made.
This is because the turn needle indication is
affected by the g force- the so-called "looping
error" - unless the needle is close to its central
po sition . Once the turn needle is under control
any pitch input can be made . lt may be helpful to
think of the turn needle as the stick deflection
required to level the wings , ie with the needle
half deflected to the left you need to move the
stick to the right to correct to the wings level situation . However, don't wait for the needle to
move back exactly to the centre, but anticipate
with a small counter input to stop the roll going
past wings level - just as in any normal turn flown
visually .
The altimeter and ASI should be scanned as
part of any pitct1ing recovery ; the aim in the nose
low situation is to stop the glider pitching nose
up immediately the airspeed starts to decrease
and the altimeter slows down its needle sweep.
Then use the fine tuning technique of small input
-wait for an affect- readjust and trim- to adjust
t11e speed. If the speed is below the normal flying speed at any stage the priority must be to
ease the stick forward until the altimeter starts
showing a descending trend' with the speed
starting to increase and then fine tuning to
achieve normal parameters . If the gl ider stalls
take the normal recovery actions , only using
eo-coordinated aileron and rudder once the
buffet has gone and th ere is an increase in
airspeed.

Air exercise
Aspects of T&S flying to look at in the air in clude:
1. Characteristics demonstration . Point out
indications with no power, time for the "off" flag
to go, showing that it detects yaw and not bank
alone, show constant bank angle with increasing g and the resultant increase in turn indication , and the reduced gwith the same bank angle
to show the reduced turn indication . Show indications at normal airspeeds for a standard angle
of bank and then repeat at a slower, then a higher

than normal , airspeed to show needle deflection
is inversely proportional to airspeed for a given
bank angle . Show that a turn initiated by rolling
in with uncorrected adverse yaw will initially indicate a turn on the T&S in the-'lpposite sense to
the applied roll input, before settling down into a
normal indication as the glider's yawing motion
reverses .
2. Wings level penetration. Show the pupil
wings leve l normal speed , slow speed and the
penetration speed- emphasis is on the primary
scan and using trim on speed . Continue with a
partial then full airbrake descent , wings level ,
recovering to airbrakes in and normal speed
again. Then let the pupil practise .
3. Turns. Demonstrate a 1Rate 1 turn , rolling in,
maintaining and rolling out, showing indications ,
controls technique and trim . The pupil then practises with small heading changes only .
Antic ipate the roll -out by a least 10° normally.
Student practises. When required later on , the
turning training can continue with slightly steeper
turns and rolling out on specific readings. The
end standard at this stage, however, is to penetrate cloud on heading in a controlled descent
with only minor heading changes.
4. Unusual attitudes. Demonstrate. with visual
references , several unusual attitudes and safe
recoveries on instruments , al rowing the student
to practise a recovery after each of the demonstrations . it is especially important to show a spi ral dive situation and a slow speed slightly nose
high recovery . Emphasise that the bank should
be sorted out before the pitch , and airbrakes
should be used early on if at all unsure . Too
many of these recoveri.es with poor outside references will make the strongest stomach turn
eventually , so proceed with caut ion and con cern.
Once both you and the student are happy that
they can cope in a visual environment with the
straight descent and unusual attitudes proceed
with· "blind" flying . A suggested profile would be
with them flying as para 2 and 3 but only to a
Rate 1 turn, for heading change only, followed
by some unusual attitudes- realistic rather than
extreme. An optional finish to the exercise is for
them to be talked round the circuit by the
instructor until a safe point is reached for the
instructor to take over control for the landing .
Only do this if you think they are feeling well and
have the ability .
Standards. The end standards should be :

1. Ab'le to maintain within +1- 1Okt and 30° of
nominated heading , once established, for 1m in,
with and without airbrake .
2. Able to turn safely up to 45° off heading if required.
3. Able to recover safely to straight flight from
realistic unusual attitudes , one being a spiral
dive, another being a slow speed situation .
4. Able to carry out the emergency exit procedure safely .

Post flight discussion
Successful completion of this training only
means that the student can penetrate clouds In
virtually straight descents and does not entitle
them to intentionally cloud fly for advantage until
more advanced training has been done .
Successful instrument flying expertise requires
the pilot to stay current with the techniques, to
gain confidence graduall·y and 'i mprove their
capability with more dual flying.

Advice to instructors
Emphasise the very small control inputs that
are needed normally, especially in pitch to con trol airspeed, once the glider is trimmed out. Get
the student to look at the stick position in straight
and turning flight, as th is is an important part of
the control technique when actually in cloud .
Large inputs result in over-controlling , which
may lead to loss of control , especially in the case
of sleek gliders . Input- wait- cross-checkreadjust- trim _
Instrument flying needs to be practised regu larly if the pilot is not to lose the skills ; this re quires dual blind flying as the opportunities for
straightforward cloud penetrations will be rare .
Instructors who have not had ,f ormal instrument training might benefit from running through
the package themselves before trying to teach
it; this could be done in VMC in a single-seater if
necessary.
Discuss in simple terms the way the T&S
works, and the physiological aspects of nonvisl!lal instrument flying before he is cleared for
cloud penetrations. Furt11er reading is available
in Derek Piggott's Gliding.
If the student does not have a R/T licence get
them to practise some calls to you in the cockpit
but encourage them to get the training and take
the test as soon as practicable .
Ensure that pilots have had this training before they go wave flying!
•

LAIK-12
From Lithuania - a new sailplane for the Western market:
20. 5m span - 2 piece wing- flaps.
Fibreglass & carbon fibre construction.
Max U D 48:1
Tail do lly etc.
Rigging aids
Fully instrumented
42 gallons water ballast
Full Cot A granted
Superb fibreglass trailer
Empty weight : 8201b
Ideal for cro ss-country minded individual s and clubs
Inclusive Price: UK mainland £18000 (approx) tor complete new outfit. Prices may vary
reflecting rec ent falls 1n the valu e of sterling BUT we have 1 only, untlown LAK 12
(cancelled order). Ring for details and pnce.
Demonstrator available. contact agents:

BALTIC SAILIPLANES Ltd.
Baltic Sailplanes Ltd., 46 The Woodlands, Market Harborough,
Leicestershire LE16 7BW
Tel: o858 467723; 0536 85552 (office hours); 0536 81777 (evenings)
Fax: 0858 467137
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M~cLEAN

AYia 10

THE AERODROME, RUFFORTH, YORK Y02 3QA
TEL: 0904 83653
FAX: 0 904 838146
MOBILE: 0850 817 265

SOLE FACTORY TRAINED AND APPROVED REPAIRERS FOR
GLASER-DIRKS - DG SAILPLAI\IES. FULL REPAIR AND
MAINTENANCE FACILITY FOR ALL TYPES

* Main agents for Neogene Paints and Dopes
* Stockists of repair materials: Glass Cloths;- from £2 per metre, Epo)o/ resins,
*
*
*
*

AK30 and MGS gel coats, Ceconite fabrics & tapes, Aerodux/Aerolite glues,
Microballoons: tyres & tubes, Mecaplex canopy pa rts, Tesaband, 0 /K
Barographs
T-61 F Venture: Mainwheels, Ca nopies, Batteries, Upholstery Fabric, tyres &
tubes etc
Vega & Kestrel spares- All at sensible prices!
T-21, T-31 & T-38 spare parts
For Sale: P~K 20E, IK-6CR, Kestrel19, T-21

GLASE~ R·DIRKS

UK

BOB McLEAN 0904 - 83653 FAX: 0904·838146 JOHN ELLIS 0765 689 4 31

SOLE AGENTS FOR D-G SAILPLANES AND SPARES IN UK AND EIRE
Something for everyone:
• DG-300- Blown wing & Fin tank, 9 years in
production
• DG-300 Club- easy to fly, excellent
performance
• DG-500 Trainer- for all your needs, Aerobatic
+ 7.5- 5g, staHs & spins, 40:1
• DG-500/22- Now used by the BGA
• DG-500M- 22m self-launching two-seater
• DG-600 15/17 or 1'5/18 or winglets- Racing
Class
• DG-600M 15/17 or 15/18 self-launcher
• DG-800 - The new generation 18M selflauncher- 50: 1. With 2 or 4 piece wing
• DG-800/S Sailplane version of the above
All DGs now have 'safe~' cockpit, automatic
control connections and sprung undercarriages
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mass and the speed of rotation.
2. Any force applied to the rotating gyro will tend
to move it as if the force had been applied at a
point 90° further round the gyro's circumference
-this is called precession.
In the case of the T&S gyro then the two resultant yawing forces will tend to act in plane z
with the resultant force acting to tilt the rotor on
its only free axis. This in turn is resisted by a set
of springs which dampen and limit the extent of
the tilt of the gyro, whilst the turn needle is moved
in the direction of yaw by a system of enmeshing pinions.
Thu s a slow running gyro gives less needle
indication, weak springs let the T&S over-read,
rolling by itself cannot move the gyro and the
T&S will read zero at 90° of bank. If the gyro rotated down and towards the pilot, then the turn
indication wou ld be reduced under high positive
g, over-reading in reduced g situations.

Turn indicator (cut away).

l

Y-

Controlled exit from cloud
(Intermediate syllabus)

INot to scale
Turn indicator (schematic).
Emphasise that in the real case the wings
level penetration of cloud should continue with
the airbrakes out until visual below cloud- closing the airbrakes in cloud could lead to losing
control of the speed.
The diagram represents a rate gyro rotating
up and away from the pilot, w ith its horizontal
axis (y) at 90° to the fore-aft axis (x} of the glider,
with yawing forces in the plane (z} acting on the
rotor.
There are two laws of gyros that are of interest to us:
1. A gyro has a rigidity proportional to its rotating

GLIDER INSURANCE
T. L. CLOWES AND
COMPANY LTD
Lloyd's Brokers

Aim. To teach a safe recovery from an inadvertent entry into cloud, or loss of control whilst in·
strument flying.
Considerations. An uncontrolled entry into
cloud is highly undesirable but can happen if a
pilot tries for the last few feet of a powerful thermal. Even good instrument pilots can occasionally lose control in cloud, especially when flying
on basic instruments. The results of loss of control in cloud are well known and need no extra
emphasis. Prompt action by the pilot can save
the situation in forgiving gliders, but high performance gliders or ones with limited airbrakes can
exceed their maximum speeds (VNE} quite
quickly without prompt and correct actions.
Some of the considerations for this lesson are:
a. Glider speed limitations (rough air speed limit,
VNE, U/C limit, flap limits, maximum g limit with
airbrake out, etc.) .
b . Most advanced gliders are not VNE speed limited by their airbrakes beyond 45o nose down
pitch, or only 30° in some very high performance
gliders.
c. Physiological effects, ie disonientation, hyperventilation , and "seat of the pants" unusable.
d. Intentional cloud flying is not normally permitted in club gliders without the approval of the CFI
of the site.
e. Lookout below is especially vital during this
lesson.

We will not prolong the cloud simulation beyond
descending a few hundred feet, and we will not
enter cloud at all. After you have tried the recoveries visually we will be recovering from some
mild unusual attitudes with you looking in the
cockpit for the recovery, to simulate the real case.
it is important the controls are not moved from
the central position , until you have visual references : there will be strong physiological stimuli
to do so and these feelings must be ignored to
avoid extreme attitudes.
The standard safe recovery technique is:
a. Pull and hold full airbrake before reaching
the rough airspeed.
b . Hold the controls positively central until
visually orientated.
c . Roll towards the nearest horizon, recovering wings level.
d. Once the speed and attitude are under control, close the airbrakes.

Post flight discussion
a. Emphasise that cloud flying 1in gliders is potentially very dangerous, even if the pilot is
skilled enough to fly on instruments safely.
b . The higher the performance the glider has the
more quickly things can get out of hand, and the
higher the risk .
c. The standard recovery technique is also applicable for pilots losing control in cloud through
instrument, battery or brain ,failure.
d. it is vital that the airbrake is used early ,
recommended by 70kt, certainly by Vrough air,
although some high performance gliders are not
VNE limited by their airbrakes, and therefore may
reach dangerously close to their speed limit if a
prolonged recovery is needed.
e. Avoid reacting to the strong mental disorientation inputs that often occu r when denied an
external horizon of any sort, especiall y if the
head is moved, and/or the glider is rolled appreciably.
f. Recovery to the level flight should not be too
hasty as gliders can be overstressed easily at
high speeds with large stick inputs, ie above Vra.
g. The pilot should understand that this is an
emergency recovery technique only and does
not clear him or her in any way for cloud or in strument flying .

a

Correction: The Tel No. given in the article in the last
issue, p21 , of The UK Civil Satnav Group GPS
Information Service should have been 0336 400499.

Briefing

•

LLOYD'S
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For further information or a
quotation please contact:
Tim Proctor or Tom Ell is
T. l. ·Ciowes and Company limited
8 Crosby Square, London EC3A 6AQ
lie I 071 628 8844
Fax 071 338 0033

We are going to practise what I hope you will
never have to do for real, 'however you should
be familiar with the technique for a safe recovery if out of contro l in cloud. We will practise controlling the glider so that it stays within sensible
speed limits and therefore should not overspeed or be stressed during the recovery. This
lesson involves rapid descents, so we must pay
strict attention to lookout, especially below us.
Part of the recovery techn ique involves cen tralising the controls so that the glider's attitude
stays slightly nose low, and therefore we will look
first at what speeds we get with the airbrakes in
and out with a central stick position. We will also
use the standard recovery while in a turn, and to
recover from a moderately high nose attitude .

JOHN EDWARDS
BGA Senior Inspector

C of A Inspections
Repairs & Restorations
Watermill Industrial Estate
Aspe nden Road. Buntinuford
H erts. SG9 9JS TeJ: 0763 27161 2 (works)

0763 89460 (home)
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which your well beloved Camps Committee for
the first time introduced BGA rules for POST, a
task that has been an option in World
Championships for a number of years. The first
UK POST was set from Lasham for 50 gliders
on July 28, and at the subsequent debrief only
two pilots objected to the principle of the POST,
although the rest told us to do better with l ime
for flight planning and TP information. However,
in discussion at other Camps, harsh words have
been reported including pilots muttering that they
wouldn't enter a Camp if POST was on the menu,
threats to lynch the task setter (so what's new?)
and so forth . So, other than the Lasham group,
the majority of other Camps pilots seem to be
against POST, some of them violently so.
Author's View. I will declare my hand straight
away- I am strongly in favour of the BGA ver·
sion of the POST task as an occasional mix with
conventional race tasks via fixed TPs. it provides
variety from fixed legs and gaggling, and has a
number of significant advantages both to the
pilot and the task setter, and I strongly recommend its use in all competitions, preferably after
a ·couple of conventional tasks with fixed TPs
have been successfully completed. Once pilots
have flown it, particularly the "Line POST" described below, they will realise the advantages.
I believe that a lot of the objections are based on
unfamiliarity and a fear of the unknown.
The 1992 Lasham POST. On the Lasham
POST day , the morning forecast from Tom
Bradbury sounded immaculate between the
Cotswolds, East Anglia and as far north as
Melton Mowbray. Had the task been a conventional one, like the Nympsfield 15 Metre Class
Nationals on the same day, 500km would probably have been set, such as Leicester- Didcot
- Lutterworth (503km). As it was , the day started
early and well but bands of unforecast cirrus
then reduced thermal strength. Surprise , surprise, these very good forecasts often don't deliver since they are vulnerable to any s light
change, and the task setter normally can't win ;
remember Llanfair Caereinion in the 1985
Nationals? I do, I was crewing! However, on July
28, 1992, Nympsfield seem to have been luckier with their route and the bands of cirrus, and
many pilots completed the 500km. But the av·
erage flown from Lasham was only 303km (although Ralph in the Nimbus 4 managed 460km),
best speed being 89km/ h and average speed
61km/h. At 61km/h you would need over 8hrs
for 500km even assuming no reduction in rates
of climb over the longer time. Therefore, on a

fixed 500km task very few would have finished,
even allowing for later finish times than were
used on the POST. However, being a POST,
pilots could adjust in the air and in the event,
only one in ten landed out. Finishers were well
spread in time , and there was less congestion
at the finish line than with a fixed TP race. A successful contest day despite the change from
forecast.
History. I am old enough to have flown free distance , pilot selected goal , distance-along-a-li ne,
and eat's cradle. All have now been abandoned
for Camps because of the undesirability of condemning all pilots to outlandings , and, e xcept
for distance-along-a-line, because scores often
did not necessarily reiate to pilot skill because
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POST- FOR BERER
OR FOR WORSE?

1

The BGA Pilot Option Speed Task (POST) is a task scored for speed via
turning points which pilots may choose in flight from a list of TPs set
for the day by the task setter. In order to limit the legs flown to a sensible number, only a given number of TPs will be counted for scoring
purposes; presently this number is five. An integral part of the task is a
Set Task Time (SIT), and to avoid pilots flying fast round short courses,
penalties are incurred if they finish in a task time which is less than the
STT. If they finish after the STT, under BGA rules there is no specific
penalty except that, later in the evening, thermals will be weaker and
achieved speeds (on which scoring depends), will be less. lt should be
noted that the international POST rules impose a penalty for finishing
later than STT as well as earlier, making the task a "time trial" as well as
a speed task.

many decisions on choice of route were made
on a random basis. For this reason , the "fairest"
distance task for Camp flying was distancealong-a-line, because pilots were forced to go in

the same direction and so they had an equal
chance to take the soaring decisions which
eventually result in day points. But as well as
landouts, it had the disadvantage of any fixed
TP task, ie if a TP is clagged out (sea breeze

etc), the task can completely fail with all pilots
battering themselves against the area of clag
until they have to land. Alternatively the high performance merchants are able to round the TP
but the lower performance gliders land. Not the
fairest condition for a Camp day which ideally
should present similar opportunities for scoring
to all competitors.

In poor or uneven conditions,
alternative TPs may be used
as part of conventional race
tasks

choice of TPs while airborne so that if one TP
(or a particular direction) looked poor, you could
go elsewhere. After all , conventional task setting is done between 7 and 9am based on pretty
inaccurate soundings of what thermals will be
like some hours later. How much better to allow

assessment by experienced soaring pilots at the
time and place itself, albeit based on what they
can see rather than a synoptic chart. But, like all
distance tasks, CC commits pilots to landouts,
and if there is a wide area of choice, decisions
on , for instance, whether to go north or south
could tend to be random rather than based on
soaring acumen (like free distance).
I remember winning a CC day in a Dunstable
Nationals when for most of the flight I was convinced I had made the wrong decision ; the wind
was east and I decided to go north when the rest
went downwind, but weak thermals and the wind
kept the rest at that side of the polygon whereas
I was able to go with the wind at the end of the
day and so finally cover more distance. But my
decision to go north was not particular·IY skilful ,
and involved very slow progress while others
were clocking up kilometres much faster at first.
What this does show is that the scores from

"Area" tasks may not reflect the best pilot judgment of conditions, and maybe this is what some
pilots feel about the POST.

The BGA POST combines the advantages of
My worst experience in task setting was many
years ago when a front had the cheek to reverse
its forecast direction, and really washed out a
set TP . Nowadays, where poor or uneven conditions are forecast, alternative TPs may be used
as part of conventional race tasks , but the distance round the alternatives must be about the
same, so there is not the option of reducing task
distance while airborne if conditions are worse
than forecast.
Area Tasks- Cat's Cradle. CC was invented
after the other distance tasks to give pilots a

the above tasks and if set carefully will not have
their faults, having the crucial additional bonus
that His a speed task with a finish back at base.
The BGA lack of penalty for being later than STT
compared to the international rule of penalties
both before and after STT, makes the difference
between a pleasant cross-country closed circuit
task and a desperate scramble for all to get back
at the set time. I have heard it said that a POST
should have about 50 pre-set TPs, announced
well before the competition (with their photo
zones also pre-set), and then on the day the pi-
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POST- FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE?

lots make the best choice of the many routes
available. I regard this as the task setter not fulfilling his responsibi li ties to optimise tasks for
the day concerned, let alone his responsibilities
for careful consideration of airspace in relation
to possible task routes and the conditions o.f the
day. And, even more important, it gives too much
choice for even handed competition between pilots, for which a more controlled task structure is
required ; 50 TPs is anarchy, a maximum of, say,
15, is more than enough I Also, a POST need not
be an "Area" task but can also be set roughly
along a line . Indeed, I see the Line POST as
being its primary application . Take Lasham; if
sea breeze is forecast for the Salisbury area, we
often go north !~ rough the Oxford gap between
the Brize zone and the LTMA. A good Lash am
Line North POST task is as follows:
POST Lasham Line North
ExampleTPs
Basingstoke
Newbury
Goring
llsley
Didcot
Oxford
Bicester rail bridge
(Avoids Bicester Local Soarers)
Silverstone
Northampton West
Watford Gap M1 Services
Lutterworth
Market Harborough
(Avoids HB Local Soarers)
Leicester M1 Services
Leicester North
Melton Mowbray

0 /R Distance
from Lasham
(km, approx)
16
60
75
85
100
130
160
200
230
250
280
290
320
335
350

Minimum distance is 16km and, using five TPs,
maximum is 944! (via Melton, Basi ngstoke,
Leicester North , Newbury and Leicester M1
Services). What a versatile task! Since all possible tracks avoid airspace restricted to gliders,
no mandatory TPs are required to dog leg round
airspace. And no danger of mass landouts if,
say, there are poor conditions at Melton
Mowbray since pilots will simply turn back earlier, say, at Leicester. Collision risk , no worse
than a conventional 0/R ; gaggling, much less;
decision making in the air, somewhat more
(maybe this is what puts some pilots off) . But
calculations so as not to arrive back before STI
are pretty elementary since the BGA system has
no specific penalty for being over the STT.
Typically, you would plan to be, say, 15min "late"
knowing that you will be scored simply for speed
achieved . For instance, STT 5hrs, your start
1200, aim to finish about 5.15. Up to 15min earlier (5 o'clock), no problem ; later than STI, OK
as long as you keep up the rate of climb and so
maintain your scoring speed.
Flight planning. The minimum needed is to
mark all the TPs, a few typical track lines, note
any sensitive airspace and just get airborne. If
you want, estimate how far you think you will go
on the day and select a basic route , bearing in
mind that you will modify it in the air as you
assess the real condit ions. Personally I think
people try and flight plan too much in gliding;
basically you just need to mark the TPs on your
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map, and, with a fixed TP task, the track lines .
Pre-calculation of accurate headings is not
essential since real headings between thermals
will depend on rate of climb and wind strength at
the time (and the accuracy of your compass!) .
The only heading that matters is that needed
between thermals to take you to the next TP .
And never mind GPS, above all , map reading
ability is paramount! Thank Heavens that our
sport is one where the basic principles of the
ability to thermal and "dolphin", cloud selection
and map reading , normally win!
Tactics, and calculations in flight. On the
Lasham Line POST North, you are soaring north
up the M1 , approaching level with Husbands
Bosworth , and you have to decide whether to
press on to Leicester or Melton or turn ear·lier at
Lutterworth. All you have to do is look at your
watch. If the STI is 5hrs and you are approaching HB 2.5 after your start time, you would turn
south at Lutterworth. Whereas if it were only 2hrs
you would press on to Leicester. Allow for the
fact that, other things being equal, your return
will be faster than the outbound leg due to speed
picked up on the final glide. On a super day, approaching HB after just over 1hr, you would be
looking for 500km or so, for instance a route via
Leicester, Didcot and Lutterworth (503km) . With
this latter route , if you were early coming south
to Didcot, you could extend the southerly leg to
Goring (528km) , whereas if you were late on
time, you could turn north again at Oxford
(471km).
The exact distances don't matter but the time
from your start time relative to STI, does. Since
all pilot navigation consists of calculated approximation, nit-picking navigational calculations are
quite unnecessary although undoubtedly many
pilots will attempt them! Finally, at the end of the
flight, what if you make a mistake and look like
arriving back at Lash am before your STI? Here,
as soon as you realise , you convert your final
glide into normal speed flying and turn at
Basingstoke , backtracking to Newbury (or
Goring or llsley) so as to finish after the STT and
still maintain your scoring speed . However,
Basingstoke is only 8km from Lasham and
should not be allowed as a last TP before finishing, since gliders would transit it fast and low on
final glide and there would be a collision risk
while distracted by photography.
Gliders of differing performance. Conventional fixed liP tasks often result in the high performance ships completing in a short tifl'le
without fully utilising the soaring day, and the
lower performance gliders struggling to get back
at all. The POST forces the high performance
gliders to fly on task for the same time as the low
performance machines, who are allowed to finish at the same time of the day as the others and
not always in dyjng thermals.
Task setting. Some POST options such as
Lasham Line North can be prepared beforehand
and even included as annexes to the local Camp
rules ; pilots will then have plenty of time to plan
and those who wish can have a field day looking
at all the options of routes and distances. I also
have a Lasham Line North-east task through the
Swindon gap up to Leominster, and a Lasham
Line West to Yeovil going south of the Salisbury
Plain ranges. Computerised task information for
POST tasks is already being developed so that,

not only do day task sheets contain all the vital
information about all of the set TPs (to avoid
using the BGA TP book in the air!•), but also give
a matrix of distances against many possible sequences of TPs ; not necessary but perhaps
comforti ng. But there are still some pitfalls for
the task setter.
If the day brews up better than forecast, it must
not be possible for a high performance glider to
achieve the maximum set distance and still finish before STT. Hence the very large maximum
possible distance (over 900km) for Lasham Line
North. The TPs should be set so that few, if any,
legs pass through airspace restricted to gliders,
in order to avoid awkward choices for pilots wh ile
airborne. Also, STT is critical and must not be
too long or the task will fail with all pilots being
condemned to scratching about in late, weak
thermals or choosing to deliberately finish earlier than the STT and incurri ng penalties. If in
doubt, set STT shorter rather than longer. The
following table is suggested:
Time of first launch
for the Task Group
Up to 1t024
1025-1034
1035-1044
1045-1054
1055-1104
1105-1114
1115-1124
1125 - 1134
1135- 1144
1145-1154
1155-1204
1205-1214
1215-1224
And so forth •until
1415-1424
1425 and after

Set task time
6hrs
5hrs 50min
5.40
5.30
5.20
5.10
5hrs
4hrs 50 min
4.40
4.30
4.20
4.10
4hrs
2hrs
Scrub, or change to
a short fixed TP task

This table aims to allow 45min to launch the
group and to allow the last launched to work up
to start, with the earliest returns of the last
launched between 5 and 5.30pm. The essential
is that all pilots are in no doubt of the STI when
they launch, and that an individual pilot's calculation of first finis h time is easy once the pilot has
recorded his or her start time. Finally, if an early
cut off is forecast, STT would be reduced or a
fixed TP task set allowing for early finish ing.
POST shapes. The extreme shapes of the area
enclosed by the POST TPs vary from the "Line
POST' to the "Area POST', with an infinite variety in between . The ability to set compulsory TPs
as well as those of pilot choice, allows task setters to dog leg gliders round areas of restricted
airspace before allowing them tactical freedom.
Indeed, a dog leg POST from Lasham into East
Anglia, using a compulsory first and last TP at,
say, Didcot to get round the LTMA, is a poten tially valuable task. After Didcot, pilot choice TPs
could be Wescott (170km round trip), Woburn
(225km), Bedford (260km), Grafham Water
(300km ), Cambridge (330km) , Ely (370km),
Feltwell (410km), Watton (460km) and even, for
the brave, Norwich (51 Ok). And of course all the
dog legs between them.
Comp rules. Last year's BGA rules were pretty
good , and streets ahead of the International•
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rules that have caused controversy by overconcentration on finishing at a precise set time. This
year I hope BGA rules will be made more versatile by allowing repeat ·legs (but having flown
ano ther leg first, like the old eat's cradle rule),
and the maximum possible number of TPs
claimed to be increased to seven. You won't
want seven all the time (to say the least !). but if
you have already used up more than three and
see that you are getting back early, you need a
couple more for a dog leg or zigzag before fin ishing. Of course you can go to as many TPs as
you wish, but only the number specified by the
BGA wil l count (ie that combination which maximises your score). Fortunately, best speeds
will generally be achieved using the minimum
number of TPs since each TP rounded always
slows you down , and long straight legs in good
conditions always give the best speeds. And it
should be possible for the task setter to use two
compulsory TPs both out and back, in order to
dog leg round restricled airspace, and to specify a TP or TPs which will not be allowed as the
last ones before finishing , for either airspace
reasons or because they are very close to the
finish line.
Photo zones will always be controversial and
photo assessors will never like POST. but I believe the best compromise is the old eat's cradle
rule using the extension of the leg just flown as
the centre of the photo zone. Fixed photo zone
orientations such as all centred on north leads
to pilots deliberately turning short if approaching
from the north (you are allowed 3km by the BGA
rules) and makes photo assessing between distances of 2.9 and 3.1km, impossible. Better the
labour intensive than the impossible. GPS TP
validation will sort this out in due course. And I
believe that legs which would not be set in a fixed
TP task (in accordance with BGA guidelines for
task setting) should not count for scoring in
POST tasks, in order to avoid tempting pilots
into airspace transg ressions and . even more important, in order that the BGA may be seen to
be firm on airspace.
Conclusion. Not only is the BGA POST a useful addition to the task setter's armoury , it is potentially a challenging and enjoyable task for
pilots to fly , and gives as equal a chance as possible for gliders of all performance to score well.
Its Line POST variant channels all gliders in the
same direction, so that decision making in flight
by all pilots may be on the similar basis. The distance tasks mentioned earlier all fell into disrepute because they condemned gliders to fields;
whereas the Lash am POST day showed that the
POST will actually save many field landings on
days where the Met does not live up to the initial
forecast. And on days which are better than forecast, the POST rules will ensure that all pilots fly
for a respectable time, compared to the fixed TP
task where the hot ships finish early and underutilise the day.
Lower performance gliders will not feel that
they are constantly being over-penalised by always getting back late, if at all. since they simply
aim to come back at a similar time to everyone
else. Therefore. to the doubters I would say, give
it a chance , fly on e or two and then pontificate. I
see future Camps starting with several conventional fixed TP tasks, progressing to a Line POST
and, if enough good weather is available, maybe
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RODNEY WITTER

ADDITIONAL
:ENTERPRISE
Sunday, October 18, with
Rodney Witter and Tony
Knight flying a Nimbus 3oT

w"

S.,O<day
di,.ppoiotiog with ooty the
ridge working fitfully in the 10 to 12kt north-westerly wind but at 8am on the Sunday the re was
wave immediately above the airfield. This looked
like the low level stuff we often experience directly off the top of the winch . However, due to
recent torrential rain and a waterlogged airfield ,
the winch couldn 't be used so we 1had to aerotow.
We took off just after 11 am behind the impressive Christen Husky and cast off above the
site at 1500ft with the ridg e clearly working in
the 12 to 15kt north-westerly. There had been a
ground frost and the visibility was now extremely
good- portents for good thermal soaring- althoug h the low cloud base and a freezing level at
3000ft were not too encouraging.
John Fielden (setting, as always, an unusual
and Enterprising task) had livened up the briefing room with the command "Get me a photograph of the 'snowed on ' Snowdon from
12 OOOft". Our intention , therefore, was to cli mb
hi.gh in wave above the Val e and make a high
transit to Snowdon. The plan was to employ the
stan dard Vale of Clwyd practice of climbing on
the ridge to cloudbase, th en pushing forward to
the cloud edge to connect the wave.
The technique will often work- particularly at
the highest point in the Clwyd ian range , Moel
Fammau 1800ft asl , where pushing towards
Ruthin at cloudbase can usually be relied upon
to discover wave.
Today it seemed that conditions were too unstable for the wave to appear. Frustratingly the
cloud bars , evident across the wind before
launching, had reo rientated themselves into
cloud streets lying directly along the wind.
Nevertheless, we spent a considerable time trying the cloud base technique in the hope of connecting the wave . We flew to the north of the
having an Area POST towards the end of a competition, just like in the old days when we l1ad
the odd eat's cradle. One th ing is certain Camps
will not be the same again I Isn't gaggle flying
over fixed tracks over the ground just that teenyweeny bit boring, not to say fraught at times . . . 11:'1

Rodney flew in Competition Enterprise
in the 1970s and last autumn he invited
the Enterprise team to try out his new
site, Lleweni Pare, Denbigh (home of the
Glyndwr Soaring Club) for a weekend
and hopes a lull Competition Enterprise
may be held there when they have
further facilities.

Vale and then to the south and explored both
sides of the cloud street, all to no avail.
As the day was now getting on a review of tactics seemed appropriate and it was decided to
fo llow a cloud street directly upwind. One ran
beckoningly from just north of the airfield in the
direction of Snowdon. With cloudbase at 3500ft
an d the ground rising to 1700ft west of the Vale,
the prospect didn't seem as relaxi ng as trans iting in wave.
In the event, the co nditions over the Denbigh
moors were quite good with 2 to 3kt carry ing us
to cloud base eventually at 4000ft as I.
Coming up to the river Conway we could see
a line of sun along the valley runn ing north-south.
This had to be promising. Pushing forward at
cloudbase over Llanrwst the air was choppy but
soon settled to a steady 3 to 4kt of wave. lt was
now 3pm and we we re able to climb here to
8000ft.
At last we could relax and eat our sandwiches
with a little Mozart on the cockp it stereo. The
wave slot was not long and only gave strong lift
in parts . Moving forward to ph otograph
Snowdon , the ne xt bar didn't appear so well
formed, nor did it give good lift . Perhaps it was
too much over the top of the mountains actually
producing the lee wave.
Snowdon itself was covered in cloud, but we
photograp hed the peaks to the south and th en
moved north to the area of Penmaenmawr. lt
was here we achieved a high point of 10 500ft
and took more photos of the snowy on peaks.
Try as we might, however, we couldn 't achieve
the 12 OOOft demanded by our exacting task setter.
it was nearly 5pm and we felt it was time for
home. What a contrast to the outbound journey.
lt took us just 6min to return to the Vale of Clwyd
with (so our GPS told us) a 27kt tailwind .
We paused at Prestatyn to examine another
wave system which had formed at tile north end
of the Vale and was obviously accessible from
the ridg e at Dyserth, the n a braked descen t to
the circuit.
But panic on downwind- the undercarriage
wouldn 't go down I Although the brakes had been
exercised on the descen t to ensure no icing, I
had never heard of an undercarri age icing up.
Obviously we had co llected wate r on the takeoff run which had frozen around the mechanism
in flight (we noted -15°C at 1000011) . Fortunately
a dive and steep pull up, with an adrenalin assisted push on the operating handle, did the trick.
Moral: Try you undercarriage before arriving in
the circuit to give it time to thaw ou t and for you
to sort out the problem if it sticks after a sub-zero
flight.
We landed cold but happy after a total flight
time of 6hrs and nil engine time.
11:'1
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MIKE LANGTON

THEEASYWAY
TO BADGES
The quick answer, says Mike Langton, is Minden, Nevada. He
describes how as a relative newcomer to gliding he gained his
Silver badge in America

Mike back on home ground.

Siooo my ficet flight oo 'oold ood wiody May
Bank Holiday at Aston Down in 199 1 I was
hooked on gliding . it took me all of 24hrs to fi nd
the neares t gliding club - the Cambridge
University GC.
Having gone solo that August and completed
my Bronze for the 1992 season , I was invited to
join Jim Tee on a gliding holiday at Soar Minden.
The long flight to San Francisco was shortened by admiring the cloud formations. The 300
mile drive to Minden was only broken for refreshments and a stop in Reno to acquire a licence from the FAA. Arriving at Douglas County
Airport, which is 4700ft asl, I just about had time
to grab a hat from the car before being given a
check flight in a Grab 103 to 16 OOOft.
We had been warned that it was a question of
choosing which day you wanted to do your Silver
legs. All wen I well and I was ready for a solo flight
the next morning. Unfortu nately I forgot I was
suffering from the journey, the altitude and overconfidence, which doesn't make for good flying.
Such minor details as virtually no time on
glass, few landings on hard runways as opposed
to grass, not having used the radio in the circuit,
made for added interest. The fact I noticed 1Okt
down on the circuit was the only good thing about
the flight. I then messed up the aerotow check
behind a Pawnee 250.
Suitably put in my place, the next day I took
things a little easier and consequently so were
the landings. Randy the tug pilot (yes there are
Am ericans called that) must have been im pressed that the wheels were starting to touch
only once as we were invited' to his prev·iously
unannounced wedding . Harvey Clarke, my ex
Royal Marine instructor w ho used to fly wit h
Portsmouth Naval GC , needed a little more convincing before giving in.
I was encouraged by reports of strong thermals and gliders at 18 OOOft over the mountains.
Unfortunately I forgot the advice to stay on tow
until at least 2500ft and pulled off at 1500ft at
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A postcard from Minden showing the site
with its spectacular background.

1Okt and almost beat the tug home. Just to prove
it wasn't a fluke, I went up and did it again.
By now Jim and I were sharing a Grab 102
and, having learnt many lessons when I stayed
on tow long enough , I found myself at 10 OOOft. I
didn't have a barograph of course but plucking
up courage managed a 15km 0 /R, topping up in
every thermal just to make sure I had enough
height to get home. Having taken at least 2hrs I
now landed by the fami liar method of holding the
airbrakes open for a long time .
.
Tony Sabino, the boss , was soon encouraging us to take a barograph, oxygen and camera,
so I finally decided that perhaps I shou ld go for
that big step -the 50km. Being very cautiousth ere aren't too many places to land out in the
desert- when I had comp leted 30km still in
range of Minden and at 14 OOOft I decided I really could complete the further 27km.
I landed at Silver Springs but had forgo tten
one thing. My aerotow was too high (1% rule) so
despite some beautiful photos the distance didn't
count.
Deciding I shou ld plan my flights a bit better
the next time I did a bit of preparatio n and a remote start and fin ish of about 130km. Having

completed this in 2h rs and arriving home at a
more sensible height, I went for the duration as
well. This was sli g htly more di fficult but having
learnt from Jim's experience of staying high
under the clouds late on in the day which cu t out
the thermals low down , I completed 5hrs.
I should have believed them in the beginning
that any day was a Silver day and w ith a little
more experience and the ability to work out final
glides, I might have achieved more. But I was
more than satisfied and the magnificent views
with such clear air were a joy .
lt was a great holiday and our thanks to all at
Soar Minden and Douglas County Ai rpo rt for
their help and hospitality.
Since returning home I have managed the odd
cross-country just to satisfy those who said it
was too easy in the USA. I can recommend a trip
to Minden for anyone, even those fami ly men,
as there is plenty to do for those who don't have
the bug.
The big advantage is you don't have to jump
out of bed early in the morning to see what the
sky looks like- it's the same as yesterday and
the day before, booming! Just arrive at a round
11 am , jump in the glider waiti ng for you and
you're off. FAA certification, although com pulsory , is very simple and flying, thoug h a little
dearer than the UK, is good value .
To use an American quote: "I shall return ." 11:1
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TOM BRADBURY

SKYWATCHA inners Guide to~
Clou
Part 7, Monster Cumulo·Nimbus
The preceding article in the February issue described some of
the features of relatively small cu-nims, the kind one might
enter with a fair chance of emerging intact much higher up.
This article is about the monster cu-nims which are best given
a very wide b erth

Where the difference lies
Most of the small cu-nims develop in cold unstable air which has come from polar regions.
These clouds depend very greatly on surface
heating to set off the instability so they usually
die out overland in the evening . Monster cu-nims
are features of warm air which has come from
regions near the tropics. Although they too depend on surface heating they may develop as a
result of two different airmasses becoming
superimposed, warm moist air moving in under
cold and often dry air. A feature of monster
storms is .they develop over a wide area and can
persist through the night even when the storm
cloud is carried over a cold sea.
Pilots who enter the little cu-nims can usually
fly out into clear air within a few minutes if they
find it becomes too uncomfortabl'e or frightening . Once well embedded in a monster cu-nim a
p1ilot may not find it easy to get out quickly.
Instead of being a few miles wide the monster
can grow to diameters of more than a hundred
miles with many active cells inside a canopy of
thick layered cloud. The lift may, on rare occasions, become so strong that the sailplane is
hurled up to heights far above the level where
ordinary oxygen systems can sustain life.

Warning signs on weather maps
In summer, spells of hot sunny weather often
occur when a high develops over England and
the near Continent. The centre of the high generally drifts away eastwards and when it goes a
southerly airflow starts to bring even warmer air
northwards. For three or four days pressure falls
and the temperature rises until day maxima exceed 30°C. These high temperatures encourage evaporation and the dew point rises, partly
from evaporation but mainly from the transport
of moister air from tropical regions. At the same
time a co ld front approaches from the west. The
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front itself may be inactive but it brings an upper
trough with much colder air at high levels. Cold
fronts are able to generate a line of cu-nims but
many severe thunderstorms break out in the
warm air a long way ahead of the weak cold front.
When such pre-frontal thunderstorms occur the
following cold front is apt to become very weak.

Big changes of wind with height
As the high moves away the low level winds
start to strengthen from the south-east. Over the
top of this hot humid air the winds at 15000ft and
above are south -westerly . These bring colder
drier air over the top of the hot humid air. The
whole region becomes progressively more unstable, but for a time nothing happens. At first
the hot low level air is capped by an inversion at
4000-6000ft which stops even small cu forming.

Adding a jet stream
A third factor often appears- the arrival of a
south-westerly jet stream associated with the
approachi ng upper trough. Now jets ahead of
upper troughs nearly always produce widespread ascent of air; most of the frontal depressions start this way. Rising air becomes less
stable. The Instability can be increased when
there is moist air l'o w down and dry air alol t. lt
produces a situation known as "potential instability". The upper air soundings look stable, but
slow lifting turns them violently unstable after
clouds form.

The three main factors preceding
severe thunderstorms
Three destabilising factors often combine to
set off severe storms :
(a) The spread of hot humid air from the south
or sou th-east.

Photo A. Altocumulus castellanus preceding a thundery outbreak.
(b) The arrival of cooler and much drier air aloft
carried by south-westerly upper winds. The two
wind directions, SE below and SW aloft, provide
a wind shear which can control the way a cu-nim
develops.
(c) The development of a jet ahead of the upper
tro ugh setting up a widespread ascent of air
which resu lts in destabilisation alolt and (usually) a fall of pressure at the surface.
Fig 1 shows a situation favourable to severe
thunderstorms. The shaded area marks where
cu-nims can be expected to grow.

An inversion often delays the
formation of cu-nims
The inversion holding down the warm moist
air delays any build up of cu-nims until the conditions aloft have become very unstable. When
this inversion finally breaks the pent up energy
is released suddenly. The inversion prevents the
system going critical until there is a vast reserve

Photo C. The expanding arc of a tropical
gust front after the originating cu-nlm had
disappeared.
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Visible indications
Widespread thunderstorms are often preceded by the appearance of altocumulus castellanus. Photo A shows an example. This "Ac cast"
often looks like a field of slilall cumulus but the
base, 'iS far above any thermals. lt is often at levels of 10 000-15 OOOft. This kind of cloud shows
that the air at medium levels has been lifted
above ,the condensation level and the puffs of
very high cu warn you that the air is becoming
unstable aloft. (Ordinary upslope liifting of stable
air tends to produce a sheet of cloud not castellanus.) Thunderstorms often follow within 24hrs
of the appearance of medium level castellanus
clouds. Photo B shows an air view of castellanus
cloud with trails of ice crystals falling from them.
These trails are termed "Virga". You can see that
these trails are above the tops of the smaller cu
which were held down by the inversion.
Castellanus clouds sometimes grow very
large and end up producing their own shower
(usually very light) well before the main thundery
outbreak. They can be very deceptive if there
are rw lower clouds. I have been fooled! into taking a tow under them, and' spent fruitless minutes searching for non-existent lift before
realising the clouds had no roots.

Photo B. Altocumulus castellanus with trailing "virga" (trails of ice crystals falling from
the cloud).
ing the haze still persists. lt takes prolonged
heavy rain to wash out all the haze and it often
needs a change of wind b.-inging in cooler clearer
air from the Atlantic.

Plan of a severe cu-nim

Visibility

Fig 1. Situation preceding severe thunderstorms, advection of warm humid air at low
level, arrival of cold dry air at middle levels
and a high level jet stream ahead of an upper
trough. Cu-nims form in the shaded area.
of energy available to feed monster cu-nims.
Thunderstorms can still develop without it but
the energy would be released over a longer
period and the storm would grow less rapidly.

When lesser cu-nims develop in unstable air
from polar regions the visibility is generally extremely good. One can see a cu-nim summit
more than 100 miles away, if there are no intervening clouds. In the hot and humid conditions
before the monster storms arrive the low level
visibility is often so poor one can barely see the
ground from 1OOOOft. Above the haze the horizontal visibility is usually very good so distant
cu-nim anvils can still be seen lit you climb high
enough.
The inversion which restricts thermals in hot
weather also traps all the Continental' haze in
the south-easterly flow. Even when the inversion
has broken and massive cu-nims are develop-

Photo D. The end of a cu-nim line.

Fig 2. Plan of a severe cu-nim showing inflow
and ascent close to downflow, descent and
•
gust fronts.
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Fig 2 shows a low level plan of a severe cunim. The warm inflow comes pouring in from the
SE. (The upper flow has been left out for simplicity.) Thick black lines mark the up currents while
hatched lines show the nearby downdrafts. The
large area filled w ith dots is the radar echo.
Rapidly descending air is deflected horizontally
along the ground and forms a gust front. One gust
front undercuts some of the inflow to boost its ascent. A longer gust front grows out on the SW
side. New cells build up along this gust front. In
parts of the USA where this process is extremely
violent tornadoes may develop along this line. In
the UK and NW Europe tornadoes are comparatively rare and do not reach the size and intensity
of the the American ones. However they do
occur, particularly along cold fronts in autumn ,
and then they may strike during the night.

Multiplication of cu-nim cells

Fig 3 is a plan and elevation of a simple cunim showing the downrush of rain close to the
column of lift. The lift is beginning to be deflected
over the outflowing gust front on the right.
Fig 4 shows how a single big cu-nim can grow
into a long line of thunderstorms. The gust front
(marked by spiky symbols usually kept for cold
fronts) spreads outwards from the original cunim. On the southern flank of the storm it meets
the hot and h1u mid SE flow and sets off a new
cell. This in turn produces its own gust front. The
cells are numbered historically from 1 to 4. Each
new cell forms on the right flank of its predecessor.

Fig 4. Growth of a cu-nim line by expanding
gust fronts.

Structure of a gust front/squall line
Fig 5 shows the evolution of a gust front after
an extremely severe descent of air called a
downburst. As the downburst hits the ground it
is deflected outwards and soon develops its own
circulation over the top of the gust front. This is
rather like a supercharged sea breeze circulation . lt can form part of a ring with an arc of turbulent cumu:li over the leading edge.

Fig 3. Plan and cross-section of simple cunim with outflow starting to produce a gust
front.

2

Photo F. Cu-nim distorted by wind shear
seen from about 38 OOOft over the Indian
Ocean. Photos by Tom.

MILES

1

Fig 5. Structure of a gust front spreading out
from a downburst.
Fig 6 shows three stages irn the formation of
cloud over an expanding gust front. The first sign
may be an outward curve to the rai n shaft below
the cloud . Next little bits of scud start to form
where warm moist air is lifted by th e gust front.
Third an arc of cloud, often very smooth edged
like a wave clo!Jd, forms allow level. Such arc
clouds under a cu-nim may mark the main inflow
region where the lift can become very powerful.
The gust front weakens as it spreads out but it
can remain intact for scores of miles.
Photo C shows an arc of cloud over a tropical
gust front many miles out from a distant cu-nim
which had already disappeared. These gust
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Multi-cells or supercells?
The majority of cu-nims are composed of
many cells at different stages of development.
Multicell clouds may grow to cover a very large
area but the life of individu!ll cells is shortened
by the downrush of precipitation . If a mass of
rain or hail falls back into the rising air the lift is
soon overloaded. The effect is increased by the
cooling produced by a mixture of rain , snow or
hail falling into th e previously "warm" air. If the
column of ascent is almost vertical the lift soon
turns to sink and the cells rapidly fall to bits. One
can see this happen to isolated cu-nim but if it is
embedded in a vast mass of cloud the process
may only be detectable by radar.

Supercells

Fig 6. Visible signs of a gust front growing
from under a cu-nim.
fronts may travel a long way before dying out;
some set off new cu-nims as they expand.

If the descending rai n or hail can be kept separate from the column of lift a huge storm cloud
called a "supercell" may evolve. Fig 7 shows a
three-dimensional sketch of a supercell. Before
a supercell can form there needs to be a marked
wind shear between the base and top of the
cloud. This is not uncommon, it is one of the three
severe storm factors listed earlier. Multicell
storms may evolve into a supercell storm . T·he
essential feature is a sloping inflow bringing the
warm moist air in at an angle. As thi s air ris es
the angle becomes almost vertical and the lift increases . Eventually it comes up against the
tropopause, the boundary between the unstable
troposphere and the very stable stratosphere.

PIGGOTT.
--- --Fluorescent Orange Windcones made
in Nylon or Ministry of Defence
Hypalon,®.
Flagstaffs suitable for Windcones supplied and fitted .
Landing Marker Sets in bright orange.
All types of Flags and Banners.
PIGGOTI BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Stanford Rivers, Ongar, Essex CM5 9PJ
Tel: 0277 363262
Fax 0277 365162
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Separating rising air from
descending rain keeps the cell
going
The supercell can survive far longer th an ordinary cu-nims because it keeps the updraft separate from the downdraft so does not coll apse
from the weight of precipitation . Fig 7 shows 'h ow
the cold dry air is entrained at middle levels to
fo rm separate downd rafts ; one part may actually cu rve over the updraft before descending .
This is sometimes w here th e hail shaft develops. Rain drops carried up freeze at high levels
and fall back as small hail . Some re-enter the
updraft and are carried up again to grow successive layers of ice. Those larger hails tones
which fall out into the downdraft often arrive first.
At ground level the first precipitation often starts
off as heavy hail followed by lighter hail and
finally rain .

Monster cu-nims may make
monster hailstones

Other thunderstorm lines
A range of mountains may grow a line of
thunderstorms when the surrounding plains are
almost cloudless . A chain of thunderstorms is
often formed along convergence lines; sea breeze
fronts occasionally set off such a line but more
often there is a trough of low pressure lying across
the zone of instability. The low level convergence
along a surface trough starts the air rising and
triggers cu-nims. Photo D shows the leading end
of a westward moving thunderstorm line wh ich
extended from London across the Brize Norton
zone to Gloucester. New cells of very big cu were
constantly forming along the sunny side while
lightning flickered away under the blacker parts.
Photo E shows part of a Yugoslav cu-nim line.
The cu-nim anvils had come up against a strong
inversion , probably the tropopause, and the anvil
tops were particularly level.

sisting of ice crystals, is carried away downwind .
I have seen a tropical cu-nim w hich grew over
Malaya produce an immensely long anvil of cirrus wh ich extended about a 1000 miles in the
high level jet stream .
Photo F taken from about 38000ft shows the
effect of wind shear on equatorial cu-nims over
the Indian Ocean. Tile low level wind was entering the cu-nims from th e right (western) side but
the outflow of dense cirrostratus was carried in
the opposite direction by a powerfu l easte rly
wind.

Fig 7. l'hree-D sketch of a supercell.
Here the in version is so strong that the cu-nim
spreads out forming a very flat top. (Photo E.)

Overshooting tops
The strength of the lift in a severe storm can
be so great that the cloud top overshoots th is lid
and makes a bulge in the tropopause forming a
dome well above the general cloud top. Over the
UK some domes have been observed by radar
to penetrate as much as 10 OOOft into the strata·
sphere. In the USA one exceptional cloud penetrated about 17 OOOft. Overshoot domes seldom
las t long but when one subsides it may be re built by a fresh surge of lift.

Strong upper winds pull out the
anvil
If the upper wi nd is very light the top of the cunim spreads out to form an almost circular anvil.
More often the cu-nim top goes th rough a layer
of strong upper winds just below the stra to sphere. Then a huge anvil of cloud, usually con-

Tiny frozen particles are called ice pellets and
these may fall from small cu-nims. T'l le particles
are called hail when the diameter exceeds 5mm .
The little balls of ice may grow to a diameter of
50mm or more. The stro nger th e updraft the
larger the hailstone can grow before it finally hits
the ground . So me incredibly large hailstones
weighi ng more than 21b have been reported ; one
which fell near Manchester had 51 co ncentric
rings suggesting it had made that many up and
down trips. A broken fragment from this monster
stone was 14cm long.

Monster hailstones and very
strong updrafts
Sailplanes pi lots have repo rted lift of nearly
60kt in the core of a cu-n im. This is much l ess
than the maxi mum updrafts in some very big
storm clouds w hich passed over south-east
England . In one storm the maximum lift at
heights around 30 OOOft was calcu lated to be
67m/sec ( 130kt). The cloud to p reached
43000ft. Even stronger lift was attributed to an
American Cb, 145kt in a cloud which we nt up to
58 OOOft This cu-nim dropped hailstones with a
maxi mum diam eter of 1 Ocm; such big stones
sl10uld have a fall speed of about 126kt at the
high levels where they form so the calculated lift
was probably not far from the actual value.

Long life supercells
Once the supercell is in existence it is no
longer dependent on sun-heated ground to keep
going. The process is self-sustaining and can
easily go on all night. Solar heating ce rtainly •
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plays a part in initiating the storm but when it has
become a supercell it can keep active for many
hours. These storms can even survive a long
journey across the cold waters of the North Sea.
All they need is a continued supply of warm moist
air at levels up to some 500011 and a wind shear
with a strong flow aloft.

Cloudbursts
The torrential rain descending from a monster cu-nim is sometimes described as a cloudburst when the heavy rain continues unceasing
for a long time. The amount of water inside even
a monster cu-nim is insufficient to produce the
vast amounts of rain in a cloudburst. lt Is necessary for the storm cloud to remain almost stationary over the area while the rain generating
process continues at full blast. London had such
a storm on August 14, 1975, during the late afternoon . A vast multicellular storm developed in
a region of considerable vertical wind shear. The
downdraft gust front pushing against the inflowing south-easterly winds maintained an almost
stationary convergence line above which successive cel ls developed . The rain generator
hardly moved for about 2 ~hrs and Hampstead
had just over 170mm of rain. Hailstones of 20mm
diameter were reported.

I st CLASS FARMHOUSE ACCOMMODATION
%~#§$
Designed especially to accqmmodate the flying student, plus family, friends or
company party. Whatever the course -you fly while your companions enjoy a

well earned break, exploring the various activities and attractions of the area.
FOR FULL DETAILS RING SUE ON 0180 705749

COMING SOON ... FLY-A-BREAK
What a cloudburst can do
During the Hampstead storm an area of 15sq
km had a weight of 22.5 million tonnes of water
dropped on it 1in about 2.5hrs. This is equivalent
to about 2500 tonnes/sec. During another ex ceptional storm over southern England on July
9, 1959, the influx of water vapour into cloudbase was put at 12 000 tons/sec. To carry such
a mass of moisture implies a total inflow of about
800000 tonnes of air/sec. The energy involved
is enormous. The rainfall which is measured at
ground level is usually less than the amount
sucked in by the updraft. This is because the rain
eventually spreads over a larger area than the
updraft.

Anchor themselves - - - To higher ground """""""'--Almost stationary masses of cu-nims sometimes seem to anchor themselves to high
ground. The small island of Malta has had two
or three autumnal cloudbursts when the storm
cloud sat overhead for well over an hour. On one
occasion part of the main island had about
280mm of rain while the airfield at Luqa only had
a sprinkling.
The Lynmouth floods of August 15, 1952,
were due to an almost stationary system which
developed over Exmoor and gave at least
200mm of rain. (There are few rain guages up
there so the maximum amount is not known.)
The downpour was so fierce that even near the
hill tops where the ground hardly sloped, the torrents washed large stones across the roads and
dug deep trenches beside lanes. When this
mass of water swept down the steep valleys it
easily carried five ton boulders along, smashing
bridges and houses and taking cars far out to
sea.
K3
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GLIDING HOLIDAYS!
Try scenic Dunstable Downs for a 5-day holiday course from
only£179.

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Minimum launch guarantee
One month's free membership
Excellent restaurant meals and bar
Accommodation available
Friendly Professional Instruction
ONEDAYCOURSES
EVENING COURSES
TRIAL LESSON VOUCHERS

Complete coupon or call
0582 663419 for free brochure
To: London Gliding Club, Tring Road, Dunstable, Bedfordshire LU6 2JP
Junction 11, M1 , 30 mins from M25
Please send me your free brochure:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------~S&G

LONDON GLIDING CLUB
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

"G" DALE

CANOPIES
&
SCREENS

I'VE HEARD THIS
!BEFORE SOMEWHERE

..

*

"G" Dale, the manager of Bristol & Gloucestershire GC,
describes how they are planning to take the frustration and
time wastage out of learning to gl:ide

~"

Aod yoo''e
it too. A two·•eote' l'"d'
with a potential glider pilot, Miss Abbey Nitio ,
down from her first flight.
Abbey to instructor "Wow, terrific. Let's do it
again. " Instructor to Abbey , "OK, just put your
name on the flying list and we'll fly later."
Two or three hours later she is still waiting for
her name to come up. Not much fun , 3hrs at the
launch point for 20min in the air. She gives up.
On Saturday she tries again. She's through
the clubhouse door by 9am to find herself tenth
on the flying list. She flies at 2.15pm. "Sorry, you
need to be here early at the weekends" someone tells her.
I wouldn't do it; neither would you. So why
should Abbey who isn't hooked on gliding yet.

NO WAITING
at NYMPSFIELD

There has to be a better way, like selling
Abbey a fixed price, 1hr lesson, which she could
book at a time which suits her. No waiti ng, no
uncertainty and no complications. lt already
works at every power flying club in the country
so why not for gliding?

I

Giving pupils-----Priority launches-------

*

EX-STOCK
IN CLEAR OR
COLOUiRED

Well this is what we have just started doing at
Nympsfield. We are running trial lessons and
1hr lessons which may be booked so there is no
waiting around. We will , of course, offer the usual
holiday programme to include soaring, aerobatic, cross-country and intensive "solo"
courses. We are hoping the 1hr lesson scheme
will prove to be the link we are looking for in the
chain from trial lesson to club pilot. We are giving the pupils priority launches and using aerotows as much as possible as winching involves
too many potential hold-ups. You can 't book
lessons at the weekend when it's busy but we
do use this concentrated method tor teaching
members.

*

Book your lesson by tdcphom·: your glider
and instructor will be wJiting on the dot.
Flying club service and high quality training
at gliding club prices.

it Is generally accepted that more effort
has to be made to keep the enthusiasm
and hold the attention ofab-initios. We
would like to hear from any other club
who has found a way of making training
more appealing, less tedious and
effective.

I

Bob Reece
REMAT~IC

a

We've taken the time-lag out of Gliding at
the Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club.

LARGE RANG.E
OF SHAPES
AND SIZES
FOR GLIDERS
AND LIGHT
AIRCRAFT

I

SchoolHouse
Norton
Nr Worcester WAS 2PT
Tei/Fax Worcester
(0905) 821334

An hours flying- one to one with an l'xperienced i.nsm1ctor tor £50 or less.
Courses too - tailored to your requirements,
including holiday courses from only £325
and our intensive "seven days to solo".

THE GERMAN DIAMOND MINE
IN CENTRAL SPAIN

Aerobatics, soaring, cros.s country, AEI and
instructor training, PPL to glider conversions - all available at Nympsficld, on the
edge of the Cotswolds..

FUENTEMILANOS

FLY SOLO SOONER!

Come to the best soaring-site of Europe.
Fly our Janus, LS-4, Astir or bring your own glider.
Cross country with IN GO R~NNER in ASH-25
mp<b
1993 facilities improved: swimming pool, new c a ·ng,
chalets available. Season: 7 .6- 25.9.1 993

For details eo m act:
The Course Secretary,
Bristol & Gloucestershire
Gliding Club,
Nympsfidd, Stonehousc,
Glos. GLIO 3TX
or phone 0453 8603-12

Aprii!May 1993

•

it is not without good reason that Fuentemilanos is the
airfield from which the largest number of 1OOOkm flights have
taken off!

Fax for more information:

01 049·5202· 72363

SEGELFLUGSCHULE
OERLINGHAUSEN
Flugplatz • 0 ·4811 Oerlicghausen • Tel: 01049-5202-7901
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BGA &GENERAL NEWS==~=~~=
BRITISH TEAMS FOR 1993
With the World Championships in Sweden, the
Women 's Europeans in Czechoslovakia and
the Junior Europeans in France, fevered voting
has been taking place all winter.
The World Championships team is voted for
by the 15 members of the team squad plus the
five highest other pilots in each of the three
Nationals, giving a voting panel of 30 pilots.
The six pilots elected to the team were Justi n
Wills, Andy Davis, AI Kay, Dave Watt, Martyn
Wells and Brian Spreckley. Chris Railings was
1st reserve and Steve Jones 2nd reserve.
The Women 's European team was elected
by a vote of all women holding a competition
licence in 1992. The four pilots elected to the
team were Gillian Spreckley, Jane Nash. Julie
Angell and Jill Burry.
The team for the Junior Europeans is selected by results in the previous year's Junior
Nationals and is not finalised yet, but places will
be offered to Sieve Jones, David Allison , Simon
Housden, Karina Hodgson, Brian Connolly and
Brian Marsh if they can avoid reaching their
26th birthday in 1993.
Good luck to all our teams.
Basil Fa'irston, British teams ' co-ordinator

CHURCHILL AWARDS
We are pleased to announce the introduction of
a bursary scheme to encourage young glider
pilots. This will take the form of awards of £100
each for pilots achieving the Bronze endorsement to their gliding certificate before their 18th
birthday. The cheque for the award will be
payable to the gliding club of their choice and
will be set against their future flying fees'
account at that club.
The money will come from a fund set up by
an anonymous donor wishing to commemorate
the spirit of Winston Churchill and the trustees
of the fund have decided to make these awards
to encourage young people until such time as
the fund is exhausted.
Applicants should apply in writing to the BGA
office giving their date of birth and nominating
their gliding club.
Barry Rolfe, BGA administrator

INSTRUCTORS' GROUND SCHOOL
In response to the lack of theoretical content on
assistant instructors' courses, the BGA
Instructors' Committee have introduced twoday (weekend) courses as a precursor to the
main seven-day course.
They will be held at various sites throughout
the country and cover such subjects as placard
and flight limitations, stability, cross-country
performance, meteorology, lift generation and
drag production , the stall and spin, forces in
flight and structures.
The ground school is a requirement for
anyone attending an instructors' course and
should be completed before the seven-day
course. There is a £20 booking fee to cover the
hand-outs and other expenses, payable when
you book with the BGA office or in conjunction
with your instructor record card.
Although these courses were designed with
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the potential instructor in mind, it may also be
very useful for those looking for a full Cat rating
who are unsure of the standard of theoretical
knowledge required .
By now your CFI wil l have a list of the
courses. Make sure you book early as places
will go quickly.
Graham McAndrew, BGA national coach

BGA 1000 CLUB LOTTERY
The results of the January draw are:- First prize
-Miss T _Pearson (£1 16.50) with the runners
up- C. Cornish, E. A. Arthur, Mrs M. Smith,
J. E. F.Kettlety and C. J. N. Wailer- each
winning £23.30.
February: First prize- J. Wooldridge (£119)
with the runners up- J. G. Alien , D. G.
Shepherd, P J. Chamell, D. B. Eastell and S.
Naylor- each winning £23.80.

FOREIGN COMPETITIONS
We are occasionally notified of European
competitions that would welcome British
contestants. These tend to be of a specialist
nature eg Club Class, motor glider, veterans,
junior, two-seater etc. The one th ing they all
have in common is that the details are received
too late to be published in S&G. If you are keen
to fly in a European competition, write to Basil
Fairston at the BGA office giving details of your
preferred type of contest and any suitable
details will be sent to you.

AIR LEAGUE SCHOLARSHIP
There isn't much time left but youngsters over
18 and under 22 by May 31, 1994 are invited to
try for an Air League Flying Scholarship which
will give them 15hrs power flying next year.
Application forms, which must be in by the end
of June, are from The Secretary, The Air
League Educational Trust, 4 Hamilton Place,
London W1 V OBO.

SORRY WRONG NUMBER
In the autumn I was approaching my home
airfield and called on 129.975MHz to ask for
airfield status and landing clearance. I was
interrupted by a glider pilot who said "Don't you
know this is a glider frequency?" I told him, very
politely, that yes I did know that it was a glider
frequency and that it was the correct frequency
to use Air to Ground at gliding sites from a
powered aircraft.
lt was in June 1987, after protracted negotiations with the CAA, that I obtained permission
to use this frequency. The CAA refer to it as "A
Common Glider Field Frequency" and go on to
say that " it will be in order for you to communicate with visiting powered aircraft on bona fide
safety aspects relating to the activities of
gliding. Only messages related to the activities
of gliding are permitted on the allocated frequency. Tug planes in the circuit, winch cables,
positions of gliders on approach and on the
ground, as mentioned in your letter, are all part
of gliding activities. Therefore messages
referring to them will be permissable."
On any gliding day you can hear pilots using
129.975 to chat with each other, presumably

because the frequency is less congested. lt
does mean, however, that those using it for the
proper purpose can be thwarted in their
attempts to establish communication. There is
such widespread ignorance of the correct
usage ol the five glider lrequencies that it is
worthwh ile to tabulate them yet again.

MHz
Primary Use
Secondary Use
129.900 Ground to ground,
Nil
eg launch point to
winch, retrieve crew
to glider on the
ground.
Nil
129.975 Airfield Control
Service, eg ground to
visiting aircraft or tug
or g.lider within 1On m
of site.
Training . Lead
130.100 Competition start!
finish line. Local
and follow.
flying
130.125 Training. Lead and Local flying.
follow. Other cross- Competition
country messages. start/finish lines.
130.400 Cloud flying . Cross- Nil
country location
messages.
This coming season why not resolve to get it
right? Brush up you r Rrr phraseology. Treat
yourself to a copy of CAP 413 and be clear and
concise when you press the tit! The air waves
will be so much more peaceful as a result and
th ose who really need to establish contact will
be able to do so, making the sky a safer and
more enjoyable place to be'
Humfrey Chamberlain

DANISH Gli!DING CONFERENCE
Denmark has only 38 clubs, 2100 members
and 450 gliders and motor gliders yet 150
members attended a gliding confe rence at •A y
in Jutland in January. The idea for the weekend
stemmed from a Society of America convention
in Reno, Nevada when the predecessor of the
OSTIV Training and Safety Panel (TSP) met
there in 1983.
Bill Scull, chairman of the OSTIV-TSP, gave
a flight safety talk, a dry run for his BGA presentations ; Mogens Hansen spoke on the
International Gliding Committee and public
relations and K•laus Holighaus on the problems
of designing gliders.
When pressed Klaus did show details of the
Duo-Discus, a 20m two-seater due to fly soon,
but didn't want to talk about his recent trip to
South Africa during which he is claiming ten
world records - 16 flights totalling 14 OOOkm.
Only three were under 1OOOkm. one a 500km
and two 750kms.
There was a debate on the relationship
between the Danish Gliding Union (DGU) and
the clubs . Increasingly the responsibility of
gliding is being devolved from the civil authorities to the DGU which seems to be increasing
the number of rules rather than reducing them.
The remaining sessions were on stress
factors and a review of winch lau nching accidents given by 01e Didriksen who for 20 years
has been the national coach , DGU secretary
and director of operations.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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ADVERTISERS PLEASE NOTE

multi-seater gliders (the figure for single-seaters
remains at £500000). We would recommend
that you take immediate action to contact your
insurance broker if you do not already hold
cover to this limit, but in arw case it must be put
into effect by the next insurance renewal date.
lt may interest you to know !·hat without this
increase in the mandatory cover it would not be
possible for the BGA to obtain renewal of our
own block policy of back-up insurance for all
rated gliding instructors. We shall require
confirmation from clubs that all gliders are
covered by the required amounts and a request
for this information will be included with the
annual questionnaire for clubs at the end of
September.
Barry Rolfe, BGA administrator

BGA TP LIST FOR 1993

Debbie, your contact for display and classified advertisements.
As we explained in the last issue, the BGA
office (tel 0533 531051 lax 0533 515939) has
taken over the advertising for S&G.
June-July deadlines
Display advertisements- April 20
Classified advertisements- May 4
Editorial copy is needed long before this. Our
main deadline is March 31 with club news and
letters accepted up to April 10.
Gillian Bryce-Smith, editor

MANDATORY INSURANCE COVER
BGA Operational Regulation 1.8 requires that
all gliders shall be covered by third party
insurance and all two-seater gliders shall
additionally be covered by second seat insurance for at least minimum amounts which shall
be decided from time to time by the BGA
Executive Committee.
At their meeting in January the Executive
decided that the minimum amounts of mandatory cover should be increased to £1 m for all

Copies of the 1993 list of BGA Club Sites and
Turning Points were distributed to all BGA clubs
either at the BGA AGM or by post shortly after.
The 1993 list contains many improvements on
previous editions . About 140 additional points
have been added at the request of clubs and
pilots in areas which were sparsely covered
before, and the presentation now uses the
Word Perfect "Table'' function , which not only
looks neater but makes the list easier to handle
in software form since each element of the data
is in a separate "cell" or "field ".
For the benefit of GPS users , lats and longs
are now quoted to an increased accuracy. The
old Air Activity lists have now been incorporated
in the main lists for England/Wales and for
Scotland , the Air Activity points being identified
by shading across the row. Better indexes are
provided , all point names and trigraphs being
listed against page references in the main page
index , and a regional index is provided which
lists the 50 or so main features used for distance and bearing data such as Exeter,
Norwich , Oxford , Perth , Yeovil , York, etc, and
gives against each main feature a list of all the
points referenced to it in order of the bearing
from the feature .

Finally, an alphabetical category from A to D
is given for each point which is intended to
reflect the ease, or otherwise , with which a pilot
who has not been there before should be able
to find the point from typical soaring heights:
the category for Air Activity points includes a
hash symbol (#)after the letter.
Pilots , organisers , official observers and
computer programmers using the TP list are
therefore advised to destroy old copies and use
the 1993 version. With POST tasks now in the
BGA rules and assuming that TPs are taken
from the current BGA list , you may need a
personal copy sooner rather than later!
Computer operators will realise that the "sort"
funct ion may be used with the new "field'' layout
to sort the list in different ways, such as by
trigraph (Field 2) rather than name, by TP
category (Field 3), by regional maifl feature
(Field Bi, by 1:50k map sheet (Field 9) or
even in north/south order (Field 10 Word 2).
Advice is requested for the 1994 list for the best
way of presenting the data : for instance is an
alphabetical or a regional presentation preferred? lt could , for instance , be in alphabetical
order of the regional main features (starting
with Andover, ending with York) , and having the
full TP details under each feature rather tlmn
just a summary in the regional index ; the page
index would be continued as an overall alphabetical reference for all of the TP names and
trigraphs.
Hard copy of the latest list is available for the
cost of postage (63p at the last check ; it's quite
heavy, please send stamps), or on floppy discs
(3.5 or 5.25in) for an extra £1 if you wish a disc
to be supplied , otherwise send your own
unused disc with an address slip and return
postage. Please state what software format you
want; the list is processed in Word !Perfect
5.2/5. ~ but Word Perfect will convert to other
formats such as ASCII which may then be used
for entering other systems such as databases.
Each disc will be checked by Norton Disc
Doctor and Or Solomon 's virus checker before
dispatch. Write to the BGA or direct to:
•

BGA SHOP
CLEARANCE of alii remaining stocks of Whispering
Wings T-Shirts in Navy, Lt. Blue or Dk. Green, M, L,
XL. REDUCED TO ONLY £3.50 each inc. p&p or just
£6 for any two (please state alternative colour/size
when ordering).
Making room for new stock of BGA 100% cotton
Hones 'Beefy' T-Shirts in Royal Blue with discreet
glider silhouette. £6.50 each plus 45p post and
packing. (M, Lor XL).

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE1 7ZB
or ask us to send you our complete sales list
Aprii! May 1993

Telephone 0533 531 051
(ACCESS/VISA accepted)
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STORCOMM
TWO-WAY RADIO
Our NEW instrument panel mounting air set,
model TR 9005 is now in production. Main
features:
Covers enti ~e band 118-136 MHz.
Accepts up to 8 channels.
Offers cost saving narrow band receiver version .
Full power transmitter accepts both hand and
boom microphones.
Sensitive and selective recei.ver with crystal
filter.
Economic service for all our previous models
plus most other air and ground radios.
Pye "Westminster" 6-channel ground sets available, fitted 130.1 and 130.4 Mhz.
Detailed information, prices and technical specifications from

NEW @DV SCOOP
Don't get overheated with
your old timer- stay cool
with a removable,
unbreakable DV SCOOP.

*
*
*
*
*

GEORGE STOREY

Tel. 0932 784422

H. T. Communications, P.0. Bo1 4,
SUNBURY ON f HAMES, Middlese1, TW16 7TA

a

DavidGoodison
INSTRUMENTS
GAL/BRA TED, SERVICED AND
REPAIRED
PZL WINTER AND SMITHS
BAROGRAPHS GAL/BRA TED
INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE
4 BROADACRES AVENUE
CARLTON, Nr. GOOLE
NORTH HUMBERSIDE DN14 9NE
Tel and Fax GOOLE (0405) 860856

GLIDER
INIS TRUMENTS

Send cheque or PO to:

£12.75 inc. p&p

H. McEvaddy
9 Heygate St., Mkt. Harborough,
Leicester LE 16 7 JR
Tel: 0858 467217

C3 FLIGHT COMPUTER
The Best in German Technology
at a price you can aHord

New From SDI Electronics
All usual flight computer modes
plus numerous extras
9 Waypoints- Separate Varias/Cruise Damping /user Controlled)
- Audio Freguencies selectable - Electronic or Pneumatic
Compensation {ad1ustable) and much more.
OPTIONS INCLUDE: fully configurable Rear Display unit Electronic Barograph- Analogue Vorio was extra Readout- GPS
and "G 11 meter under development.

Available now from stock

For details call Ernst on 0203 382 J90
or Frank on 02 J 3532 J46

SKYLAUNCH WINCH
400HP 7.4 .litre Chevrolet VS Engine thru· Standard
3 Speed Automatic Gearbox and Torque Converter:
Excellent Acceleration and accurate Power Control.
Reliable running and Odourless exhaust from cheap clean burning
Propane Fuel.
High Quality Engineering and unique Sprung Cable feed produces
Launches of exceptional Smoothness.
Easy Maintenance, simple design, dependable Operation.
Simple controls in a comfortable air filtered cab with heating makes
for pleasant, easy driving.
Single or Twin Drum Winches at £32,000 and £35,000
also Retrieve Winches to provide complete Launching
System.
Come and See One in operation at the
Midland Gliding Club

"If's like going up on Rails!"

Designed and built in Britain by

Tel: (07431874427
Fax: {07431874682

WESTLEY FARM
BAYSTON HILL
SHREWSBURY
SHROPSHIRE SYJ OAZ

(M. G. Hutchinson)
Repairs and overhauls
carried out
P.Z.L. Sales and Service
Barograph Calibration centre
Instrument panels cut to order
Write or phone:
'Tantield'
Shobdon
Nr. Leominster
Herefordshire HR6 9LX
T el: 0568 708 368
(answering machine)
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BRIAN WEARE - AERO
ALL TYPES OF GLIDER AND MOTOR GLIDER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR. FROM SMALL TO THE
LARGE INSURANCE REPAIR. REFABRICATING OF
TUGS. VINTAGE GLIDER AND AIRCRAFT
RESTORATIONS.
GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON E_X14 ORA

Phone:
Works (0404) 891338
Home (0404) 41041
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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Bentworth Hall (West Wing), Bentworth, Alton,
Hants GU34 5LA; tel 0420 564 195, tax 0420
563 140.
lan Strachan, BGA TP co-ordinator

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY
Aef
No.
133

COMPETITION FLIGHT VERIFICATION
BY GPS DATALOGGER
The popularity of GPS (global positioning
system) for glider navigation in 1992 UK
competitions, its first year of use, was spectacular. More than 50% of Nationals pilots used
GPS and indications suggest the figure will
exceed 90% this season. Perhaps this is not
surprising when considering its accuracy, ease
of use and comparatively modest cost.
Also now available are Dataloggers (Dls)
which continuously record GPS positions and
allow the flight to be "played back" using a
personal computer. This gives the opportunity
for flight verification, particularly in competitions, with potentially great advantages over
existing photographic methods. lt offers to
verify a course was flown without unrelated
photographic complications; record start and
finish times ; monitor start heights; log out
landing positions; virtually eliminate photographic processing and assessing; and,
perhaps most importantly, trap the cheats who
risk so much damage to our sport by violating
controlled airspace.
For a start, the BGA Competitions and
Awards Committee is promoting the trial use
of DLs in 1993 competitions. All UK non
handicapped Nationals, and other competitions at organisers' discretion, will accept Dls
as primary flight evidence. There have been
cries of unfair and muttering about level
playing fields (useful for landouts), but the
alternative of making such a radical change
mandatory without the benefit of significant
practical experience is considered unacceptable. A trial without allowing the evidence to
count has been suggested, but who would
invest in a DL and participate if only photographs scored?
How will it operate? On initial booking in, the
competition organiser will apply a seal to the
DL marked with the glider number. In use the
competitor sets the sampling rate to 1Osec,
installs the DL in the glider, connects it to a
working GPS, switches on the DL and then
flies the task. After landing the DL is switched
off, removed from the glider and handed to
control for down loading the flight record. This
information is processed by an evaluation
program (available free of charge to organisers) which provides the scorer with start time,
TPs rounded and landing position for a non
finisher.
To be properly controlled at the start or a TP
an individual GPS DL position point must lie
within the standard photographic zone. If there
is no position point within a zone but one or
more close by, the evaluation program selects
the best placed and advises the penalty
incurred as per existing photographic criteria.
The start will be the time of the last position
point lying within the start zone. Pilots may
generate additional DL position points by use
of an event marker.
Worth mentioning is the need to ensure the
Aprii!May 1993

Glider
Type

BGA No.

Skylark 3F

Damage

Date
Time

N

··.5.92

Compiled by DAVID WRIGHT
Place

Incident Repor1

Age

PiloVCrew
Injury

Hrs

49

N

48

As the aerotow started the left wing dropped and the pilot corrected with full opposite aileron. The glider became airborne and, as the
stick was centred. again rolled left. The pilot released and landed ahead normally. The left aileron was found to be up with the stick central as the wingtip aileron connector was crossed and Jammed.
15.8.92
Rufforth
34
N
330
63
N
16
1206
P2
The pupil used full airbrake on the approach which was normal until the speed started to decay close to the ground. Pt could not override the airbrake lever control as P2 had "locked on" and a heavy landing resulted.
134

K-13

1861

M?

135
SHK
1544
S
11 .8.92
Bicester
51
S
244 t
1635
After a competition cross -country the weather deteriorated and the pilot diverted to a nearby airfield. He calculated he had enough
height but the headwind had increased and he lost more height than expected. He tried to clear the boundary hedge but hit a post which
spun the glider around and crashed nose first. breaking the pilot's leg.
136

Skylark 4

M

" .7.92

Incident Repor1

41

N

94

During a cross-country the pilot had to make a field landing. He was in an area with only one landable lieId and this had some cows in it.
He landed uneventfully then went to contact his retrieve crew. On returning he found that the cows had damaged the wi ng fabric, the
fuselage and broken the canopy.
Skylark 3F
137
925
S
16.8.92
Strathaven
22
M
1600
On his first flight on type the early solo pilot was briefed about the characteristics of the glider. including the mid C of G aerotow hook.
The glider pitched up at the end of the aerotow ground run and the pilot over corrected. lt then struck the ground, bounced, then landed,
stewing slightly left. The tailplane and fin broke away from the fuselage.
t38

DG-400

S/L G-BNCN

S

14.8.92
Nr Swindon
63
N
2420+
t715
1800pwr
Alter making a field landing the pilot of the motor glider paced out the field and decided it was large enough to take-off. The surtace was
firm with 6in grass with patches of t8in rye grass. The aircraft accelerated slowly but the pilot was committed. He tried to clear the
hedge but hit the top and the glider groundlooped on the far side.
139
Janus
3333
M
6.8.92
Aston Down
32
N
4000
70
36
N
1540
P2
The reverse pully autotow launch started normally and the glider climbed to about 2011. The speed was about 45kt when the launch
slowed. The pilot moved the stick forward and the cable was released. There was insufficient airspeed or height to prevent a very heavy
landing which damaged the u/c. The tow vehicle had run out of fuel.
140

DG-300

t4t

Sie3

s

3805
15.8.92
Nr Enstone
32
M
749
16t0
The pilot was on final glide only 1Okm out when he struck heavy sink. He searched for lift around a selected field but had to land. A good
circuit was made to land on the best run although this had cables on the approach. The final turn was started early to avoid these but the
strong sink descended the glider through the cables into the ground.
2347

S

5.8.92
Nrludlow
63
N
107
1300
Alter launching into a southerly wind the pilot set otf on a cross-country. A field landing became necessary and a large NS field was selected. The glider did not descend as expected and finally touched down 750 yards into the 800 yard field, runn ing into the far fence.
The pilot did not notice a 1Okt tailwind which caused the overshoot.
70
142
Astir Jeans
3486
M
6.8.92
Aston Down
36
N
1200
Anempting a cross-country , the pilot had a poor 600ft launch and had to join the circuit. On the downwind leg he flew through strong lift
and tried to contact it rather than continue the circuit. He became too low and hit a wingtip during the final turn while trying to make the
norrnallanding area and the glider groundlooped.
S=Serious: W/OcWrite-Off: M=Minor: N=NII.

GPS is set to the map datum corresponding to
the lats and longs used by the organisers to
assess the flight. Not surprisingly, for competitions held in the UK and using· the BGA TP list,
the setting is Great Britain . For other competitions check with the organisers.
All Dls providing scoring evidence must be
type approved by the BGA Competitions and
Awards Committee and used in conjunction
with a GPS approved by the manufacturer. At
present, the only Dls allowed are those produced by EW Avionics and Skyforce. The
former is an addition to the existing electronic
barograph and the latter a stand alone unit.
Both are fairly similar in cost but if Dls become
mandatory for competitions the Skyforce will
require modification to incorporate a pressure
transducer to provide accurate altitude information. (Skyforce state this will be available during

1993 and cost less than £150 including VAT) .
The evaluation program will then check every
flight for start height and airspace violations.
This will probably make the Skyforce unit
acceptable in lieu of a barograph for competitions but not for record or badge flights. You
pays your money and takes your choice.
The security aspect of DL use has received
much consideration. Whilst nothing can ever be
100% proof against the determined cheat, what
is planned appears at least as safe as present
photographic procedures. For this purpose the
evaluation produces take-off and finish times
which can be compared with information from
other sources. Additional checks may be made
by, amongst other things, comparing glider
traces on tow with traces from Dls carried in
tug aircraft. The only near cast iron solution is a
DL sealed with its own GPS engine which
99
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would at present be very costly and provide the
pilot with no navigation information.
Whilst all are encouraged to use Dls in
competitions which accept them this year, it is a
trial and organisers discovering faults in the
procedure may need to suspend use temporarily or permanently. lt would therefore be unwise
to leave cameras at home and most pilots will
employ photography as back up by handing in
film(s) and/or camera(s) as at present. Think
about it. What serious competitor is going to let
his or her Championship aspirations rely on
electronic wizardry, with a large proportion of it
whirling around in space for years on end?
What of the future? Hopefully the trial will be
well supported and faults with the system easily
corrected. That being the case, a decision will
be taken whether to make DL use mandatory
next year based largely on the proportion of
competing gliders equipped with GPS this year.
The most likely outcome is to require it in
Nationals whilst remaining optional for
Regionals. In competitions where Dls are
mandatory , starting, finishing , and TP control
will be effected in a manner appropriate to DL
rather than camera technology. Still some way
off is the potential for badge and record claim
assessment. In the event the system proves
unworkable the only option is indefinite postponement; for all concerned it is hoped this will
not be the case.
Phi I. Jeffery, BGA Competitions and Awards
Committee

JUNIOR NATIONALS
This year the Junior Nationals will be held at the
Avon Soaring Centre, Bidford from August 2129.
lt is subsidised by tile Sports Council with
free entry and a number of free aerotows. If you
are under 26 this year and expect to have a
Silver badge before the start of the competition,
you are eligible to apply for entry.
Application forms are from the BGA office
and the closing date is Ap1'il 30.
Tony Moulang, BGA Competitions and
Awards Committee

INTER-UNIVERSITY TASK WEEK
Nottingham Trent University GC are hosting the
task week at Buckminster GC's Saltby Airfield
from July 18-24. For more information contact
Paul Labdon, Byron House, Shakespeare SI,
Nottingham NG1 4GH, tel 0602 476725, tax
0602 4131 07 or evenings on 0602 700379.

GLIDING FOR THE YOUNG
Young British pilots are again invited to join the
subsidised gliding courses run by the German
Aero Club's youth organisation for 16 to 25
year-olds at Hirzenhain, near Marburg. If you
would like more details, write to S&G enclosing
a sae.

AEROBATIC CHAMPIONSHIPS
The World Glider Aerobatic Championships are
being held at Venlo, Holland from August 15-28
as the main event cele'brating the city's 650th
anniversary.
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CARL ALEXANDER BECK

interested, and a keen collector of memorabilia.
But the best memorabilia was in his head.
Staunchly independent until two years ago
when increasing infirmity led him to live in a
nursing home, earl's death severed one of the
last surviving links with soaring's infancy .
BOB RODWELL

THE AIR EXPERIENCE
INSTRUCTOR RAT.ING
REVIEWED

One of the real old stagers of British gliding ,
whose roots went right back to its founding
days , died in Belfast on December 15, aged 81.
Carl Beck was a lifelong and, latterly, the
sole honorary life member of the Ulster GC and
was for many years a member of the Midland
GC too. At the age of 19 he attended the
foundation meeting of the UGC on August 27,
1930, and had vivid recollections of its earliest
days : of the blind leading tt1e blind; or ground
slides and low hops in a succession of wholly
unsuitable fields; of countless prangs; of the
first soaring flight in Irel and in ridge lift over
Sallagh Braes in 1933; of the earliest expeditions to Downhiii/Benone Strand- still the finest
beach flying venue in these islands- and of
innumerable characters who litter soaring
history.
In July, 1931, as a young man of 20, earl
took part in the conference at llkley which led to
the formation of the BGA and travelled widely
throughout the movement in its early years.
He was a near contemporary and close
friend of the late Doe Slater and, like Doe,
visited the Wasserkuppe and other German
sites during the pioneering days of the 1930s,
together with nascent clubs throughout Britain,
when his long membership of the Midland GC
began.
Carl was a friend and frequent correspondent of Amy Johnson during her involvement
with gliding both at Benone and the Mynd. He
became an admirer of her resourcefulness and
ingenuity wllen , in the absence of a tin-opener
and with a high-heeled shoe, she opened a tin
of baked beans which, with a loaf, was the only
food immediately available to a small party of
MGC pioneers on top of a gale-swept Mynd .
Of mi xed Ulster-Danish parentage, Carl was
a designer with Harland and Wolff shipyard
during his working life, after an apprenticeship
in textile engineering. He remained an active
pilot into his 70s with the UGC , which conferred
life membership on him about 15 years ago.
Like Doe Slater, he was a passionate historian of gliding and other fields in which he was

The concept of the Air Experience Instructor
(AEI) , trained and qualified to give trial lessons,
seems to have worked well. AEis have been providing a valuable service to clubs and to their
pupils.
The role is a responsible one. The A El is often
the first contact a member of the public has with
the sport of gliding. The way in which the fl ight is
conducted will leave a lasting impression wh ich
will , without a doubt, be conveyed far and wide
by the pupil when he talks about his experience
to friends and relations.
But it is now over six years since the introduction of the AEI rating , an d the BGA Instructo rs '
Committee decided that it was time to carry out
a thorough review in the light of experience
gained.
Chris Pullen, who is senior regional examiner
Thames Valley Region, kindly agreed to take on
the task. His brief was to revi ew the privileges
and limitations of the AEI rating , together with
th e coach ing network and arrangements for
training , appointment and supervision of AEis.
The task facing Chris was considerable.
Consider these facts which give an idea of the
scale of the organisation which has evolved
since the rating was first introduced in 1986.
1400 AEI rati ngs have been issued.
750 AEis current on November 1992.
70 AEI coacl1es l1ave been appointed of which
about 40 are active, having run courses within
the last two years.
Feedback from CF I conferences ind icated
that a modest widen ing of the privileges of the
AEI would be a we lcome developm ent and this
request was taken into account in drawing up
the recommendations.
Chris Pu llen reported to the Instructors '
Committee at their November meeting. After detailed discussions it was agreed that a number
of changes will be introduced, effective from the
beginning of 1993, wl1 ich can be summarised
as follows :
1. The style of the A El course, and the privileges
of the rating , will be adjusted to bring them more
into line with the assistant instructors· course.
2. The minimum requ irements to qualify for training remain the same but the AEI will in future be
entitled , in addition to elevator and aileron , to
demonstrate and teach th e effect and co-ordination of the rudder. This means that the A El will
be able to introduce the pupi l to the effec t and
co-ordination of all three controls.
3. As a consequence of the in troduction of the
ru dder. the following exercises will now be included in the AEI co urse syllabus. New items •
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Soaring 93 starts here ...

In the summer of 92 Cumulus Clothing set out to
develop the ultimate gliding hat. lt had to provide
outstanding levels of protection and comfort, in the
air and on the ground.
We believe we've succeeded.
The gliding hat can be worn in 4 ways:
• Flaps up, it' s a stylish and lightweight cap with a multiposition peak providing op,timum shielding from direct
sunlight.
• Pul li down the side flaps, and you have totall ear and
cheek protection .
• One more tug , and t:~ e vulnerable neck area is covered.
Please send me
glid ing hots@£ 12. 45 ea ch
in the size/sa nd colou r/s co mbi na tio n bel.ow:

•

Red
Flops
To ps
My hot si ze is

Wh ite D

D
D

Sma ll D

I would also l1ike D

Sixteen colour combinations and 3 sizes ensure your comfort- right through to the final glide.
And with over 20 years of design and manufacturing ex perience behind it, you can be certain that the qua 1lity
matches performance .
To order your gliding hat, simply tick the colour and size
boxes, below, and send together with your cheque or PO to:
Cumulus Clothing,
141 Praed Street, London , W2 1RL
Tel 071 724 9473
£

Ye llow D
D
D
Large D

Blue .

D
D

• Choose the optional face visor , wh ich can be drawn
back in flight, and you have the ultimate gliding hat.

D
D
Medi um D

Tick l box

Add ress

Tick l or 2 boxes

£

viso r/ s (W hi te o nly) @ £ 3 .95 each

Pos tage : UK 50p, Overseas ai r mai l, £2 .50

£
~====:
I enclose my cheq ue/ PO payable to Cumul us C loth ing , fo r:
£
ICIWiJ..r1@11ijj If for a ny reason you o re not tota lly sa ti sfied with the g liding ho t, si mply
return it to us w ith in 14 days fo r o full no q uibble refu nd .

Post Code

~------,--~

I am Pre-so lo D
a nd fly at

Post-solo

D

Si lver C

D
cl ub

Co mpetitor

D

Instructo r

D

Send to

Cu mul us Cloth ing
14 1 Proed Street
London W 2 1 RL
Cde S&GA/ M93

L------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------J

Cumulus Clothing ... the Glider Pilots' Clothing Company
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In every
life a
liHie rain
must fall
So make sure you have
a reliable umbrella!
We can supply just the
right cover for your
gl:ider or your aircraft _ I
let us keep you flying
high (and dry)!
f

Phone, tax or write to:

Stephen Hill

•ll
hI

aviation
insurance
services ltd

Phone: 0845 567777
Fax: 0845 5677 44
22 Melltowns Green, Pickhill,
Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 4LL.

C OF A OVERHAULS
TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES
FULL TIME SENIOR INSPECTOR

JOHN SMOKER
9ANSONWAY
BICESTER, OXON
Tel: Bicester 0869 245422

RESTORATIONS
and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality

SKIDS
Laminated ash skids for
most of the popular gliders
supplied from stock.
Others made to order

TRAILERS
Aluminum sheeting
on steel frame
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are marked with an asterisk.
Lookout.
Elevator.
'Trimmer.
Ailerons.
•Adverse yaw.
'Use of the rudder.
'"Rudder not for turni ng ."
'Rolling the glider using all U1ree controls.
These changes have been incorporated in a revised AEI record card which wi ll be issued to all
applicants with immediate effect. There will be
transitional arrangements during the changeover period so that no candidate will be faced
with attending a new syllabus course without
proper preparation.
In order to cater for the additional work, it is
necessary to introduce two changes to the programme of training and the structure of the
course
1. The pre course training and preparation will
have to be carried out more thoroughly under
the supervision of the candidate's CFI or other
senior instructor and
2. There will be a maximum of two students per
coach on the two day AEI course.
Clearly it will not be possible for the coach to
"teach " or the candidate to "learn" all the exercises during the course. This work must be completed prior to the course, thus allowing the
coach and candidate to concentrate on the wider
aspects of instructing , airmanship , care of the
pupil and so on.
AEis trained in the new syllabus will be able to
teach early students the first few lessons, rather
than simply the elevator and ailerons. However,
it must be emphasised that not all the work covered during the course is expected to be taught
during the first trial lesson. This should remain
as before le lookout and effects of the elevator
and aileron, or whatever is felt to be appropriate
for the particular circumstances, bearing in mind
the pupil, method of launch , duration of flight and
so on.
Careful consideration has been given to the
appropriate level of support for the newly appointed AEI. Periodic checks are sensible to ensure that standards are maintained . The new
AEI will , therefore, be required to have a check
flight ei,the r with their CFI or an AEI coach after
they have been instructing for six months and or
30 trial lessons. The reasoning is similar to that
for newly appointed assistant rated instructors
who are required to attend a completion course
when they have been instructing for a period following their initial instwctors' course.
Thereafter, the AEI will, as a minimun~ . be required to fly with their CFI once a year. If an individual instructor has not achieved the required
minimum amount of flying in any one year, or
has not progressed on to a higher rating within a
period of five years, a check flight will be required
with a regionali examiner or an AEI coach.
CFis wi ll be able to train existing AEis so that
they can teach the new exercises, although this
will not be compulsory for existing AEis . The
BGA will not insist on existing AEI ratings being
"upgraded".
To supervise the new arrangements , Chris
Pullen has been appointed senior AEI examiner
and has set up a network of AEI regional examiners. They will be contacting all A El coaches as

part of an overall AEI coach ing review and as
from the end of March all A El courses will be run
by coaches approved to the new syllabus.
I must thank Chris Pullen and his network of
examiners and coaches for the tremendous
amount of work wh ich has been and will be put
into the vitally importan t task of ensuring high
standards of safety and skill throug hout the air
experience organisation.
Dick Dixon, chairman of the BGA Instructors '
Committee

GLIDING
CERTIFICATES
ALL THREE DIAMONDS
No.
Name
Howes. N. J.
388
Levi. A. R.
389
Boyce. F.
390
391
Hibberd. G. P.
392
Williams. R. J.
DIAMOND DISTANCE
No.
Name
1/580
Davey. B. J.
1/581

Williams. R. J .

11582

Moore. K. C.

DIAMOND GOAL
No.
Name
212056 Eastburn. M. P.
212057 Elliolt, A.
212058 Middleton. R. J .
2/2059 Oecloux. Ariane
212060 Harper. S. J.
21206t Allison. D. W. K.
212062 Matcham, K. S.
2! 2063 Watson. A. F. W.
2/2064 Caught an. J. R .
212065 Melior. P. G.
212066 Fitzgerald. J . F.
2/2067 Rebbeck, H. A.
212068 Vilia, C .
212069 Grelton. R. E.
212070 Turner. S. M.
2/2071 Carr, M. I.
212072 Woollard. Susan
212073 Stainer, C. D.
212074 Haley. Vivien
2!2075 Petrie. R. B.
212076
212077
2/2078
212079
212080
212081

Coker. D. A.
Grinter, A. F.
Glazebrook. G . R.
Parish. A.
Robson. D.
Fuchs. J.

212062
2/2083
2!2064

Bollom. R. S.
Britton, N. A.
Moore, K. C.

212085

Cheetham, Helen

DIAMOND HEIGHT
No.
Name
311099 Howes, N. J.
3/1100 Levi. A. R.
311101 Rice, R. A.
3/ 1102 Kaye. L. J .
3/ 1103 Stoker, T. W. J .
3/ 1104 Kirton.G. W .
3/ 1105 World, T. M.
3/ 1106 Heneghan. M. J .
3/ 1107 Sayee. F.
3/ 1108 Pullen, C. J .
3/ 1109 Boath, P.A.

Club
Derby & Lanes
Shropshire
Staffordshire
Glyndwr
Imperial College

1992
9 .9
29.9
31 .1 0
31 .10
22.7

Club
Imperial College
(in France)
Imperial College
(in France)
Midland
(in Spain)

1992
22.7

Club
Aqutla
Phoenix
SGU
(in Hungary)
Cambridge Umv
Cranwell
Bicester
Lasham
Cranwell
Anglia
Backer
(in France)
South Wales
London
Cambridge Univ
P'boro & Spalding
P'boro & Spalding
Lash am
(in France)
Bristol & Glos
York
Essex & Suffolk
Strathclyde
(in France)
Four Counties
Wolds
Wolds
Well and
Borders
Yorkshire
(in France)
Derby & Lanes
Avon
Midland
(in Spain)
Buckminster

1992
28.6
28.6
1.7

Club
Derby & Lanes
Shropshire
Midland
Herefordshire
York
Buckminster
Portsmouth Naval
Portsmouth Naval
Staffordshire
London
Deeside

1992
9.9
29.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
8.1 0
30.10
30.10
31.10
31.1 0
31.10

22.7
25.7

22.7
22.7
22.7
22.7
22.7
22.7
25.7
28.7
28.7
28.7
28.7
28.7
22.7
28.7
5. 9
5.9
25.7
5.9
5.9
5.9
22.7
28.7
25.7
26.6
28.7
18.7
22.7
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311110 Warq , P. J.
Deeside
London
3111 11 Crank. R. J .
3/ 11 12 Bollom . R. S.
Derby & Lanes
Chilterns
3111 13 Brady, J. P.
3111 14 Hibberd , G. P.
Glyndwr
311115 Jacobs, A.
Lasham
3111 16 Reld. K. G .
Shalbourne
31111 7 Wallon , K. R.
Por1smouth Naval
31111 8 Clement, R. J . M .
SGU
3/ 11 19 Henderson, I. J.
Deeslde
3111 20 Owen . D. T.
Shalbourne
(Eighteen heights were flown from Aboyne.)
GOLD BADGE
No.
Name
1649
Stamer, C . D
1650
Haley, Viv!en
Petrie, R. B.
1651
1652
Glazebrook. G. R.
1653
Bradley , H . J.
1654
Boik, M. C.
1655
Robson , D.
1656
MacGregor . A. R.
1657
Swannack. J.
1658
Heneghan . M. J .
t659
Pullen. C . J .
1660
Brady . J. P.

5.11
9.9
9.9
8.10
3 1.10
15. 10
30. 10
30.10
12.12
2. 1.93
2.1.93

Club
Yo rk
Essex & Sulfolk
Slrathclyde
Welds
Midland
Blcester
Bord ers
Bath . Wrlls & NO
Duke ries
Portsmouth Nava l
London
Chilterns

1992
5.9
5.9
25.7
5.9
9.9
15.9
28 .7
10.10
15.10
30.10
31. 10
8. 10
1992
5.9
5.9
25.7

Cheetham , Helen

Club
York
Essex & Suffolk
Strathclyde
(in France)
Four Counties
We lds
We lds
Two Rivers
Welland
Borders
Yorkshire
Derby & Lanes
Avon
Br is tol & Glos
(in France)
Midland
(in Spain)
Buckminster

22.7

GOLD HEIGHT
Name
Hogarth, J. S. W .
Jennings. Elizabeth
Bradley. H. J .
Biggs, I. P.
Brown . A. P.
Gander. M. B.
Wilkinson. J . C.
Smallbone , E. J.
Parry, J. R.
Boik, M. C.
Bonny . G. R.
Oldfield, C. J.
Byass . D. M.
Kirton , G. W.
Mansfield . C. A.
MacGregor. A. R.
Barter. S.

Club
Derby & Lanes
Derby & Lanes
Midland
London
London
London
Yorkshire
Lash am
Midland
Blcester
Devon & Somerset
Devon & Somerset
Backer
Bu ckm inster
Lasham
Balh, Wilts & NO
East Sussex

1992
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
9.9
15.9
15.9
15.9
15.9
15.9
8.10
8.10
9. 10
10.10
14.10

GOLD DISTANCE
Name
Stainer. C. D.
Haley, Vivien
Petrie. R. B.
Coker, D. A.
Grin ter. A. F.
Glazebrook , G. R.
Gazzard , M. L.
Parish. A.
Robson. D.
Fuchs. J.
Boll om , R. S.
Britlon, N. A.
Uplon . J. R.
Moore. K. C.

5.9
5.9
5.9
6.9
22.7
28.7
25.7
26 7
28.7
4.8
18.7

Swannack. J .
Mclver. J. L.
Cooper. J.
Heneghan, M. J.
Burke, J . F.
Pullen. C. J.
Day, J.
McAvlay, N. T.
Hook, K. D.
Denne. J . A.
Bennett, R.
Ellioll. C. R.
Hill, Susan
Brady. J. P.
Tweddell, C. A.
Penman. R. R.
Reid . K. G.
Cook , W. G.
Holland, M. J.
Grrlfiths , C. H.
Schy fsma, F. D.
Welford. R. J.

Dukenes
Dumfries
Aquila
Portsmouth Naval
Stalfordshire
London
Shalbourne
SGU
SGU
Book er
Midland
Fen land
Northumbria
Chilterns
Northumbria
Heron
Shalbourne
Shalbourne
Oxford Univ
Midland
European SC
(in Spain)
Cambridge Univ
(in France )

15.10
15.10
30.10
30.10
31.10
31. 10
3 1.10
7. 11
7. 11
9.10
9.9
9.10
10.9
8.10
4 .9
15.10
30 10
30 10
10.10
14.9
19.4
1.9

SILVER
No.
9052
90 53
9054
9055
9056
9057
9058
9059
9060
906 1
9062
9063

BADGE
Name
Perry , S. L
Fairhu rst. B. M.
Beale, L. A.
Hannah. G . M.
Chambers. J . M. H.
Hook. K. D.
Fuchs. J.
Wimbury . C. J.
Penman. R. R.
Verdier, R. C.
Walford. A. C .
Rowntree. D.

Club
Avo n
Lasham
Southdown
Cambridge Univ
Vectis
SGU
Yorkshire
Black Mountains
Heron
Cam bridge Univ
Cambridge Univ
Ouse

1992
19.5
4 .9
5.9
31.7
23.8
7.1 1
25.7
27.12
6.8
5.9
28 .7
3.5

UK CROSS -COUNTRY DIPLOMA
Part I
Name
Club
Buttertield , A.
Oxford
Oxfo rd
Swin1on, N.
Bath, Wilts & NO
Smith. D. A.
Cambridge Univ
Walford , A. C.
Ottner, S. C.
Shalbourne

1992
28.7
29.7
3.5
28.7
27.6

a

AERONAUTICAL CHART DELA V

C's of A, REPAIRS AND GLASSWORK

Astir Spigot Mod £400 + kit at factory price.

Purpose built gl,ider workshop on a 500yd grass strip 2 nautical miles
SW of Warminster
Currently maintaining over 15 motorgliders

A number of changes to regu lated airspace in
south and south-east England will become
effective on July 22 . Because of th is and in
order to incorporate them on aeronautical
charts, publication of Sheet 2171 CD Southern
England and Wales Ed 19 have been postponed
until July.
Any inconvenience is regretted. However,
this unavoidable delay will enable th ese major
airspace changes to be brought to the attention
of chart users at the first available opportunity .

Please fly in , call or write to:

Tim Oews, Airborne Composites, The Hangar, Wing Farm, Longbridge Oeverill,
Warminster, Wilts BA12 700. Tel: 0985 40981 (workshop) or 0373 827963 (home)
Aprii!May 1993

Correction: We are sorry but the advertisement Flying Colours - on p24 in the last issue was printed
with the image reversed.
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Jul.ie Angell, Booker GC's new CFI.
Photo: Paul Melior.
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Sue Crowland of Newark & Notts GC after going
solo.

CLUB NEWS
Copy and photographs for the JuneJuly issue of S&G should be sent to the
Editor, 281 Queen Edith's Way,
Cambridge CB1 4NH, tel 0223 247725,
tax 0223 413793, to arrive not later than
April 10 and for the August-September
issue to arrive not later than June 8.

them out will be most welcome. The grass is
making life much easier and saving wear and
tear on the tugs and gliders. Despite a recent
price increase, we still believe we can offer one
of the cheapest aerotows in the country .
S.K.

GILLIAN BRYCE·SMITH
February 10
Retrieving in style at Four Counties GC.
ANGLIA (RAF Wattisham)
The RAFGSA awarded our CFI , John Hicks, the
member of the year trophy at the AGM .
Matt Jones has an AEI rating . The club is to
have a Grab Acro soon and a Tost twin drum
winch.

NP.
AQUILA (Hinton-in-the-Hedges)
Malcolm French , Doug Boyle and Vince Fuller
have gone solo ; we are competing in the InterClub League and some members had wave
flights at Aboyne last year. John Cooper gaining
Gold height.
We are now using the grassed centre trian gles at Hinton and any visitor wanting to try

BATH, WILTS & NORTH DORSEt {The Park)
Though poor weather meant little flying in
January we have had some wave flights and our
pundits , led by CFI Ron Lynch continue to explore the possibilities.
We thank two newcomers to gliding, Les Moll
and Paul Wade, for helping with various building
projects and Alan Nichols , who is in charge of
the winches.
Bob Bromwich has a new LS-6. Our launching fees have been increased by 10% to help
secure our financial position.
S.G.
BLACK MOUNTAINS (Talgarth)
lan Kirby has soloed and Phil Drake and Roger
Bowker gained Silver heights in easterly wave.

Chris Briggs of Essex GC who went solo a few days after his
16th birthday pictured with instructors Don Ling and Dave
Hertzberg at North Weald.

Sackville GC's pilot
McDonald-Smith.

of

the

year,

Diane

On our few good days there have been some
enjoyable soaring flights and on New Year's
Day, despite the freezing conditions, flights in
the T-21 were a wonderful way ,to start 1993.
We found the average flight time of the club 's
Junior last year was 1hr 30min.
S.R.
BLACKPOOL & FYLDE (Chipping Airfield)
Having been refused planning· permission to
continue using our super silent Paw nee, this winter all our energies (and cash) have gone into a
3Y:? day appeal in January. We are nervously
awaiting the outcome.
We have greatly improved .the workshop, the
car-park and the clubhouse sleeping quarters.
The AGM was held in January. Increased interest in cross-country flying has resulted in a
club ladder, now in its second year. Dave
Johnson won the shield in the junior league and
George Wearing in the senior.

V.H.
BOOKER (Wycombe Air Park}
We are delighted to welcome Britain 's first fe male professional CFI, Julie Angel! , even though
she is another refugee from Dunstable! We wish
her every success in coping with this most competitive of clubs. The freshness of her approach
is already making its mark . Andy Beatty is returning to run our courses after his success in
1992.
We made an operating surplus in 1992 in spite
of the awful weather which has continued

Two father and son partnerships solo/resolo at Devon & Somerset GC.
They are, from I tor, Robin and Phil Rix, instructors John Street and Dick
Wolff and Richard and Phi lip Britton.

CLUB NEWS

throughout the winter. At the AGM Geoff Payne,
from the BBC group, joined the main committee
and the log-cabin has benefited enormously
from the efforts of Dave Gaunt and lan Griffiths.
Our Regionals are in June.
R.N.
BORDERS (Galewood)
Wave in January gave good flying but also reminded us of the need for sound preparation.
Two Bocian pilots were caught above cloud
when the gaps closed very rapidly. After making
a successful descent they were confronted w1th
the North Sea and only just made it back to Holy
Island (Lindisfarne} , landing on a deserted
beach . The wind speed at 11 OOOft had been
much stronger than they expected. lt certainly
made an interesting retrieve as they could have
been stuck there for hours if the causeway to the
island had been submerged.
We are planning a joint task week with
Northumbria GC from May 30 , spending three
days at each site. Also, we hope to fly all of next
November, statistically one of our best wave
months, and visitors are most welcome.
R.C.

Martin Dean in the Aberdeen University
Bocian after going solo at Deeside GC.
BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE
(Nympstield)
We welcomed about 150 old timers, including
Robbie Robertson , to a reunion and 50 flew.
Peter Fuller drew an excellent cartoon for Seven
Skies of Zimmers and crutches arriving.
Ron and Mita Barnes gave their last firework
display in November before leaving us for
Snitterfield and a new Discus. They will be
missed. The first winter lecture was given by
Peter Waite on thermal generation.
S.R.
BUCKMINSTER (Saltby Airfield}
After a reasonable autumn, the weather has limited flying since Christmas but Dennis
Hargreaves has soloed . The Christmas fancy
dress party was a great success.
Nottingham Trent University are hosting the
Inter-University task week here in July (see the
BGA News for details).

M.E.
Aprii/May 1993

Above: Kirsty Turner of the Mendip GC after her first solo with her father, CFI Peter Turner (In
the middle), and her instructor Phi I Hogarth.

Above: Alan Taylor (in the cockpit) and Keitha Delahunty, who soloed the same weekend with
the Cambridge University GC, photographed with instructor Steve Foster and, far right, CFI
Robert Bryce-Smith. Below: Steve Archer-Jones having gone solo at Bicester three days after
his 16th birthday photographed with three other 16 year-olds- from I tor, Andy Mudie
(Bronze badge), Tim Johnson (pre-solo) and Cart Peters (Silver badge).
•
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BURN (Burn Airfield)
Not much flying to report with the sad exception
of a club K-8 taking off on its own accord in adverse weather conditions whilst being towed
back to the hangar.
We are building a winch house and workshop
-badly needed because of our habit of buying
and importing Tost winches with our third arriving recently. Since converting to these winches
following many years with home bu ilt ones, we
have sometimes had 2000ft launches- not bad
at £2 .25p each I it has certainly reduced pressure on the Pawnee. Steve Elsey is now winch
master.

PN
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY (Gransden Lodge)
At our presentation evening cups went to
Richard Baker , John Bridge , John Glossop, Phil
Jeffrey , Steve Mynott , Julian Murfitt , Richard
Maisonpierre, Lorna Webb and Robert Verdier.
The first six in our cadet scheme are showing
great enthusiasm .
George Sanderson , Keitha Delahunty and:
Alan Taylor have gone solo , the latter two making use of our bookable weekday instruction this
winter.
Thanks to Sandy Torrance and helpers, particularly Robert Verdier and Barrie Beesley , a
K-8 and one of the K-13s have been beautifully
refurbished.
J.L.B
CHANNEL (Waldershare Park)
The Texbury hangar grows visibly, almost
matched by the fund . Our thanks to the stalwarts
who have slaved away on our equipment.
N.O-A.
CLEVELANDS (RAF Dish forth)
There have been a few pleasant days between
the fog and wind and Dan Basterfield went solo .
We managed Christmas dinner, but no wave!
At the AGM , awards went to Eddie Edwards ,
Jim IMclean , Paul Whitehead , Mark Evans ,
Terry Potter and Jill Povall . The CFI gave an excellent speech aimed at keeping morale high despite our domestic difficulties .
J.P
COTSWOLD (Aston Down)
January weather kept members on the ground
on maintentance and odd jobs.
The annual dinner-dance in January was a
tremendous success with trophies going to Ed
Johnston (ladder cup); Peter Ward (best height
gain with a Diamond at Aboyne); Frank Birlison
(pre-Silver award , gaining a Silver badge in one
flight) ; Oliver Ward and Mike Oliver (two-seater
award) and Les Akehurst (cup for achievement
over 50 years- Les soloed at 70 and is now fly ing the K-6cR) .
MS.
COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth)
At our annual dinner CFI Barney Toulson spoke
of our excellent flying in 1992 despite the poor
weather. Trophies went to Clive Groves , Paul
and Steve Crabb, Dave Booth , Male Guard , Alan
Foxon , Graham Thomas, lan Freestone , Claire
Nurcombe , Richard Blackmore, Andy Vidian ,
Alan Kangurs, Frank Davies, Lester Goodman ,
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Andy Spalding , Mike Jordy , Dave Farmilo and
Barry Chadwick.
Heydon won the grotty potty for cutting off the
village telephones when digging a post hole on
the airfield boundary.
DCFI Peter Burgoyne has taken over from
Barney as CFI and Roger Goodman replaced
Phil Marks as tugmaster. Our thanks to Barney
and Phil for all their time and effort.
Tug pilots and helpers have refurb ished a
tug ; the four drum winch is so good we have sold
the two drum an.d have a satellite receiver for
weather forecasting .
Visitors are welcome to our task week which
starts on May 29 . We are hosting the 15 Metre
Class Nationals in August and our courses include ones for cross-country speed training .
Carl Buzzard , Andy Fry and Dave Farmilo
have AEI ratings.
T.W.

MONEY SAVERS
Most clubs are constantly looking for ways
of cutting costs in these hard days of recession . If your think you have found a useful
method, then do please share it with our
readers. it might not be a dramatic saving,
but small economies add up and are always
worth considering.

CRANWELL (RAFGSA)
Our thanks to Clevelands GC for their warm welcome at the Christmas wave camp. The new
Venture motor glider has been re-covered and
resprayed- and we thank Brian Hutchinson,
Mick Smith , Mick Lee and their team.
The RAFGSA AGM we hosted went very
smoothly, thanks to Nev Weir and excellent help
from the base. We are sorry Nevis leaving us
for Scotland but appreciate his great contribution to the club.

/.M
DARTMOOR (Brentor)
A small group have dedicated themselves to
overhau ling the equipment during· the atrocious
winter weather and others are building our clubhouse.
This year we celebrate our tenth anniversary.

F.G.M
DEESIDE (Aboyne Airfield)
The winter wave has continued to work for us
with 18 800ft in December and 19 500ft in
January. lan Henderson and Sieve Thompson
flew Diamond heights with Diamond and Gold
heights for our Christmas/New Year visitors.
Martin Dean has gone solo and Mike Bailley and
Cameron Robinson have Bronze legs.
Fiona Bick has moved and the new phone
number for wave season bookings is 0224
832659 . We have a new lax/answer phone
(No.03398 85339) in the clubhouse.
Our thanks to SGU members who helped
when a 1OOkm retrieve went horribly wrong and
left us with a trailer on the M90 at 1Opm with one
wheel missing and one flat tyre. (Did you. know
it's a criminal offence to leave a vehicle or trailer
on the hard shoulder for more than 3hrs?) The

loan of a wheel helped us slowly on our way,
however the retrieve finally took 23hrs and three
AA call outs. Check the trailer really is roadworthy before you go cross-country. The tyres may
look OK but are they really!
G.D.
DERBY & LANCS (Camphill)
Obituary- Geoffrey Mostyn lewis
We have lost one of our most interesting members with the death on Christmas Day of
Geoffrey Mostyn Lewis .
As a young family , resident at Camphilil from
the early 1960s , we frequently watched
Geoffrey, an enigmatic figure with a mane of silver hair, rosy chee'ks and a scarlet dressing
gown, making his way from his tent to the washroom in the early morning mist.
Geoffrey had many diverse interests and was
flying solo until last summer. He was a keen ram bler and , among many other marathons, walked
the Pennine Way, starting on his 60th birthday.
During the war he delivered new aircraft to the
squadrons and after the war, before going to university , designed the big window on the stair case of the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre at
Stratford-on-Avon. After teaching drama for
many years, he became country drama adviser
for Lincolnshire.
Geoffrey was a most unassum·ing and gentle
person and the lives of most long-standing members at Camphill have had a great deal of colour
added by knowing him during his 84 years.
Eunice Boyle
DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hill)
Private ownership is increasing- we are at 38
with the arrival of a Libelle and M200. Cs of A
and maintenance work continue on non flying
days.
At our AGM and prizegiving, Damian le Roux
won trophies for the club ladder , best Diamond
goal attempt, best cross-country , best crosscountry in a wooden glider and best placing in a
BGA rate d Competition (Enterprise) . Other
prizes went to Rex Grayling (task week winner);
Ron Johns and Chris Wool (two-seater trophy) ;
Chris Miller (best 0/ R to Lasham); Richard
Petheram (best progress) and lan Davison was
the Wily Old Bird . There was a good attendance
and Caroline's buffet supper was much apprecited.
Francis Bustard , who died last autumn , remembered the club in his will; we have to find a
suitable way to perpetuate his memory.
We are running Competition Enterprise 20
and our regular summer courses.

!.OK
Obituary- Francis John Bustard
I don't know when I met Francis; it just seems
he was always there. Quietly , lovingly , Francis
seemed to turn up whenever he was needed and
caused things to be done "right. "
His contributions to the club were continuous .
He was a contributor to the North Hill purchase
deposit and when we bought North Hill (in exchange for our gliders} , he lent us a Capstan .
He and I collected it from Slingsby's, towed
by Phil Jefferies in the Tiger Moth . Over the
Mendips we got towed over the top of a fog layer
which Phil decided to dive through . At 500ft , in
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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thick cloud, diving steeply with the Moth dangling somewhere out of sight in front of us (the
Capstan had very good brakes) , Francis said: "I
don 't think the insurance starts till tomorrow!! "
There wasn 't the sligh tes t tone of panic or fear
in his voice . There shou ld have been , but that
was Francis.
Francis became chairman and then president,
bringing that quiet confidence , which was his
hallmark, to all club decisions . He will be remembered by the BGA Executive Committee
members for his contribution from 1970 to 1980.
I had the good fortune to share a Dart and
then a K-6E with him. He enjoyed the air so much,
which was unusual for someone who discovered
it late in life.
Those of us who had the honour of knowing
and loving him as a dear friend , know that he
was a one-off and an English gentleman of the
best sort.
John Fielden
DORSET (Eyres Field)

After completing the hangar we now have planning permission for our prefabricated clubhouse
which should soon be in place.
As anticipated the membership is changing
with some of the old guard being replaced by
those from the different catchment area. A mutually beneficial arrangement is being discussed
with Borington Garrison , who are interested in
helping with equipment maintenance .
Winch launching continues , despite the
weather, and experimental aerotowing has
begun.
G.S.
EAST SUSSEX (Ringmer)

The C of A season has seen the usual basic
training and Bronze lectures. Chris Wimbury has
a Silver badge and Geoff Harris has gone solo.
Roger Warren is a full Cat and will be running
summer courses with a newly acquired Venture
motor glider.
L.M.
FOUR COUNTIES (RAF Syerston)

We had a good expedition to Portmoak with lots
of ridge flying.
Our AGM went well with Steve Walker winning the pilot of the year award; Rose and John
the award for non-flying acl1ievements (our
thanks to them for their hard work) and the most
meritorious flight award went to Helen .
We overcame the bad weather for our instructors · course and they all passed. We have lots
of new instructors- Pete Sanderson is a full Cat,
Dave Pratt, lan Tunstall , Colin Lake and Nige
Gough are assistant Cats and Sylvia Bateman ,
Dave Pal mer and Mark Davies have A El ratings.
We now have our own tug, a Supermunk.
R.M.D.
FULMAR (RAF Kin loss)

We have escaped the worst of the weather and
many early solo pilots have experienced wave.
Anoy Stirrat has gone solo , Martin Teague has
a Bronze badge and Silver height, Andy
Gresllam Silver height and Guy Davidson and
Mike Seward Gold heights. Our thanks to Mike
Seward for his hard work servicing the ground
equipment.
Aprii/ May 1993

We have had many expeditions to Highland
GC exploring their new ridge and thank them for
their co-operation and hospitality .
B. F. G.

and instructor extraordinaire , is running more
courses at Lasham in August which are open to
everyone and being booked now.

HEREFORDSHIRE (Shobdon Airfield)

Obituary- Bob Potgieter
One of the aviation world 's true characters, Bob
Potgieter, died in the autumn. He was born in
South Africa , learnt to fly at 16 years-old and became a commercia l pilot at 19, delivering mail
hundreds of miles over hostile country in primitive aircraft.
Bob came to England in 1936, joined the RAF
and during the war flew an assortment of aircraft. He later commanded t11e calibration unit at
Duxford and flew some of the captured German
aircraft there for evaluation , including an Me1 09
and a FW190 .
After the war Bob , a Sqd Ldr, was personal
pilot to the C-in-C of Bomber Command, Sir Hugh
Pugh Lloyd , based at RAF IBooker where he first
tried gliding. This was the start of a lifelong affection for the sport. He was responsible for the
creation and further expansion of many ATC
gliding training units.
He was later a member of the Portsmouth
Naval GC for over 20 years , continuing to provide cadet training courses.
Bob will be remembered for his contribution
to aviation and for the stories of his experiences
which would mesmerise those privileged to listen. Our thoughts go to his wife Ivy, daughters
Anna, Susan and Disa and son Paul .
Terry Jo'int

Despite the poor winter we have had occasional
wave which , on a mid December weekend, took
Phi I King to a cloudy 16 OOOft.
Visitors who enjoy competition flying without
stress are invited to our fun task week starting
on May 31 . Our new Twin Astir is very popular
and some have enjoyed flying a syndicate
owned Venture Motor Falke.
Our revised ground handling procedures (for
dust free runway centreline operation) are now
well practised and particularly appreciated by
glass aircraft owners .
D.AF.
HIGHLAND (Easterton)

Our soaring capabilities have expanded with the
Super Scottish Chariot showing the way to a
handy , thought to be unreachable, hill downwind
of the site. All our aircraft can reach it and , most
importantly, get back with not too great a height
loss, even in a strong wind .
Our thanks to Fulmar GC's Chipmunk for coming to our rescue when our winch broke down
for over a month .
Martin Birse and Willie Williamson went solo
and Martin has a Bronze leg. Merv Ross and
Geddes Chalmers have Bronze badges and
Gordon Beattie, Grace Chalmers , Viv
Robertson, Neil Anderson and Theresa BruceJones found out how to use parachutes for fun
and raised about £1500 for local charities in the
process.
AG.V.
HUMBER (RAF Scampton)

At the AGM trophies were presented by our
chairman, Grp Cpt P. Edwards, to John Dobson
(longes t closed circuit, greatest distance and
fastest 100km triangle at 111km/h); Alan
Docherty (workers' pot) ; Dennis SandfordCasey (best progress) ; CFI' Dave Cockburn
(grotty pot) and most contribution to the club from
a non member, RAF Scampton's ATC.
Tony Fussey and "Titch " Howells have gone
solo; Bob Fox is a full Cat and Dave Ruttlle an
assistant Cat giving us 16 instructors.
A Grob Acro joins our K-13 , K-8, Astir CS 77
and Discus with the K-7 going to Cranwell.

W.K.

LINCOLNSHIRE (Strubby Airfield)

At a very successful social and privegiving , trophies were awarded to Dick Skerry , Alan Ely ,
Phil Trevethick , Chris Ormsby and John Sear
with Harry Fleet and Terry Mottishead and Berk
Barker, Colin Wh atmough and Jack Libel! sharing cups. A special presentation was made to
Jack Elliot, a recently retired instructor.
We now have a Falke syndicate and the rebuild of the club Skylark 2 is nearing completion,
so visit us if you want to fly this Slingsby classic.
R.G.S
•

D.M.R.
KENT (Challock)

Several members, includ ing a BGA inspector ,
have been giving our club fleet Cs of A. The
Christmas parties were much enjoyed and our
thanks to Jean, the organiser.
We welcome a BGA soaring and cross-country course in Augu st, which should be beneficial
to all as it is the first for many years .
A.R. V.
LA SHAM (Lasham Airfield)

Ever mindful of saving fuel , this winter we enjoyed £5 "green" winch launches to the maximum permitted height of 1OOOm above the site.
No kiteing- genuine straight launches! Cor!
Joseph Solski, the world class aerobatic pilot

!Martin Carolan

HIGH QUALITY
WORKMANSHIP AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE
FULL WORKSHOP FACILITIES TO
COVER ALL JOBS BIG OR SMALL
Cot A DUE?
PHONE FOR THE BEST PRICE
15 Jubilee Avenue, Woodend Fields,
Cam, Dursley, Glos GL 11 5JJ
Telephone : Workshop 0860 542028
Home 0453 5441 07
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Gary Bennett, the paraplegic instructor at
The Gliding Centre, with his first solo pupil,
Graham Foster.
MARCHING TON (Tatenhi/1 Airfield)
Our dinner-dance was well attended with trophies going to Paul Shelton , Ken Lawrence and
Val Roberts. Ray Steward and Mike Shelton
were presented with engraved plates in recognition of their many years' service to the club.
Although poor weather has limited winter flying Paul Walton went solo.
A.R.
MENDIP (Halesland Airfield)
Bad weather stopped Kirsty Turner going solo
on her 16th birthday but she was successful the
following day and also has a Bronze leg .
.Pat rick Hogarth , Pete Dunlop and Paul Youhill
have Bronze badges and at our annual dinnerdance awards were presented to Steve Collins,
Bob Merritt , Kirsty Turner, George WhitcombeSmith , John Garret! , Barry Goodyer and Patrick
Hogarth.
Our extension to the west end of the airfield
should improve winch launch heights . Our
thanks to president John Boley for his efforts to
acquire this extension .
G.W-S.

The Dorset GC 's K-8 above the newly
erected hangar at Eyres Field. Photo:
Graham Swinerd.
MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
We had an enjoyable Christmas lunch for 90
members and guests. The weather has been
generally frustrating but we have had some good
wave flying.
Our courses, running from mid-March to the
end of October, have a more flexible structure
and will include cross-country flying .
A.R.E.
NENE VALLEY (RAF Upwood)
Martin Reynolds was elected chairman at the
AGM. A very successsful Christmas dinner has
prompted plans for more social events to aid club
funds. Gary Johnson has won the CFI 's trophy.
Our fleet and facilities are being revamped ,
thanks to a team of members.
G.P.

Obituary- Chris Hook
lt is with sadness we record that Chris Hook died
on Ch ni stmas Eve following a heart attack.
Chris started gliding in 1969 and was an instructor at 616 VGS at RAF Hen low. In 1978 he
joined 613 VGS at RAF Halton and from 1982 to
1988 was a valued member and keen instructor
at our club. He will be remembered with affection
and we send our condolences to his wife and
family .
Gus Pinkerton
NEWARK & NOTTS (Winthorpe)
Despite the rather poor weather we had a good
end to 1992 and a good start to 1993 with John

Above: Alan Foxon of Coventry GC found
this hangar door while on holiday at Cyprus.
it was painted by Crusader GC member,
P.C .Ahmet to brighten up his club site.
Below : lan Grosz alter soloing at Deeside
GC.

Struggles, David Round , Wally Fisher , Sue
Crowland and Neil Foster going solo.
Trhe refurbished K-8 is almost ready to fly , we
have a splendid new caravan and are looking
for a tractor . The motorised SF-27 is nearing
completion and a credit to the syndicate. Frank
Hunt ownes a half share in the Zugvogel.
Visitors are always very welcome.
M. A.

Vince Fuller of Aquila GC was photographed
with instructor Simon Kroner alter being
sent solo.

A reflective Geofl Wirdnam of the Vale of
Wrhite Horse GC alter gaining his A El rating.
NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hill)
A second Puchacz has joined our club fleet and
our cashf low has improved with the help of a
powerful accounting and statistics program written by Jon Pickering. Steve Rand le and our New
Zealand visitor, Ralph Jones, have resoloed .
A number had good wave flights during our
Christmas flying week. More recently the
Wednesday crowd ach ieved excellent flights to
11 00011 from the winch.
At our prizegiving evening awards went to
Martin Fellis , Martin Arrowsmith and Phil Slater

CLUB NEWS

(and lhis instructor) who won the club two-seater
league.
J T.C.
NORTH WALES (Bryn Gwyn Bach)
After little winter flying , with persistent rain , since
mid-January there have been excellent wave
and ridge days. Our new Super Blanik is very
popular.
Several club weeks are planned for the summer and we are holding courses again with a
welcome for visitors (with or without a glider) to
our scenic site; please ring Vie on 0745 582286.
D.J
OXFORD (Weston on the Green)
We were saddened to learn of the death last year
of Joy Taylor, a vice-president and treasurer for
many years. Joy was extremely active in the
1950s and 1960s when we were at Kidlington .
As an 00 in the Nationals she would be deposited at TPs and sometimes, alas, forgotten
until someone at the bar remembered . She used
to fly the Skylark 2 most weekends.
Sixteen year-old Mallory Woodcock has gone
solo during a soggy two months. The new briefing room is used for evening lectures and a well
supported RT cou rse. CFI Steve Evans and Rick
Underhill have an LS-6c.
F. B.

SACKVILLE (Rise/ey, Beds)
There has been little home gliding due to a very
wet field but we have had several expeditions to
Black Mountains GC.
Our Christmas dinner pas very successful
with the pilot of the year award going to Diane
McDonald-Smith and the wooden spoon to Paul
Kaye.
D.C.W.

throughout the winter rains . We even have mains
water.
In November we held our first dinner-dance
for some years and Vie Carr was the speaker at
the Janu ary club evening. An open day is
planned for Seighford Airfield's 50th anniversary
in April and we will operate three days a week
(Friday-Sunday) throughout the summer.

SHALBOURNE (Rivar Hill)
Our January ''Christmas" meal was a great success with a raffle of unwanted Christmas presents adding to club funds- our thanks to the
organiser, Verity Murricane , social secretary .
Our thanks also to Bill Cook , aircraft member,
and helpers for their work on the Cs of A.
The weather has severely curtailed weekend
flying but thanks to instructor Geoff Nicholls we
have flown during the week when Paul King went
solo.

STRATFORD ON AVON (Snitterfield Airfield)
Although the atrocious weather hindered flying ,
we used our Rover VB back-up launching winch
as a retrieve to keep veh icles off the field and
prevent damage. Less happy news was the suspicious fire in our trailer park which destroyed
four gliders and their trailers.
Our annual dinner-dance was very successful- our thanks to Harry Williams, the organiser.
Phil King has al l three Diamonds. Bookings
are healthy for our courses, trial lessons and the
cross-country task week. Thanks to lan Edkins
our wo rkshop is fin ished ; we have a purpose
maqe Land Rover retrieve (thanks to Bob Hill
and Colin Bushel!) and Vie Colman, Pete
Kenealy and Phil Picket! are fitting out our double-decked bus as a launch control vehicle. We
have bought another twin drum winch with payon gear and are fitting a more powerful engine
to match our existing winch to give maximum
launches.
G.JB.

JR.
SHROPSHIRE (Sieap}
December was a carbon copy of Novemberflying days were all wave with 29 flights lasting a
total of 66hrs, and a 25 OOOft by Hans
Wiesenthal. The best lift was in clear air above
the system with a faint lenticular when very high.
January was a disaster and it's still rain ing!

AA
PEGASUS (RAF Gutersloh)
With great sadness I report the demise of the
Pegasus GC on March 31. After 15 years during
which the club grew to the adventurous, globe
trotting group who last year claimed Diamonds
in places as diverse as the French Alps and
South Australia, early 1993 saw her finally succumb to the ravages of options for change.
However the final AGM in January ensured
the club went out in the style its many former
members, who came over from the UK, would
have expected. Old friendships were renewed ,
gliding yarns told and the health of all those who
had helped over the years toasted many times.
During the evening an auction of club memorabilia raised enough money to keep the bar
going and for a substantial donation to charity.
As our members disperse into the RAFGSA, we
hope the memory of happy times at Pegasus will
live forever.
D.R.M
PETERBOROUGH & SPALD/NG (Crow/and
Airfield)
The winter rain has made the field very wet and
boggy. We have several gliders coming on site,
including three Libelles, a Foka 4 and a Kestrel
22.
Mick Edwards and Daniel Cooper have gone
solo and the 1993 club ladder has started. Our
barbecue will be on August 14 after our soaring
fortnight and we are entering the Inter-Club
League after a long lapse.
D.K.P.
RATTLESDEN (Rattlesden Airfield)
A very successful quiz evening was held in the
clubhouse and won by the Team Vega.
The AGM was well attended with three new
committee members elected.

ME
Aprii!May 1993

SOUTHDOWN (Parham Airfield)
We have had the worst winter flying weather in
memory. Our K-13 (by Ron King's team ) and one
of the Pawnee tugs (by Bob Woodhead and Jim
Hammerton) are being re-covered and given a
major overhaul. Sue Hill has completed the
mammoth task of re-compu terising our flying
records . Our thanks to them all for their hard
work.
Chris Hancock is joining Surrey Hills GC staff
of instructors.

w.s

SOUTH WALES (Usk)
Under the guidance of Dennis Bryan and Earle
Duffin , a dedicated ,few have given the club fleet
Cs of A and we have had the occasional wave.
At our very successful dinner-dance the guest
speaker was Dick Dixon , chairman of the BGA
•Instructors' Committee and DCFI. Our thanks to
the organiser John Milsom . Trophies went to
Dave Jobbins (Open Class and a height gain of
28 OOOft); Eric Fitzgerald (Intermediate Class) ;
Nick Parker (meritorious flight with a Silver
badge in one fl ight) and Harold Armitage (the
'·staring eyes" award for the most misdirected
flight) .
The clubhouse was broken into with some
damage, which highlights the vulnerability of remote airfield sites.

NS.J
STAFFORDSHIRE (Seighford)
In our first year here we have 'had a substantial
increase in solos and badge legs . Launches
were up 40% despite the inevitable problems of
the move and we have eight club and nine private gliders.
The hangar and workshops have been completed and the field remained serviceable

PG

SURREY HILLS (Kenley Airfield}
Despite the lack of winter flying Richard Mace
has completed his Bronze badge . We have a
second K-8 and the first is being re-covered .

P.A.P.
TWO RIVERS (RAF Laarbruch)
The Ben alia expedition was a great success with
lan Smith and Jon Hill breaking the British national multi-seater distance record with a flight of
515km from Benalla to Narrow mine in an IS-28B.
Jon also has Gold distance/ Diamond goal and
•
a full Cat rating .

THE BEST FLEET AT THE
BEST SITE IN AUSTRALIA

* LS-4, DISCUS, ASW 24
* LS-6, ASW 20, VENTUS C
* NIMBUS 3, ASH 25

Contact: Shawn Leigh
PO Box 206, Narromine 2821
Tel: 010 61 68 892313
Fax: (68) 892564
AJJ.: (68) 892642
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KENT GLIDING CLUB
Booker Gliding Club
* Book now for our 1993
courses. 5 day course
from £350 includes 15
aerotow flights , all ground
instruction and one
month's free membership
- accommodation
available.
*We have a full programme
available to beginners and
experienced pilots.
For colour brochure write or phone:

HOOKER GLIDING CLUB
Wycombe Air Park, Marlow
Bucks SL7 3DR
Tel: 0494 442501/529263
Only 35 minutes from London
(M40, Junction 4)

COME

GLIDING
with the

CORNISH GLIDING CLUB
Perranporth, Cornwall
S DAY AERO·TOW COURSES
Super Value only £250.00 May-Sept
Under BOA instructors. Beginners welcome.
Trevcllas Airfield is only one mile from Pcrranporth 's
golden sands, one of Cornwall's favourite. family
holiday centres.

RUTH PHILLIPS
BOSWENS, WHEAL KITTY, ST. AGNES

(0872)552430
If no reply please phone 0726 842 798

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE
GLIDING CLUB

WESTERN
REGIONA,LS
JULy 10th- JULy 18th
ENTRY FEE- £ 110
NO POST TASKS!

COMP. DIRECTOR- STEVE PARKER
F.mn'es to PAT WHITE
clo Bristol & Glos Gliding Club
Nyrnpsfield
Glos GLIO l T X
'/'cl: 0453 860342
Or ca/1 PAT WHITE direct on

04 52 864332

BUCKMINSTER
• 7 days a week May-Sept Weekends
& Wednesdays throughout the
year.
• 1-5 day courses from May to
September
• Aerotow and winch facilities
• Club fleet- Puchacz (2), K13, K8
and Astir
• Visitors always welcome- you will
find us 5 miles south of Grantham
and 3 miles west of the A 1.

~

Challock,
Ashford,
Kent
TN254DR
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GLIDING CLUa

Courses to suit all grades of pilots
from beginners to cross country.
Situated on North Downs thermal
and ridge site. Meals and accommodation in comfortable licensed
Clubhouse.

For FREE brochure, write or
phone:
0233 740274 or 740307
Fax 0233 740811
~ale

DUNSTABLE
REGIONALS
1993
AUGUST 21st to 29th
Application forms now
available from the
Club office

LONDON GLIDING
CLUB
Tring Road

Dunstable

EAST MIDLANDS
Buckmlnster Gliding Club
Sallby Airfield (Hr Granthsm}, Lelce61erahlra
Tel. Mike
(0602) 817432
or Martin (0602) 307737

Beds. LU6 2JP

Tel: 0582 663419

Fee £110 Maximum Competitors 50

w~
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1/IAlfSGC

5 Day
Holiday
Courses
07 45 582286
110

I

4 Star Hote'l
Accommodation.
Meals, Sauna,
S wimm ing Pool,
Jacuzzi plus
Evening
Entertain ment.

1

5 DAYS
FLYING
June
July
August

"

I.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

CLUB NEWS

The Australian weather could have been
kind er but we gained a great deal of experience
with almost 20 OOOkm , 600hrs and three Gold
distance/Diamond goals , plus wonderful hospitality from John Williamson and his staff.
Sadly quite a few members have been posted .
Our thanks to them for all their hard work.
L.F.

... Lasham of course!
This season, why not develop your
flying skills in the UK?
The highest launch rate. The best
facilities. The best courses.
Would you like w learn something new this year? Are you
fed up with slow progress?
Lasham offers the gliding course to suit your needs.
Aerobatics Five day courses in July and August with Josef
Solski, the 1990 world acrobatic champion.
Advanced courses Four and five-day courses to help you
from Bronze to Silver, or from Silver to Gold.
One-to-one training Whatever stage you're at, you'd
probably benefit from ha ving an instructor and glider to
yourself for five days. It may be cheaper than you think!
AEI courses Five days of training for the Air Experience
Instructor rating.
Field landings Two-day seminars on field landings, with
instruction in the Falkc.
Specialist courses such as Aerotow!Winch conversion or
Cloud Flying can be arranged at short notice. Our CFI,
Terry Joint, will be happy to discuss your individual
requirements.
Just starting to glide? Lasham's weekend and five-day
courses are ideal if you're a beginner or want to speed up
your progress.
Visitors from other clubs are welcome to enjoy our high
launch rates, any day of the year, but please phone first.
ILasham Gliding Society
Lasharn Airfield
Alton, Hampshire GU34 5SS

Tel: 0256 381322/381270
Aprii! May 1993

ULSTER (Bel/arena)
National coach Graham McAndrew was a wel come and entertaining annual dinner guest in
January on his first visit to Ireland. He lectured
the next day at chairman Harry Boyle's house.
Graham had briefed himself well on our long history , back to the foundation in August, 1930sadly the last link was recently broken (see the
obituary to Carl Beck in the BGA News) .
Sand-blasting proved impracticable so we
had to wire brush by hand before spraying the
many tonnes of lattice girderwork of the huge
dismantled hangar we are about to erect on our
new site.
R.R.R.
WOLDS (Pocklington Airfield)
Les Cooper and his wife Audrey retired in
January. Les was manager for many years and
is known to countless pilots from a wide range
of clubs. Day or night nothing was too much trouble for him.
He was instrumental in buying our airfie ld in
1982 and was a leading figure to save the airfield from industrial development. Thank you Les
from everyone for being "Mr Wolds GC" and for
all the hard wor'k over two decades- it will never
be the same without them both.
N.R.A
YORK (Rufforth Airfield)
Our winter training groups resulted in Vie
Waterhouse , Phil Ellison and Kevin Suddards
going solo. In a radical move to clear our land
loan we have asked members for financial help.
it is a test of commitment ·for us all!
H.McD-R
YORKSHIRE (Sutton Bank)
All our launching equipment has been overhauled with a new engine for the Super Cub (see
inside front cover). Our continued policy of improvement means we plan to buy another K-21
next year.
Why not come to our "Enterprise" style task
week starting on May 29? The entry fee is a bottle of wine .
cL.

a

FLYING IN LITHUANIA
Since the break-up of the Soviet Union there
are opportunities to fly in even more countries.
The latest to open their doors are Lithuania with
the largest club, Kaunas AeroKiubas, welcoming pilots for this summer.
There is a choice of 40 gliders, on-site accommodation and beautiful, varied countryside.
Flights to Vilnius can be booked through the
Rochdale Travel Centre, tel 0706 868765, lax
0706 526668 and to discuss the holiday contact
Petras Beta (evenings) , tel 010 7 01249 51293 ,
lax 010 7 0127 204771.
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Frustrated with your
Pre-solo training?

HOLIDAY COURSES
1992 PRICES HELD!
This season through to October we
are offering courses for ab-initio to
Bronze level pilots. Between May
and August we are also offering six
cross-country soaring courses led
by John Stuart, tailored for pilots
with ambitions towards Silver or
Gold badges.
If you can 't manage a 5 day course
why not come for 2 or 3 days?

SERVICES LIMITED

Contact:

lelephone: 0763-852150
Facsimile: 0763-852593
Albany House, Litlington,Cambs.

Excellent launch facil ities
First class instruction , according to
the comments of previous
customers, wonderful scenery,
good food and a friendly welcome.

,I ~

i
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PRUP~ELLER

NORTHUMBRIA
GLIDING CLUB
Currock Hill, Chopwell,
Newcaatle upon Tyne NE117AX

Holiday Courses 1993
May-Sept.

I

UK SERVICE STATION FeR

HOFFMANN

Call Janet Stuart
on 058861-206 soon

Soar the beautiful Northumbrian countryside.
Many local places of interest to visit.
Winch and aerotow launches.
Club expeditions welcome.
Contact:
llle Course Sec"'tary
5llle OVal, Houghton Par11, Houghton-Le-Sptlng
Tyne & Wear. 091 584 3011

COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB ,
Husbands Bosworth Airfield .
Lunerworth, Leics. LE17 6JJ .
Phone 0858 880521 onice hours
Also Sats & Suns during
summer months

SHENINGTON
GLIDING CLUB

Private owners and groups
welcome by arrangement.
AEI courses also available

Feel as though you are banging your head against a two
seater (wall)? We have an immediate answer. Very
intensive and co mprehensive training to solo. courses
held weekly . Mixed launch - Aerotow and winch .
Need your Silve r or Bronze? Glass sing le seaters and
courses to suit you too.
Beware of expensive allemallves

COURSES
VALE OF WHITE HORSE
GLIDING CENTRE
Lunch flying with launches
in the UK's best deal,
One hundred and ninety
will surely appeal,
Four to one ratio
will help you decide,
That Vale of White Horse
is the best place to glide

New club with exciting growth
potential
• M40 Corridor near Banbury (A pprox. I
hour from London)
• Ridge si te, 7 day operation
• Winch and Aerotows
• Secure caravan/trailer storage- economic
hangarage available
• Triangul ar HlOO metre runways
• Airfield restricted to Glide rs onl y
• Economic membership and fl ying rates
• New members and visitors welcome
EDGE HILL AIRFIELD, SH EN INGTON.
OXFORDSHIRE

CONTA CT :

Paul (0295) 680553
Colin (0295) 251716

Phone
Sue Foggin 0793 485245
The mos t com prehensive in the air:
Daily weather an d task briefing . Soanng & competi tion
trai ning co urses. t 4 -glider fl eet- Junior to Nimbus 2C.
Day, week, mon th hire rates. H1gh perf ormance train ing
available in Janus.
T he most convemen t on the ground :
On-site budget accommodation . Easy walk to four mo tels . Pleasant country tow n, all activities. Mountain , river
scenery one hou r by car . Melbou rne two hours train , car.

it's got to be

* Any 2 seater glider can be entered.
* Limited accommodation available.
* English breakfast served, if required.
Entry fee £80. All Aerotows are charged at cl ub rates.
Apply to Liz Jones:
The 'WOLDS GLIDING CLUB
The Airtield,
Pocklington
East Yorkshire
Tel: 0759 303579
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BENALLA
Write or phone John Williamson for de tails :
PO Box 46, BENALLA, V/C. 3672, Australia.
Te/: (0) 57 621058. Fax: (0) 57 625599
For discount travel and details of alternative Aussie
Holidays quote 'Bena/la Gliding · to :
TRAVELBAG, 12 High Street, AL TON,
Hants GU34 8BN. Tel : 0420 88724

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

---

LEARN TO GLIDE IN A WEEK ...

--..---Af

Last season we train ed more so lo
pilots th a n a n y other cl ub , and over
two thirds came back for more training
with us. Send fo r a brochure to find out
why.
For th is yea r we have two airfie ld s Edgehill and Hinton- both near Ban bury
in supe r soaring country. W e guarantee
35 launches per week.
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. . . AND WHY NOT?

* ab-initio to solo - in one week or two
* solo to bronze, 10 launches a day
* Bronze to Silver
* Silver-plus, 1OOkm etc.
* assistant instructor/ AEI
* instructor completion/refresher/full cat.
* early season warm-up- discount price
* motor glider PPL
1

~

'-'

* field landing training
*

'-'

unlimited flying for fixed prices

THE GLIDING CENTRE

:z:

...
"'

Hinton in the Hedges Airfield, Brackley, Northants NN13 5NS • (0295) 812544
Edgehill Airfield, Shenington, Banbury, Oxon OX15 6NY • (0295) 688151

RUFFORTH
THE NORTH'S PREMIER
MOTOR GLIDER CENTRE

L23 "SUPER BLANIK"
A superb Trainer
Fully lnstrumented 2 Panels
Easy Ground Handling E/W 31 OKgs

ANNOUNCING THE
NEW L-33 SOLO
World Class Glider
All Metai14.00M
lnstrumenrted
11

Enquiries welcomed from
Beginners, SLMG & PPL(A)
holders.
Telephone 0904 83 694
or write to:
York Gliding Centre
The Aerodrome
Rufforth, York Y02 3QA

HERCULES 4 WINCH
Gliders up to 17601bs AUW
Twin Drum
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Brochures and prices on
application

PETER CLIFFORD & CO
15 Home Farm, Crowmarsh Gifford
Wallingford, Oxon. OX10 BEL
Tel049139316~80420

Fax 0491 39316

'-'

The "LS" Agent in UK
MARTYN WELLS
(Wells Design Ud.)
Brailes, Banbury, Oxon.
Workshop Tel. 060 885 790
Home Tel. 060 884 217

Oxfordshire Sportflying Club
The Premier
Motor-gliding School

* Convert your Bronze/Silver badge to a
Self-Launching Motor-Glider PPL
* We teach and examine for Bronze C field
landing exercises
* Silver C conversions at a special rate

* We will fly to your Club for the weekend
for block field landings and navigation
training (special rates considered)

Order now:

LS4, LS6, LS7
REPAIR
MAINTENANCE
Cot A
Aprii/May 1993

* Ab initio training
* Trial lessons
Discover motor-gliding
and how it can help
you in the world
of pure gliding.
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For details call on 0608 sn208
Ray Brownrigg (C.F.I.) or Bobbie Ford
Open seven days a week
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PENGUIN

proofs and trying not to plaster a mud and sheepdung slurry from one's well ies to the clubhouse
carpet , it was too easy to assume that soaring
buffs on your side of the ditch enjoy condit ions
akin to the US desert states.
Whatever weather 1993 brings- and the year
began with a three-week sequence of ferocious
gales - it cou ld not possibly be ghastlier than
1992.
Gruesome weather severely strains marital
harmony at Penguin Place because just as
Penguin is exceedingly sensitive to the weather
out side , Hen Penguin 's views on what constitutes a lovely day are so diametrically and infuriatingly opposed to his.

WAY
OFF

TRACK

Rejoices in cloud cover

Apres le deluge, nous

E,

a""" ,,, • ., ., .,",

the
hqcribili,
Had HM been an Ulster glider pilot, the royal
Latin would have been unprintable- even if it
could have been correctly spelled.
There was no consolation for us in deducing
from almost every page of the last two S&Gs that
clubs throughout the length and breadth of
Britain also suffered, in varying degrees, the meteorological nightmare which afflicted us for
many months.
Existing on the BGA's far north-western
fringe , shaking rain off one 's dripping water-

Adol escence and young womanhood spent
in Africa gave her enough exposure to bright
sunshine to last a lifetime ; she positively rejoices
in eight aetas· cloud cover and so delights in rain
that she would probably have found the inundation wh ich preceded Noah's flood refresh ing .
"Stimulating" is her favourite description for
the kind of gutless, grey and drizzling day which
locals over here call "soft". Her eyes sparkle and
her skin glows as the sheer weight of a galedriven torrent threatens to smash windows and
stave in the conservatory roof.
So it says a great deal for my passive nature
and equable forebearance that she remains uninjured after more than 32 years of such provocation.
But she'll get her cumuppance. This summer,
God willing , she 'll graduate as a qualified archaeologist after bravely tackling a full -time degree course at Queen's University at an age
when most people are counting the days to their
free bus ,pass.
And then when , as a Grannie Graduate , she's
out digging and if the weather, Heaven forfend ,
is as evil as that which has clobbered both my
gliding and my birdwatching for the past
umpteen months, I'll laugh like the drain that her
excavations will rapidly become.

Vegas and Amazons
For nearly 60 years I've cruised around with the
top of my head rather closer to the soles of my
feet than the western world generally considers
admirable in males.
The upshot- psychiatrists probably have a
word for it- is that I'm an absolute push-over for
tall women , though my admiration has rarely
been reciprocated . I can forgive a woman almost
anything from a ghastly taste in music to halitosis if she is Sit 1Din . If she 's 6ft, the range of
shortcomings I'm prepared to overlook is even
greater.
Given where I've lived for the past quartercentury , this particular predilection has spared
me from excessive local temptation as tall
women over here are as rare as hens' teeth.
These reflections were provoked by Bill
Scull 's article on cockpit/p ilot sizing in the last
issue, p18 . We learned that although only 12%
of USAF airwomen would fall below the World
Class glider design criterion of 1.SSm (Sit 1in)
minimum pilot height , no fewer than one in four
British women and half of all Japanese women
would find they were too short for optimum comfort and safety .
I'm not surprised by the trans-Atlantic difference. Some years ago , after I and equally short
Hen Penguin had towed a borrowed Slingsby
Vega some 1400 miles across America's sout11
western states to Minden , Nevada, owner Duane
Sprague phoned to say he was sending someone to install oxygen and a flight director and deliver a barograph and parachute.
"A mechanic is here, working on your airplane"
the office functionary greeted me when we drove
on to Douglas County airport the next day .
Continuing to the Vega, which we'd picketed
out , we drove up to the mechanic from behind ,
stooped low with head in cockpit. The legs were
endless and shapely , extending all the way up
from the shoes to the bottom , which was at the
top and clad in cherry-red hotpants , that year's
fashion rage .

WESTLEY AIRCRAFT
COMPLETE AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURE
REPAIRS, G.R.P., METAL, WOOD

CRANFIELD AIRPORT, WHARLEY END, CRANFIELD, BEDS MK43 OAL

THE COMPLETE GLIDER SERVICE UNDER ONE ROOF
C.A.A. M.3. MAINTENANCE APPROVAL A.M.R. 248 FOR MOTOR
GLIDER COFA
• Glass fibre repairs in carbon, kevlar , glass, to all types of
sailplanes in our environmentally controlled shop with post cure
facilities and vacuum forming to take the largest components
• Repairs to steel tube, wood, and metal sailplanes
• On site TIG argon arc and gas welding to CAA standard in all
materials

• Fly your motor glider in to us for a complete service, C of A, or
bring it to us for repair, full airframe, engine, prop and instrument service available
• Bring your tug aircraft to us for service and repair
• We can manufacture any components in our machine shop, full
turning, milling, drilling and sheet metal facilities
• Complete refabric and respray facilities
• Gliding shop, materials, supplies, and glider spares
• BGA, PFA, CAA approved C of A's to all types

TEL: 0234 751807 • FAX 0234 751772
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When aware of the car behind and screwdriver in hand the mechanic stood up ... and up
... and up, unfolding to a statuesque and eyepopping 6ft 3in.
"I've fitted your flight director" she told
Penguin , rendered speechless- a rare condition- in surprise and lustful admiration.
The second most impressive thing about this
gorgeous beanpole was that she had risen at
3am to drive 250 miles over the Sierra Nevada
from Vacaville in California, to fit the gear. She'd
completed the task before we'd even arrived
from breakfast in town two miles down the road
and the thermals had begun to pop.
it's "can do" country, the US- thank God.

A long hack
On the subject of pilot size, can anyone suggest anything- other than basketball- for a colleague of mine, the tallest member by far of the
Ulster press corps at 611 Sin? He is keen on gliding and has sampled, uncomfortably. some trial
flights in various two-seaters.
Geolf is a talented and very funny reporter but
is not, perhaps, best suited for undercover work.
Or sailplanes.

Dumped
While studying Jack Stephen's fine aerial shot
of Aboyne in the last Club News section, noting
the developments that have taken place since I
was last there two years ago, an embarrassing
and pointed object lesson came to mind. lt occurred in 1975 on the first of my many visits to
this most welcoming and worthwhile site.
At that time the Deeside club used a dumper
truck both for running site repairs and occasional
on-field retrieves. "I'll get it," I called in helpful
enthusiasm when it was suddenly needed, trotting over to what was then Aboyne's only hangar,
against the rea r wall of which the dumper was
parked. I had not driven it before.
Cranking the engine into life, I leaped aboard,
selected first gear and reached down to the
handbrake lever. As I slipped it off the ratchet
and the bucket began to tilt the awful truth
dawned.
The handbrake was at my other hand. The
dLJmper was now pinned to the hangar wall behind it by a mini-mountain of gravel chippings
immediately in front.
As I laboriously shovelled it all back into the
bucket while my safari companion and alleged
friend Billy Craig split his sides in mocking laughter and declined to lend a hand, I resolved never
again to fly or drive anything new without being
briefed.

heard that the quiet and hitherto modest little airport, Derry's Eglinton, ten miles from Bellarena,
is to be developed with an EC grant.
Long experience has taught me that little airports instantly assume delusions of grandeur,
and become dictatorial towards other airspace
users, once authority breathes the dread word
"development" and spends cash on them.
This tendency is particularly marked whe n
they are municipally owned and so-called civic
pride and councillors' amour propre become involved.
The Brussels money (well, yours and mine,
actually) will pay for a new terminal, enlarged
car-park and new access road at Eglinton which,
for all the brouhaha, still has only two scheduled
airline departures, and two arrivals, every day.
At 41 000, last year's passenger throughput
was probably less than that of any reasonably
well used suburban bus stop, while its 15 000
aircraft movements annually would hardly make
Chicago Midway catch its breath.
But ever since Eglinton got an instrument
landing system some time ago it has forever
been on the phone asking what we have in the
air and generally behaving like a bossy hen.
A control zone or TMA is almost certain to follow, if only because civic machismo demands.
They have another problem with a public road
crossing the main runway. lt is a cui de sac leading to a number of loughside farms and the
RSPB's huge Lough Foyle sanctuary and reserve.
The airport managers haven't expunged this
road yet but they will, give 'em time, they will.

Non-persons
Platypus notes that the word numerologist does
not exist, according to his Shorter Oxford (see
last issue, p10) . My 1965 edition of this two-volume work doesn't include it either, though it
offers numerist, with a 1646 origin and the
dismissive note "rare".
More to the point, the SOD- an acronym, not
a judgment, unless you drop it on your foot- also
omits the more useful word geriatric.
So if you accept the authority of Pial's ancient
varsity -and who would not? -neither he nor
Penguin exists.
You only imagined it.
11:1

IF AN ADVERT IS
WRONG, WHO PUTS
IT RIGHT?
'X;•: dn.
Tht~ .\dv(_'rtising Sta nda.rds

Little airport - please do
not feed
I wouldn't normally decry the return of £4.85 million in EC money to these shores- even if the
Euro fatcats who staff the Berlaymont have paid
themselves twice as much while deciding how it
should be spent.
But it is with deep gloom and foreboding that I
Aprii/May 1993
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Confessions of an

Obsolete Instructor

Y,,,

wo hod gotood 25ft. I k"p topptog tho

altimeter, probably to the annoyance of Lucy
who was flying us beautifully from the front seat.
She is a neat, capable pilot but had asked me to
fly with her. it was the last launch on a windy
thermalless day. Few students ask to fly with rne
these days ; the younger instructors are word
perfect. In the "Authorised Version of the Patter
Book," enjoy spins on the downwind leg and enliven lilt on boring days like this by pulling the release as the tug crosses the upwind boundary.
Then my singing doesn't engender popularity
either. Patter for first lesson, P1: "Do you know
HMS Pinafore? P2: "No." P1: "Well , there's a bit
which goes like this. 'A British tar is a soaring soul
and-this-shall-be-your customary-at-ti-tude.'"
P2 : "Do you mihd? I'm paying for thi s." P1:
"Well as Nat King Cole says, 'Straighten-up-andfly-rig ht.' "
I tap the altimeter again . We've gained another 2511, the airspeed is steady, angle of bank
constant and the yaw string straight. I suggest
that we shift the circle a little and behold the vario
shows a half up. Lucy handles the glider better
than I could- most students do after about six
months !
Why do I fal l in love with so many lady pilots?
it's their determination , courage and character.
All pilots are a cut above the rest of humanity
bu t lady glider p ilots are goddesses. Tap tap,
2000ft. They are all stunningly beau tiful seen
through my 'specks' tinted by their delightful personalities. Lucy's hair changes style and colour
as often as the fields below change theirs. The
back of Jane's neck has a gorgeous curve, never
mind that her earri ngs obstruct the view.

That f l i g h t - - - - - - -

made my d a y - - - - - This autumn flight is like one we had on a June
evening when we climbed over the river , rising
so gently to over 400011 to the sad drizzle of an
approachi11g warm front. We floated around till
the poor souls on the grou nd had packed the
hangar: fortunately the two-pew was the last to
go away. That flight made my day as I was in the
dumps, having fallen out of the sky in the singleseater.
I kidded myself th at even if I can't fly I can talk
others into lift : a kin d of back seat Svengali .
Those who can do, those who can't, instruct. The
airfield is far away now but the fields look inviting, the blackberries are good this year and I like
the company. Lucy, reading my mind, no doubt.
gets us back to the airfield. They've put the other
gliders away. it's pleasant to soar on unsoarable
days.
As we put the two-seater to bed I'm struck with
horror at the thoug ht that I'm a Male Chauvinist
Pig. Why else would I admire lady pilots so much
for being better pilots than me?
11:1
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SECTION
A Parachute designed to provide a safe exit and Low speed descent to even the heaviest of pilots

yet occupying minimu,m cockpit span· and providing long duration cornfon.
Your life is too valuable to tntst to an inferior design.

TO PLACE AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
CLASSIFIED SECTION, olease send your
remittance together with your wording to
BGA, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way,
Leicester LE1 4SE (Tel 0533 531051 or Fax
0533 515939), before the 4th of the month of
publication. Rates 70p per word with a minimum of £14.00. Black & White photographs
accepted £6.00 extra . Box No. £3.00 extra.
P.r ices include VAT. For copy dates see BGA
News.

PERFORMANCE DATA

Max. operational height: IO ,OOOft
Max. deployment speed: 150 knots

Weight of assembly: 141b
Rate of descent at 2551b: 17.7ft/S

Irvin Great Britain Ltd
lcknleld Way, Letchworth, Hertfordshire
Great Britain, SG6 I Ell
Telephone: Letchworth (0462) 482000
Facsimile: 0462-482007

FOR SALE
K-6cR Instruments. parachute. trailer. excellent condition, ColA
£6500. Tel 0638 510588
STD LtBELLE £12500 v.g.c. Water ballast. lull panel. oxygen.
parachute + Metal trailer. Contact Jim Forrester. Tel (work)
0344 415046 (car) 0836 752211
PE GAS US 90 1992 latest model. Six months old. Automatic
connections, lull panel, Komet trailer. new parachute , handheld
radio. other extras. Sale due to break up of syndicate. An op·
ponunity to buy a new glider at pre·devaluation price. Tel 0564
776601 (eves) or 027582 4372
STD JANTAR complete kit incl V.Good trailer. radio, oxygen .
instruments. parachute . Camp No.767 . Syn wanting to update
to LS-4 will sell for £12 500 complete. Tel Derek Robson 091
413 5478.
ASTIR CS77 1/4 share based Camphill . C ol A June 93.
Includes full panel plus barograph , parachute. oxygen and
metal trailer. £3300. Tel 0335 60743 (home) 0335 330208
(work)
K-7- Excellent very good condition , basic instruments. very
clean , very well maintained £4500 ono Tel: Colin 0295 251716.
FOR SALE surplus to requirements . SF-27 glider in excellent
condition having just been extensively refurbished ..Boclan 1E in
good working condition (choice of two). These gliders can be
viewed at Husbands Boswonh by appointment with H.
Middleton. Tel 0858 880521.
MONERA! sailplane kit near finished includes unused self
launch Power-Pod Instruments trailer kit. Quantity large section
Sitka Spruce uncenified. OHers Tel 045387 3681 Glos.

GLIDER POLISH
New "SLIPSTREAM" is a British
manufactured product specially
formulated to clean polish and protect
both painted and GRP/Gel coat surfaces.
"SLIPSTREAM" contains polymer
waxes and is completely free from
silicones. The inclusion of a UN screen,
which builds up on repeated application
assists in protecting paintwork and Gel
coat from fading or cracking caused by
Ultra-Violet attack.

Name/address/postcode ........................................ .. .... ................................................... .. .

Price £15.99 per I litre pack
Inc. p&p.

To order, send cheque, payable to Parker
Sailplanes to:

PARKER SAILPLANES
........ .. .... ................................................Tel: .......... .. .............................................. Depl:
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The Airfield, Pocklington
YorkY04 2NR
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An Alternative View
of Instrumentation

JANUS B 1981 Good Condition, full panels, Dittel FSG-40 (720
channels) trailer (tandem axle) DM80000. Contact Hans
Auweiler Cohrenhofstrasse 84, D-5000, Koeln, Germany. Tel
010 49 221 703 746
RECONDITIONED STAMO engine for sale. Tel 0283 63054
HALF share of a new 25.6 metre Nimbus 3D (ser No.51) arguably the best kind of glider in the world, on the continent
which has unarguably the most good gliding weather in the
world. In many instances it will be possible to pre-position the
ship, with crew vehicle and all necessary equipment at the best
sites in North America. Based in Florida, where 500km thermal
flights are made during all 12 months of the year, even relatively short visits would offer the possibility of logging a number
of soaring flights. Cobra trailer with Christoph Uta rigging aids,
Borgelt B-1 00 flight computer with fully integrated GPS system.
Jason Gregg (904) 273-9049. FL, USA.
SLINGSBY T-31a, excellent condition. refurbished wood trailer
(closed), some spares, £2600ono C of A. (Must go to clear
space) Tel 081 684 4200 I 0689 857354
DG-300- SIN 338, June 89, 200hrs Accident free, Impeccable
gel coat. Westerboer 831 electro-vario, Angenendt trailer,
(road-test Nov 92). View UK, F,D,CH,A, or E. Tel 01033 1 3041
7697

LX100 Varlo - £150 Winter Barograph £250 Tel David
Richardson 0494 'i29263 (office hours).
K~6cR Glider and trailer full instruments and radio new C of A,
recovered and painted cream/red. Tel Clacton on Sea 0255
860598.

SLINGSBY CADET MK3/T-31a, reasonable condition, no
trailer, original Air Cadet ·RAF markings, some spares,
£1500ono 081 684 4200/0689 857354
NIMBUS 3, numerous extras £40000. Dr D.B. James, Cherry
Orchard, Marlow Common, Bucks, SL7 2QP. Tel 06284 83509
VEGA FLAPPED 15M. Good condition, Cambridge, oxygen,
800hrs, brand new C of A Tow-out gear, aluminium trailer
needs tidyin9 up. View Dunstable £14 500. Tel 071 431 4010
JANTAR 1 (19M) Basic instruments. Towing-out gear and
trailer £1 0 500 T el: office 0608 85 790 otherwise 0608 84 217
STD LIBELLE top and bottom brakes, good panel, electric
vario, parachute, water, radio and new glass-fibre/metal trailer
£11500 ono Tel (Northampton\ 0604 38673
BLANIK l13, construction year 1959, basic instruments, open
trailer. lnform~tion: Tel (Belgium) 56/224417 (F. Cockuyt)

Structured courses for beginners from
£195 -winch, aerotow or mixed.
Bronze Badge Courses
Why not visit us for a
cross-country camp?

Pundit 3 open for
development of new
features

Gransden Lodge offers:
100 acre gliding only site • Unrestricted airspace
7 day week operation (4 days in winter)
Supacat winch & 2 tugs • 4 Club two seaters
6 single seaters from K-8 to ASW-20
Bookable Weekday training

DINOSAUR ELECTRONICS LTD
White hill Park, Weobley, Hereford HR4 8QE
Telephone: +44 (0)544 318191
Facsimile: +44 (0)544 318990

1Y1embership & courses:

Margaret Cox,
PO Box 16
Royston, Herts SG8 7TY
Tel: 0763 208021
Other information:

The Secretary
Chris Sullivan
10 Kentings , Comberton
Cambridge CB3 7DT
Tel: 0223 263480
Clubhouse:
0767 677077

THE CLUB IS OPEN TO EVERYONE!

British G'liding Association

THE 1000 CLUB MONTHLY LOTTERY
A great chance to win substantial cash prizes and at the
same time enable the Philip Wills Memorial Fund to
make loans to clubs for site purchase and development.
1000 is the target number of members to participate in
this new monthly lottery which started in July 1992.
When 1000 members subscribe £1 .00 a month each
then the monthly first cash prize will be £250.00.

"number" which will1go into the draw. lt is hoped that
members will purchase 12 months' worth of tickets at a
time. Winners will! receive their prizes direct from the
BGA and a list o~ their names will be published in S&G.
Please complete the form below and return it to the BGA
with your payment. Please note that only BGA members
and their families may participate and that the BGA is
registered under the Lotteries And Amusements Act
1976 with Leicester City Council.

HALF of the proceeds go to the Philip Wills Memorial
Fund to help with its work in developing BGA clubs and
Barry Rolfe
the other HALF is distributed each month in the form of
Promoter
6 CASH PRIZES. The more participants we have, the
r---------------------------------------------------greater the prize money pool.
1st PRIZE- 50% of the prize money pool.
5 Runner Up Prizes of 10% each of the prize money
pool.
Chances/numbers can only be bought from the BGA at
£1.00 each. Those whose money has been received at
the BGA by the end of each month will then participate
in the draw on the first Wednesday of each following
month. Tickets will not be issued in order to keep the administrative costs low but each member will purchase a
Aprii!May 1993

To: Barry Rolfe, British Gliding Association, Kimberley House,
Vaughan Way, Leicester LE1 4SE
Please include me in the "1 000 Club" and I enclose £12.00 (payable to
BGA) for twelve months of entries, or multiples thereof.
Name .......... .. .. .. ... ... ..... .. ... ............. Signed ...... .. ..... .. ... .............. .. .. ....... .
Address ................................... .. .... .. .. ..... ... ... ...... ... .................... .......... .
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FOR SALE
BEATTY-.JOHL B.J4b
1Bm Span - Fowler Flaps
Drooping Ailerons- Tinted Canopy
Enclosed Metal Trailer
Glide Angle 42 at 135kph
Current LS I
Max Speed 285kph

Price R60,000.00
South African Rands ONCA
Tel: C. Botha 0331·423313 (Business
hours), Natal, South Africa or
A. Reid 081 979 3177 (Surrey)

MUCHA SZD 28a, construction year t960 - perlect state, basic
instruments, open trailer, 6 channel radio. Information: Tel
(Belgium) 56/758685 (R. Maes) aNer 6.00pm
STD LIBELLE, Top and bol1om airbrakes . full instrumentation.
tinted canopy, metal trailer. All in good condition. £t0650. Tel
0522 790 635
PESCHGES VP2D Nav computer/vario system, averager,
speed director, final glide inlo, bug compensation, multi-leg programming, post flight statistics, operator handbook inc. £925
T el 0420 84234
LS~7,

Full paneL aluminium trailer . parachute, tow-out gear,
400hrs, based Camphi ll , £33000.0433 62t167
LS-7. Full competition outfit, 1 owner, 392hrs, twice European
competi ti on winner. Tel 0509 890469
K-13 with open trailer, instruments and radio . Extremely good
condition throughout , t2 months C of A £t7500 Tel 0453
872740
STD CIRRUS. Excellent condition with brake mod. radio, instruments. director. parachute, glass trailer, 12 months C of A
£12750 Tel 0453 872740
STD CIRRUS . Excellent condition. complete with trailer.
parachute, barograph etc. £13000 ono. Tel Barry 0934 515100
or Peter 0934 412728
K-6CR AT TALGARTH . Share available in this superb glider.
Very experienced syndicate. Tel Peter on 0934 412728
FOURNIER RF-3 Motor glider. Very good condit ion, 95kt
cruise, aerobatic. nice to glide. £9950. Tel 0302 890633
SUNGSBY SWALLOW 1975, ideal first solo glider. Excellent
condition, recent C of A, refurbished wooden trailer £3000 Tel.
0934 635221
SKYLARK 4 excellent condition, comp lete outfit includes oxygen , radio , electric vario. barograph , parachute. two man rig ging aid s and first class trailer. t 2 months C of A £6400 ono.
Tel: Steve on 0282 423536
LS-4 comple te outfit including new metal trai ler. Tel 0295
8 t2544
L-SPATZ SS. Scheibe's version of the K-8. £3500ono including
fresh C of A and !ra1ler. Tel 0295 812544
K-7 choice of three owing fo club fleet upgrade . Alternatively
one K-t3 may be for safe Tel 0295 812544
DG-100, November t979, less than 700 hrs. excellent condi tion. tinted DG-300 type canopy , fixed tailp lane , full panel.
radio , oxygen, parachute, trailer , £16 500 ono Tel. 0265 58t96

WINCH PARACHUTES
Made in hard wearing Cordura material, multipanelled, as used by Lasham Gliding Club
£130.00
Enquiries to Brian Hammond
Tel 0322 5 23583/Fax 0322 555455

GRUNAU BABY 3, excellent condition, C of A to July 93, al
ways hangared on open trailer since complete rebu ild in 1987.
£2450ono Tel (0935) 891445
~
JANTAR 1. 19m , Bo rgell va rio/director/computer, horizon.
720/VOR, oxygen with AMF trailer. tow-out gear. wing covers.
Tel: John 0763 848478 (eves)
SKYI,ARK 3F, BGA 920 , t8 .2m . Excellent condition , new
canopy . cockpit and panel refurbished , good trailer. Includes
rigging aids/one person tow -out gear. Complete outfit with
parachute and barograph . New C of A. £4950 ono . Tel 0256
29804
K-13 built 1978. In good condition . New canopy. With basic in struments. New C of A. For lurlher details ring 0494 535005
PEGASUS 101cc, complete outfi t, 200hrs. SO launches only .
good basic panel, Tow -ou t kit, new C of A, as new AMF type
trailer. £t7500 Tel 0628 485921

BLACK MOUNTAINS
GLIDING CLUB
THE ULTIMATE ADVENTURE PLAYGROUND
We have more ridge , wave and thermal soaring than any other LIK site. New club height
record 32,500' (1.1.92) in SW Wave.
364 days a year operations. Tuition provided
for all levels . For advanced and ab initio
co urse details or any other enquiry.
Tel: 0874 711463 (airfield)

0874 711254}

or 0874 86619

.

(evenmgs)

K-6cA. Large canopy, good panel with radio, barograph,
parachute, closed trailer. £6500 Tel 0522 79t098
DIAMANT 18M 45:1 com pl ete outfit . Syndicate disbanding .
must sell £tO 000 ono Tel 0293 545976 or 0689 854653
LIBELLE with tail chute 1/3 share of this unique gli de r based
Gransden Lodge. Superb condition , excellent outfit, £4200 Tel
0223 484652
ASW-17 Complete outfit, good trailer, 720 radio . refinished
wings, 48:1 glide with good handling . Rigging and towing aids .
£t4 570 Tel 0993 845727-845570
SHK-1 Recently ref inished in 2 pack. Full panel , parachute .
New metal twin axle trailer (see photo in Schofield Aviation ad)
£9500 Tel 0224 64t687
DART 17A Good Condition, complete with parachute, trailer. Instruments. oxygen and radio . View Gransden. £8000 Tel : 0582
422545 or 0767 680956
TRIMBLE ENSIGN GPS. As new . little use d, complete with
Nicads and Charger. No database. £400 Tel 0303 268239

ASW-20FL low launches , excellent condition, AMF trailer. oxygen. parachute. tow -out aids etc. Based at Lasham Tel 0252
844293 or 0703 254930
NIMBUS 4T as new. comprehensively equipped . Schroeder
trailer.self tow gear. Complete or 1/2 share Oxford Area .Tel:
Bernard Eastwell 0273 882169 , John Delafield 08675 4t25.
15 METRE Alumonium Trailer , very good condition, fillings
available. £2000 ono. T. Harris 0454 774855
LS-6a hull £25500, trailer £3000. Horizon RCAIIen £850. VP3E
Camp+ LC Displays + Alpha £t500. Winter Barograph £250.
Aerograph £250 . TR720 handheld rad io + panel mounting .
Parachute. Airpath compass. Mini Altimeter . AS I, Bohli vario .
Car antenna.Pam Hawkins 02t 705 7900
LEYLAND Beaver Tractor Unit with 11 litre Diesel eng1ne and
hydramat1c gearbox Suitabie fo r conversion for twin drum
w1nch. Tel Oavid Housleyon 0602 257655 (eve)

JCOM Air Band Transceiver with VOR. ModeiiC-A20, unused.
£250 Tel: 0672 20226 (office) or 0488 71030 (eves)
SKYLARK 4 vgc,C of A to October, includes CAV 11 vario. T&S,
radio, compass, covered trai ler and rigging aids - £6300 onophone John 0697 747454
DG-600 45/49:1 15/ 17m. Outfit in pristine condition . includes
wing extensions. Masak winglets, instruments, Bohli compass,
Cobra traile< and full tow-out gear. Tel 0602 2t1480 (work)
0949 60350 (home)
KESTREL 19 - Borgeft 624 -21 vario sys tem . new T&S , oxygen , parachute . tow-out gear , goo d wooden trailer. Tel: Nick
0793 452500 (office hrs)
ASW-24 Competition outfit , ready to go . Excellent co ndition
complete wilh Schroder trailer. Full competition panel including
"M" Nav and Becker 720. Can be viewed at Lasham , call 0420
88664(eves)
ASW-20BL, t /4 share for sale, low hours , Cobra trailer. factory
filled oxygen, fu ll competition panel. VP3 Peschges, GPS , EW ,
based Oxon. £7000. Tel 07842 44791
ELECTRIC VARIO, outer metre, AS I, Parachute, new glass
fibre/alloy trailer £2000. Tel Northampton 0604 38673

~~~~

Cotswold Gliders
(Prop. T . C.u:)

HIGH QUALITY SPECIALIST WORK IN
Glassfibre, carbon, kevlar, wood and metal inc. alloy. Blanik repair Agent.
All types of repair undertaken- Motor glider engine approval
Kestrei/U belle aileron drive rebuilds , also rudder drive NOT testing
Machining facilities for oversize wing pins, axles, control rods etc. Tig welding.

Tony Cox (Senior Inspector)
18 Stanton Harcourt Road
Witney, Oxon 0 X8 6LD
Tel: Workshop 0993 779380 Office/Fax 0993 774892
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TALGARTH

LLOYDS APPROVED
CAA APPROVED COMPANY
AJ/9182189

GLIDER/AIRCRAFT
INSURANCE DUE?
Contact:
Tony Fidler
Glider pilot for
27 years
32 years insurance
experience
Competitive
quotations with
special attention
given to claims
Telephone or write to:
ANTHONY FIDLER & CO
27 High Street, Long Sutton
Spalding, Lines PE12 908
Tel: 0406 362462 (office) or
363574 (evenings or weekends)

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

CAMBRIDGE
REGIONAL$
atGRANSDEN
MORE SOARING!
Talgarth gives more soaring condition s than
any other UK gliding si te . despite the weather.
Holiday courses and expeditions welcomed
for all levels of pi lot skill . We will teach you
how to use Talgarth's exceptional ri dge, wave
and thermal. All enquiries to Les Bradl ey. See
main advertisement for contact detail s

A u gust 21st- 30th (1 0 Days)
so good fields everywhere
For full details co ntact Phi I Jeffery :
Forge Cottage, Church Street , Henham,
Bishops Stortford , Herts. CM22 6AL
Telephone 0279-850713

GLIDING AT ABOYNE,
ABERDEENSHIRE THIS YEAR!

Fly with the friendly club at
possibly the best site in the UK

C h ~t rlc sro n Ho tel. Aho ynL'. FivL' minut es Jr iVL'
from the C l uh. Fa m il y - ru n H ote l. excelle nt fo od an c..l

Tf) 1h c
TRAIL.E R as new condit ion. wooden construct ion . fab ric covered for ex tra weather protection. Suit most 15- 17 metre glass
or t 5 metre wooden gliders £ t 600 ono. Te l 0454 228755
(eves) or 0453 882389 (eves)
L SPATZ 55. Excellen t condition. New C of A . Superb trailer.
Radio . K6CR perf orm ance. Over t OOOkm cross coun tr y t 99 t
with t 6 yea r old pilot. £3300. Tel 081 95441 72

K-6CR wings recovered Ceconite 1990, wooden trailer. electric
vario. radio. £5500 incl VAT. Tel 0279 777328

SPAIN Join Derek Piggon at Monlftorite Gliding Centre.
Huesca. Spain . Wonderful facili ties . thermal, wave and mountain soaring. 18 glass two -seater, 6 tugs . good fields. Tel 08t
876 0277

CARMEN JP 15 exceptionally good cond ition . C of A. AMF
trailer. £1t500 ono . let 0373 823836

WELL EQUIPPED, idyllic holiday collage. sleeps 4/5. 20 minutes to Deeside Gliding Club. Details 0494 48t595
SELF CATERING COTTAGE, STB highly recommended . t O
mins trom gliding strip. Broc hure available trom Mrs. J . Addy .
Birseside. Birse, Aboy ne. Kincardi ne & Deeside , Scotland .

TRUST WlnER

e First cho ice for safety<onscious drivers wi th over 3 mi ll ion

Safe ty tested la B.S. and 1.5.0 . standards .
neoretr specialiJI fitter cw stockist.

IU11N6AK::>,

CHESTER CHI 3LL
341166

WANTED
CREW NATS POLAND Tel 060 4 38673 also wan ted
Cambridge CAV 11 G.O. Silhouette type parachu te .
LS-4 or 4A in good condi tion . Please telephone 0327 6 t 948

MISCELLANEOUS
TRY GLIDING IN THE ANDES. For details conta ct· E.
Juncadella . Sal Guero 2835-70-B , 1425 Buenos Ai res .
~

Tel: 03398 86475

ACCOMMODATION
SISTERON & LA MOTTE. Resto red village house at Valernes,
furnished to high standard . 5- t O minutes airfields . Tel Ariane
0763 848478

e

se rv in g fo o d u ntil I OJ Orrn dai l y .

STOP THE GLIDING. Are the local authority and residen ts
try ing to close yo ur cl ub? Con sult Manec fo r noise control and
planning advice. Tel 0695 25 t 2 1

LS-7 fu ll outfit or 112 share based in the Nonh. Full compelltio n
outfit incl uding parachute, EW barograph and printer, Peschges
VP4 E and Schau man va riometers. horizon , 720 radio . cam·
eras, Cobra trailer, tow- out gear. Tel 0532 842772

towbars suppl ied.
See Yellow

'-:o mfo rt <Jh le acL·ornm o dat io n. Ab o se lf-ca te ri ng
t:oltag:c to slt:c r 5 in Hotel gro un ds. We .-.pcciulisc in

PROVENCAL FARMHOUSE. Totall y moderni sed, 50% enlarged. Su pe rb !amity ho lidays , unequalled views. 5 minutes
Gap N F, 30 mins Sisteron. Sleeps 6/8 from Francs 2250/week.
Tel 0622 812385

GLIDING CLOTHING
Keep cool in summer and
warm in winter by wearing
BGA T-Shirts or Sweat Sh irts
from the exclusive Whispering
Wings range. (Sizes available
to fit all glider pilots.) Promote
your sport whilst wearing these
attractive and excellent quality
clothes.
Tel the BGA on 0533 531051
tor information on all our items
in the shop -Access/ Visa
Credit Card bookings
accepted.

EUR PEAN OARING CLUB
Brian and Gill S preckley

SOARING CO URSES
Le Blanc, France

Better weather, excellent instruction
and a real holiday in Central France

Write to KEIRA HIBBERD
8 Victoria S treet, Sand bach, Cheshir e CWll 9 88
Tei/Fax 027 0 7 59246
Aprii!May 1993

ASK2 1, Club Libelle and Instructor
for Cross Country Flying. 50 300km flights. Lead & Follow and
two seater cross country.
7 day courses Ma y-September
from £ 320 in cluding tows
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BALTIC SAILPLANES LTD
_.-·

~

. ~ ~.

·•·.
~

. ..

BAROGRAPHS
ELECTRIC VARIO/FLIGHT
ARTIFICIAL HORIZONS
With inverters. New 80rr1hl Czech
Exceptional value.
DIRECTOR
made, electric 12v. Fast erect,
Clockwork type now available.
Invaluable soaring aid.
Built-in Turn and Slip. £450+VAT
Send for details. £160 +VAT
£350+VAT

BALTIC SAILPLANES l TO
Tel 0858 467723 (anytime) • 0536 81777 (eves)· 0536 85552 (office) • Fax 0858 467137

TAN-Y-GYRT HALL

WINCHING WIRE

NANTGLYN , DENBIG.H. CLWYD, N. WALES

• Available in stranded cable 4mm,
4.5mm and 5mm diameter
• High tensile galvanised steel
• Special coated wire for use on
runway
• Test release rings and weak links
and splicing ferrules available
• Also cable parachutes and shock
absorber ropes

@

---

PRIVATE HOTEL
Welsh Tourist Board

TELEPHONE: (074570) 307
10 minutes from Glyndwr Soaring Club
Variou!:S gliding se~sions or lessons arranged, winch and
tow launches
Dinner, hed & breakfast from £23
Bed & breakfast from £ 16
Ftlrther details on n:que.st.

"'/!
~

-ensronE
-EAGU:S
CiUdtngDub

5 Day Courses, unlimited wire launches

£195
Magnificent Cotswold Soaring Location
Aero-tows available
New Members at every level made most welcome
Details from

EN STONE EAGLES GLIDING CLUB L TO
Enstone Airfield, Church Enstone, Oxon OX7 4NP

Tel: (0608) 677535

(0869) 50767 (evenings)

BEST PRICES for gliding clubs supplied by glider pilot

DAVID GARRARD
Bridge Works, Gt Barford, Bedford

Tel: 0234 870401

WELLANDGC
We are 'The Friendly Club' based at
Lyveden airfield near Brigstock, Northants
Beautiful countryside, 1300m grass strip;
hazard free site ; excellent thermal soaring
off winch or aerotow; training, advice and
support for pi lots from ab-initio to gold C.
1993 programme includes BGA Soaring
and X-country cou rse (13/ 19 June) ; Fun
flying Week (10/ 18 July) and Task Week
(8/14 August).

Call Keith Scoff CFI
0923 234472 or 0604 811722
for further information.
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JOINT AIR SERVICES
SELJL ERS. Send us a full description of the glider or equipment that you want to sell, and
for one payment of just £15.00 those details will stay on our Database until you advise us
otherwise.
BUYERS. One-stop phone call for customers worldwide gives comprehensive information
on what is for sale in the UK and Europe. (Small buyers commission payable).
T. A. and K. M. JOINT, 42 Anstey ·R oad, Alton, Hants GU34 2RB
Tel: 0420 88664
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SAILPLANE & GLIDING

AVIATION LIMITED
fR]/Q)AVIATION LIMITED.

1OTH

ANNIVERSARY

{flJ@)AVIATION LIMITED •

CHOSEN TO INSTRUMENT THE BGA OG-500
CAMBRIDGE L 'N AY VARIOMETER
+
GARMIN 100 GPS
+
CHRIS ROLLINGS
(Not supplied by RD)

Cross-country training at its best

L NAY VERSION 2.0
£1675 inc VAT+ £6.50pp
GPS -call for our competitive prices

ON-TRACK

NOW AVAILABLE

WORLD FAMOUS
E2COMPASS

Second generation Logger graphics software
All earlier facilities +
-Flight replay with instruments
-3D view of flight and more

As used by RAF from Lancaster to
Tornado. Fully compensated with
adjusting key and universal mounting
bracket as fitted to DG-500 cockpit arch
£84.94 inc VAT+ £3.50pp

- Worldwide capability

Send £5 for demo disc (refundable on purchase of
ON-TRACK) .

£61.10inc VAT+ £3.50pp

WHEN QUALITY IS LIFE
GQ GLIDER PARACHUTES ARE DESIGNED AND BUILT TO THE SAME EXACTING STANDARDS AS THEIR
WORLD RENOWNED MILITARY PARACHUTES

* Heavy duty fabric pack
* Zero porosity 4.8m canopy
* 17-18 FPS rate of descent (nominal)
* Free carrying bag

* Meets TS023c/LBA approved
* Nominal 1.8 sec deployment
* Inflatable lumber pad
* Colour Blue

GQSHADOW

GQ SILHOUETTE

Pack size 52 x 32 x 7 cm
Weight 6.8kg

Pack size 127 x 38 x 6cm
Weight 7kg
Integral cushion
2 point harness connection

£851.87 inc. VAT
PRE-SEASON SALE
5% discount off current stock

QUALITY
SUPPLIES
AND
SE.RVICE

£893 inc. VAT

RD Aviation Ltd.
I

I

25 BANKSIDE
KIDLINGTON
OXON
1JE

oxs

Tel: 0865 841441
Fax: 0865 842495
241tr Answerphone & Fax

SHOP HOURS:
09(10.1830 Mon-Fri· •1000.1230 Sats.

SORRY
WE ARE SO BUSY THAT WE HAVE
NOT HAD TIME TO DO AN ADVERT!
BUT DON'T FORGET
SOUTHERN SAILPLANES HAS EVERYTHING
TO DO WITH GLIDING INCLUDING DETAILS
OF THE NEW SCHEMPP-HIRTH GLIDER

Membury Airfield, Lambourn, Berks
Tel: 0488 71774 Fax: 0488 72482

